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Abstract

This project concerns the development of electrical impedance tomography towards the 
production of complex impedance images. The prime intention was to investigate the 
feasibility of developing suitable instrumentation; but not clinical applications. It was 
aimed to develop techniques for the performance evaluation of data collection systems.

To achieve this it was necessary to design and develop a multi current source type 
impedance tomography system, to act as a platform for the current study and for future 
work. The system developed is capable of producing conductivity and permittivity 
images. It employs microprocessor based data collection electronics, providing 
portability between a range of possible host computers.

The development of the system included a study of constant amplitude current source 
circuits leading to the design and employment of a novel circuit. In order to aid system 
testing, a surface mount technology resistor-mesh test object was produced. This has been 
adopted by the EEC Concerted Action on Impedance Tomography (CAIT) programme 
as the first standard test object. A computer model of the phantom was produced using 
the industry standard ASTEC3 circuit simulation package. This development allows the 
theoretical performance of any system topology, at any level of detail, to be established.

The imaging system has been used to produce images from test objects, as well as forearm 
and lung images on humans. Whilst the conductivity images produced were good, the 
permittivity in-vivo images were noisy, despite good permittivity images from test objects.

A study of the relative merits of multiple and single stimulus type systems was carried 
out as a result of the discrepancies in the in-vivo and test object images. This study 
involved a comparison of the author's system with that of Griffiths at the University 
Hospital of Wales. The results showed that the multi current source type system, whilst 
able to reduce stray capacitance, creates other more significant errors due to circuit 
matching; future development in semiconductor device technology may help to overcome 
this difficulty. It was identified that contact impedances together with the effective 
capacitance between the measurement electrode pairs in four-electrode systems reduces 

the measurability of changes in phase. A number of benchmarking indices were 
developed and implemented, both for system characterisation and for practical/theoretical 
design comparisons.
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chapter one

Chapter 1 

Introduction

The aim of this investigation is the design and development of an electrical 

impedance tomography instrumentation system which is capable of producing 

images showing the distribution of resistivity (or conductivity) and relative 

permittivity of objects under test. This also includes the development of criteria 

by which performance characteristics of such impedance tomography systems may 

be critically compared. It is not intended to prove the advantages or disadvantages 

of impedance tomography compared with other clinical imaging methods, or to 

develop specific clinical investigations. That will be the remit of a future study. It 

is however intended to study various aspects which would influence in-vivo 

complex impedance imaging.

Electrical Impedance Tomography (BIT) [1,2,3], also called Applied Potential 

Tomography (APT), is a relatively new form of medical imaging technique. It 

makes use of the differences of electrical conductivity of human tissues to produce 

two-dimensional cross-sectional impedance images [4]. Some typical values of 

electrical conductivity and permittivity for mammalian tissues are shown in Table 

1.1.

In order to successfully reconstruct impedance images, comprehensive and 

systematic sets of measurements are required. The usual measurement method is 

to place an array of electrodes (typically 16 or 32) around an object to be imaged. 

Small constant amplitude electrical alternating currents are then applied to a pair 

of electrodes and the resultant potentials are measured differentially at others. The 

impedance of the electrode contacts is a complicating issue in this process. 

However, the use of current stimuli and voltage measurement methods may be used 

to overcome difficulties associated with these varying contact impedances [5]. A 

minimum of two sets (frames) of measurements (208 voltage measurements for a 

sixteen-electrode data collection system) are collected [6]. Due to the application 

of electrical currents at a pair of electrodes, a pattern of equipotentials is set up 

within the region of interest. These equipotentials become altered when the 

electrical field is perturbed by inhomogeneities. An image reconstruction 

algorithm, e.g. based on a backprojection method [4], may then be used to compute
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Tissue o
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2nfe0£ Ratio Reference

Liver

Kidney

Muscle

Bone

Spleen

Fat

0.09

0.20

0.36

0.008

0.20

0.033

0.059

0.06

0.11

0.0013

0.02

0.0004

0.66

0.30

0.31

0.16

0.10

0.012

Smith and Foster [7]

Surowiec et al. [8]

Surowiec el al. [8]

Smith and Foster [7]

Surowiec et al. [8]

Smith and Foster [7]

Table 1.1 Typical values of electrical conductivity and permittivity for 

mammalian tissues obtained at f = 40.96 kHz

the conductivity distribution from these sets of data.

The spatial resolution (i.e. in the plane of electrodes) of impedance images is not 

as good as images produced by more traditional imaging techniques such as X-ray 

computed tomography. The resolution is however adequate for many clinical 

applications since it is not always necessary to display the organs in great detail for 

all diagnoses. Only a few papers regarding clinical applications have been 

published. Barber and Brown [4] demonstrated that it is possible to show the 

changes in resistivity in the lungs between inspiration and expiration. The images 

produced clearly showed the lungs and fluid within a lung. Mangnall et al. [9] 

showed EIT as a method of monitoring gastric emptying. As a clinical imaging 

system, impedance tomography has the potential advantages of being relatively low 

cost, non-invasive, and does not employ ionising radiation.

So far, the reported EIT data collection systems have been concerned with the 

imaging of conductivity only. This is actually because the conduction currents are 

the dominant components within the EIT frequency range, i.e. usually from 10 kHz 

to 100 kHz. From the studies conducted by Griffiths et al. [10], it has been evident 

that the ratios of permittivity (2jife0e) to conductivity (a) of some human tissues 

for a given frequency are small (Table 1.1). Griffiths [11] has managed to 

demonstrate the possibility of displaying relative permittivity images by means of 

computer simulation studies and practical measurements. The intention of this 

programme is to continue Griffiths's preliminary work and to develop relative 

permittivity imaging to the point where measurements on human subjects will be 

possible.
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chapter one

In order to achieve this it was recognised that first it would be necessary to design 
and develop an BIT data collection system which would be suitable to assess the 
feasibility of relative permittivity imaging. A number of objectives were therefore 

projected. They were

(1) to review BIT system development

Considerable studies of the various instrumentation aspects were essential prior 
to the design and construction of such a system. Important aspects which 
would influence the system performance needed to be identified at an early 
stage of the programme. It was intended that a literature review would be 
maintained throughout the programme of work. A listing of the most important 
literature is appended to this thesis. A discussion of developments in BIT 
techniques is provided in chapter two. The areas of interest principally 
concerned the architecture of various data collection systems. An important 
aspect was, initially, to identify the best approach for the proposed system 
architecture. The options were for current or voltage stimuli; and serial or 
parallel methods for stimuli and measurements.

(2) to investigate current source circuits

In view of the magnitude of tissue impedances and the relative size, and 
variability, of electrode contact impedances, it was clear that high quality 
current sources would be essential. Thus, an intensive investigation into 
different current source circuits was projected. Various circuits presently 
being used by other centres would be reviewed; these are discussed in chapter 
three. Rigorous circuit analyses were planned to be conducted on each circuit. 
In addition to the normal performance analyses, feasibility studies of the 
production of multiple current sources with consistent performances would 
also be required since the implementation of parallel drive mode needs a 
number of identical circuits.

(3) to design and develop a complete impedance imaging system

Having undertaken the preliminary preparations, the design and construction 
of an impedance imaging system commenced. This work is detailed in chapter
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four. It was proposed that the complete imaging system would be partitioned 

into two major functional systems, namely a Host Computer Data Handling 

and Processing System, and a Data Collection System. It was recognised that 

the former would require software developments concerning data 

communication protocols, imaging reconstruction algorithms and system 

performance characterisations. Due to the necessity of relatively large data 

transmissions, the employment of data transmission checking schemes was 

considered essential. These aspects were recognised to require both software 

and hardware developments. It was anticipated that the proposed system would 

need a degree of intelligence so that it would be flexible enough to allow for 

various types of investigations, and to be able to communicate with a host 

computer. This pointed to a microprocessor based system design. By 

introducing a microprocessor into the system, easy alteration of the system's 

operations or enhancement of its ability would result. This would provide 

considerable advantages as most of the electronics would be software 

controlled.

In addition to the construction work, some functional testing was planned in 

order to prove the integrity of the system. It was also intended to evaluate the 

relative advantages and disadvantages of multiple drive and multiplexed single 

current source systems.

(4) to develop methods for the assessment of system performance

Apart from the development of methods for functional testing, system 

performance characterisation was considered to be important; since a variety 

of circuit designs was proposed in order to address the problems exhibited in 

HIT. Thus, some methods for benchmarking system performances were 

considered to be essential. Chapter five shows a number of methods 

investigated to address this objective.

In order to benchmark BIT systems, an electrically stable test object (phantom) 
was required. In consideration of phantoms available at the time, a 
two-dimensional resistor-mesh originally designed by Griffiths [12] seemed to 
be the most appropriate hardware phantom. Further investigations into this 
phantom such as manufacturability were proposed. Additionally, the need for 
a software model having the same configuration as the hardware item was
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deemed to be equally important, since this could provide a set of noise free 
data representing the ideal situation. It was intended to extend the phantom 

development to include this aspect.

(5) to study various aspects concerning complex impedance imaging

This would be a novel investigation in the author's studies. Details are 
documented in chapter six. As previously mentioned, a small number of 
permittivity images had been obtained by means of computer simulations [13] 
and from measurements on a resistor/impedance-mesh test object [12]. This 
section of work was intended to perform investigations into various aspects of 
hardware electronics development relating to permittivity imaging. In-vivo 

complex impedance imaging would be performed on a human subject in order 
to confirm the validity of electronics, and thereby to study the possibility of 
imaging complex impedances in-vivo.

(6) to produce a comprehensive report on the conduct and findings of the 
investigation
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Chapter 2

A Review of the Developments of Electrical Impedance Tomography

In 1980, Bates et al. [14] reported the problem of reconstructing a unique 
two-dimensional impedance image from peripheral measurements. The technique 
was based on the concept of X-ray computed tomography. The reconstructed image 
was a representation of the distribution of electrical conductivity within the region 
of interest. It was pointed out that the stimuli (electrical currents) could not be 
forced to penetrate the object in a straight line, unlike X-rays. This situation creates 
ambiguities and makes a unique image reconstruction impossible. However, it was 
also reported that using extensive sets of measurements might provide a means to 
resolve the ambiguities.

Three years later, Brown, Barber and Freeston applied this type of tomography to 
develop a new medical imaging technique - electrical impedance tomography - to 
which a patent was issued in 1983 [1]. They reported in the same year that the 
evaluation of the distribution of conductivity was a three-dimensional problem and 
hence posed extra problems for reconstruction since the applied stimuli could not 
be constrained to flow in the plane of the surface electrodes [15]. Since then, a 
small number of research groups, internationally, has been undertaking various 
investigations. These have concerned software aspects such as studies of image 
reconstruction algorithms and hardware aspects such as the development of data 
collection systems. From the reported investigations, it appears that the majority 
of research groups originate in the European countries. Outside of Europe, several 
groups in U.S.A. have also engaged in investigations of impedance tomography, 
with a small number of papers reported from Japan [16] and People's Republic of 
China [17]. The latter principally concern algorithms and are thus not dealt with 
here. The first book devoted to impedance tomography is attributed to Webster 
[18]. The following review will mainly focus on recent developments in system 
hardware. A brief review of reconstruction algorithms potentially relevant to this 
study is also included.

2.1 Software Developments

In impedance tomography, software aspects mainly concern the investigations into
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image reconstruction algorithms. To develop a reconstruction algorithm it often 
involves studies of the 'forward' and 'inverse' problems [2]. The former refers to 
the problem of predicting the distribution of potentials within a medium to which 
a known stimulus is applied; and hence the distribution of electrical conductivity. 
The latter refers to the problem of evaluating the distribution of electrical 
conductivity from sets of measured peripheral potentials as a result of applications 
of known current patterns at the boundary of an object under test. The solution of 
the 'forward' problem provides sets of theoretical data which are useful for the 
studies of the 'inverse' problem. However, methods of solving the 'forward' 
problem are not discussed as they are not an area of interest in the author's study. 
The 'reverse' problem may concern two- and three-dimensional reconstruction 
processes. Several three-dimensional reconstruction algorithms have been 
developed and details of these can be obtained from the work conducted by Kim et 
al. [19], Goble et al. [20], Liu et al. [21] and Zyia Ider et al. [22]. These are not 
further discussed because the two-dimensional reconstruction algorithms have been 
found to be adequate in the three-dimensional situation [2,23] and in this context 
of the author's work.

Generally, tackling the 'reverse' problem relates to the solution of Equation 2.1,

b = Tr ............................ (2.1)

where b is a vector representing boundary measurements for a given set of drive 
configurations, r is a vector representing an object resistivity distribution, and T is 
a forward transformation. Thus, the image reconstruction problem leads to 
evaluation of the inverse transformation of Equation 2.1,

r = Tb .......................... (2.2)

Since T is a non-linear transformation, the evaluation of the inverse of T will be 
extremely difficult. To evaluate the resistivity distribution there are at least four 
types of algorithms available. They are the perturbation method, the double 
constraint method, the modified Newton-Raphson method and the equipotential 
lines method. A review of these methods and comparisons between them was
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conducted by Yorkey et al. [24,25].

The perturbation method was proposed by Kirn et al. [26]. The method is used to 

calculate current changes resulting from resistivity changes. They proposed that 

the perturbation matrix, which had a linear relationship between changes in current 

and resistivity, was only required to be evaluated once in the iteration process. The 

advantage of this method is fewer restrictions on a priori knowledge of the 

resistivity distribution. Yorkey et al. [24] showed that the computation time could 

be reduced substantially with a correct initial guess of the location of the object and 

its approximate resistivity. Even with a completely wrong initial guess, an identical 

image can be reconstructed at the expense of an increase in number of iterations in 

the reconstruction process.

The double constraint method was proposed by Wexler et al. [27] and named by 

Yorkey et al. [24], It uses a finite element model (FEM) as a vehicle to evaluate 

the desired resistivity distribution. The method requires first to constrain the FEM 

with the known current source values for evaluations of the current density in the 

computer model elements and second to constrain the FEM with the observed 

voltages and the current source values for evaluations of the voltage gradient in 

each element. The resistivity of each element can then be computed based on these 

evaluations. A shorter time for each iteration is the advantage of this method. 

However, it produces bigger errors in comparison to other methods after the same 

number of iterations.

The modified Newton-Raphson method was developed by Yorkey et al. [24]. They 

employed a four-electrode method [28,29] to reduce measurement errors and a FEM 

to form an area of interest. Using a current source, a homogeneous relation between 

the resistivity distribution and the voltage measurements can be established. They 

mentioned that a similar relation was not true with conductivity as conductivity is 

inversely related to resistivity. The resistivity within each element in their FEM 

was assumed to be constant. With all these assumptions, the resistivity distribution 

can be evaluated. Yorkey et al. also showed that the modified Newton-Raphson 

method has the merit of fast convergence with the least error but has a demerit of 

sensitivity of measurement error.

The equipotential lines method proposed by Barber et al. [2,5] provides a means of 
reconstructing an object image from the measured potential profiles. A linear 
relationship between the resistance perturbations and the perturbed voltage
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distribution is assumed. With the first order approximation, the ratios of the 
corresponding measurement voltages are backprojected along the equipotentials. 
Having completed the whole backprojection process, it is necessary to undergo a 
filtering process in order to smooth the image. In 1987, Barber and Seagar reported 
an algorithm for fast reconstruction of resistance images [23] based on an 
assumption that the required resistivity distribution is close to a known reference 
distribution so that reconstruction problems can be dealt with linearly but 
approximately. What is important about this assumption is that a single-pass 
backprojection method may be employed.

To summarise, Table 2.1 shows the characteristics of the four types of 
reconstruction methods. Note that all data were quoted from Yorkey et al. [24], 
The errors shown in Table 2.1 were defined as the squared inner-product of the 
difference between the true resistivity profile and the estimate, and normalised by 
the squared inner-product between the true resistivity and its average value [24]. 
Each reconstruction process was started with the same initial value which was the 
background resistivity value.

Perturbation Double Constraint Modified NR Equipotential Line

normalised error
after each iteration

normalised time taken
for each iteration

0.8

19.8

1.03

2.5

0.3

18

0.78

1

No. of iterations
required for error No No Not
less than 0.01 Convergence* Convergence* 4 Applicable

Table 2.1 Characteristics of the four reconstruction algorithms 
*: Results after 20 iterations

2.2 Aspects of Instrumentation Design

When considering the design of a data collection system, strategies for the 
application of stimuli and the measurements of peripheral signals are the important 
topics to be discussed. These two aspects determine the configuration of the data 

collection system and also its operation modes, i.e. dynamic or static imaging. 

Dynamic imaging produces images representing changes in electrical conductivity 

with time. Static imaging produces images representing the anatomical structure 

of test objects. Static images are produced by evaluating the difference of absolute
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conductivities obtained from two separate measurements.

The applied stimuli can be either voltages or currents. Barber et al. [1,4,5] have 

reported that using currents as the stimuli has the advantage of reducing the contact 
impedance problem to some extent particularly when measurements are not allowed 

immediately adjacent to the drive electrode pair, i.e. a four-electrode method. 
Additionally, a sink/source driving action is usually adopted in the four-electrode 

method (Figure 2.1(a)), although other drive methods (Figure 2.1(b)) such as drive 
and ground may be used. If the problems of stray capacitances in the demultiplexers 
could be tackled properly, the sink/source drive method may provide a better 
electric field pattern. Due to the presence of stray capacitance as shown in Figures 
2.1 (a) and (b), a current leakage occurs resulting in relatively serious deterioration 
of the field pattern in the latter case.

Voltage drive methods suffer acutely from electrode impedance problems. In 
in-vivo imaging, slight movements of a patient may give rise to a large change in 
contact impedance. An impedance variation of a few k£2 may result. In the 
presence of contact impedance, the true voltage signals to be applied to the 
periphery of the object would not be known and thus caused errors.

Basically, there are three aspects which need to be considered in order to determine 
the architectures of the data collection systems.

(a) Image quality

The image quality is generally governed by two quantities, namely spatial 
resolution and pixel resolution. The former represents the geometric resolution 
in the x-y plane (i.e. in the plane of surface electrodes) while the latter 
represents the resolution of the images parameter in the z plane. The spatial 
resolution of reconstructed images is determined by the number of independent 
pixels [3]. Clearly, the number of independent pixels is governed by the 

number of independent measurements which depends on the number of 
electrodes to be employed. Barber et al. [2,5] showed the relationship between 

the number of electrodes and the number of independent measurements. If N 

is the number of electrodes of a particular data collection system which 

employs the adjacent drive method and equally spaced electrodes 

configuration, a total number of possible measurements will be N(N-l).

-10-
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(a) push-pull configuration

I push = Ipull

(b) push-ground configuration

Figure 2.1

AI denotes as leakage current, and 

AIj« AIj

Possible adjacent drive configurations 

for a four-electrode method
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However, due to the reciprocity between the drive and measurement electrode 

pairs, the maximum independent measurements reduces to N(N-l)/2 [2]. For 

instance, a 16-electrode data collection system can obtain a maximum of 120 

independent measurements, but due to high electrode contact impedances no 

measurements are made adjacent to the drive pair. Thus, the independent 

measurements further reduce to 104, i.e. N(N-3)/2. In practice, 208 

measurements are taken in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 

Measurements performed with non-adjacent electrode pairs do not produce 

extra information as they can be obtained by superposition of the adjacent drive 

electrode profiles [2].

The pixel resolution is exhibited by the number of grey levels, usually sixteen 

grey levels are used. The quality of each pixel (defined as the accuracy of the 

representation of the actual resistivity value exhibited in the pixel) is 
determined partly by the system's accuracy and partly by the reconstruction 
algorithms. Brown and Seagar [6] reported that 5% changes in peripheral 

voltages in the lungs between maximum expiration and inspiration were 
detected with their data collection system. Patterson [30] also showed that 

changes in resistivity of the lungs was approximately 3% on cardiac systole. 

By correlating two sets of measured voltages, the maximum resistivity changes 
are approximately 0.15%. In order to be able to resolve these changes, 

peripheral measurements require to attain a signal-to-noise ratio of better than 
0.1%, i.e. 60 dB.

An increase in the number of electrodes can improve the resolution of 

reconstructed images but has the drawback of reduction of the signal-to-noise 

ratio because the signal level also reduces dramatically by a factor of n2 [2], 

where n is the ratio by which the number of electrodes is increased. According 
to the figures shown by Barber and Brown [2], the smallest signal of 

approximately 80 jxV is obtained from a 32-electrode system as a result of 

applications of 1 mA current to the human arm. For a 128-electrode system, 

a signal of 5 fiV can be expected. Thus, the spatial resolution and the pixel 

resolution of a system must be compromised.

(b) Data collection speed

This is the speed for a system to collect one frame of data, i.e. 208 differential
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voltage measurements assuming a 16-electrode data collection system. This 
aspect determines the possible imaging modes viz static or dynamic imaging. 
Two major factors which influence the data collection speed are the 
architecture of voltage measurements and the methods of demodulation of 

measured voltages.

(i) Effect of architecture of voltage measurements

There are four basic configurations for the application of applied stimuli and 
the measurements of peripheral signals. These are shown in Figure 2.2. The 
simplest front-end architecture of a data collection system is the combination 
of two serial configurations, i.e. combining Figures 2.2(a) and (c). It involves 
one current source and one phase-sensitive detector for signal demodulation. 
The use of phase-sensitive detectors is to extract the real and imaginary parts 
of the measured peripheral voltage signals. Multiplexers and demultiplexers 
are used for switching drive and measurement electrode pairs. This 
configuration can allow both static and dynamic imaging but may not be 
suitable for "real-time" imaging due to limits of data acquisition speed. 
Imaging at real time requires a high data collection speed, e.g. at a rate 
approaching 25 frames per second, so parallel measurement methods are 
essential (Figure 2.2(d)). In addition to the high speed data collection 
capability, some means for fast image reconstruction, as well as rapid display 
of images, are essential. Figure 2.2(b) shows the configuration for the parallel 
application of stimuli. It cannot shorten the data collection time but provides 
a more flexible way to apply current patterns which may be attractive in future 
systems.

Each of the configurations mentioned above has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. The serial method of stimulus approach illustrated in Figure 
2.2(a) needs only one current source but requires demultiplexers. It has the 
advantage that no current sources have to be matched in order to produce a 
sink/source drive pair. But, the employment of the demultiplexer gives rise to 
problems concerning stray capacitance effects within the demultiplexer device 

itself. The situation is aggravated when a system is intended to operate at 

different frequencies. This is because, in addition to the stray capacitance 

effects due to system layout, performances of semiconductor devices vary with 
frequency due to their inherent parasitic capacitance. The parallel method
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(a) serial drive (c) serial measurement

current 
source

Ipush

Ipull
Demultiplexers

Vref

Ei Ei

£4 £4

  Eie Ei6

Multiplexers

Vi

Vn

signal 
demod 
ulations 
(demod.'

ToADC

(b) parallel drive (d) parallel measurement

Ei demod. & ADC

demod. & ADC

demod. & ADC

To memory

Figure 2.2 Possible drive and measurement configurations
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illustrated in Figure 2.2(b) can reduce the problems of stray capacitance to a 

minimum but the problems of matching current sources becomes evident. This 

matching problem becomes very difficult when the number of electrodes 

increases. The characteristics of the semiconductor devices employed will 

inevitably exhibit deviations, which makes perfect matching impossible. 

Figure 2.3 shows that mismatched current sources will cause a small current 

to flow (possibly down the reference electrode) in the object, and hence to 

produce a common-mode error signal. In addition, employing multiple current 

sources may also produce large systematic errors such as reciprocity errors. 

Despite these problems, however, the method offers the maximum flexibility 
for driving any type of current patterns. The adaptive current drive 

configuration is one such application [31].

Figures 2.2(c) and (d) show the two possible configurations for the 

measurements of peripheral signals. The serial configuration requires less 
electronics. An analogue multiplexer is used in order to select the 
measurement electrode pairs. The effect of stray capacitance is not as critical 

as in the previous case because all peripheral voltage signals can be buffered. 

However, a longer data collection time is a disadvantage. The parallel 
configuration shortens the data collection time at the expense of the demand 

of a large amount of electronics. Again, large reciprocity errors may result due 
to the variations in the characteristics of the semiconductor devices.

(ii) Effects of methods of signal demodulation

Demodulation can be achieved by means of analogue or digital methods. 

Analogue demodulation usually employs analogue multipliers and low-pass 

filters to obtain the real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) parts of 
measured voltage signals. Thus, the collection time is principally governed by 
the settling time required by the low-pass filters. The higher the break 

frequency, the shorter the setting time is, but the poorer the signal-to-noise 

ratio would be. So, the use of optimum break frequency filters is desirable in 

this application. An intensive investigation into the optimum break frequency 

was conducted by the author and the work was presented in chapter four.

Digital demodulation usually does not require low-pass filtering, instead 

sample-and-hold circuits are used. The aperture time of these circuits may be
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a cause of problems if the device is not carefully selected. The multiplication 
processes are performed digitally. A comparatively faster data collection 
speed can therefore be obtained, but high quality analogue-to-digital (A-D) 
conversions are essential.

(c) Image parameters

The peripheral voltages resulting from the application of known current 
patterns contain useful information concerning the resistivity and permittivity 
distributions within the object. The spatial distributions of these two electrical 
quantities can be evaluated by the measurements of the real and imaginary parts 
of the peripheral voltage signals respectively. Either of these two parameters 
may be used to create images. When employing the serial drive mode, 
systematic errors, due to the presence of stray capacitances, are dominant in 
the reactive parts of the measured voltages. These must be separated out even 
when only conductivity images are of interest. This can be shown in a 
four-electrode measurement system such as that illustrated in Figure 2.4 of 
which the object to be measured is a homogeneous medium of a resistivity Rs, 
e.g. a saline solution. In the presence of stray capacitances C\ between the 
electrodes, two major current paths can be identified. One is the desired current 
path along a,b,c,d,e,f. The other is the undesired current path along a,x,c,d,y,f. 
For the sake of simplicity, several assumptions are made. Firstly, all electrode 

resistances (Re) are equal. Secondly, a perfect sink/source current pair (I) is 
used. Thirdly, the instrumentation amplifier has an infinite input impedance. 
Hence, an expression representing the voltage developed across x and y can be 
derived.

2Re(Re+Rs) 
Vxy = I [          ] + IRs ............ (2.3)

2Re+Rs+(l/j(oCx)

The measured voltage VXy is clearly not the required signal which should be 

IRS . For a typical stray capacitance Cx = 10 pF, an electrical contact resistance 
Re = 1 kQ and a load resistance Rs = 100 £2, the unwanted resistive and reactive 
components at 100 kHz are calculated to be 0.18% and 13.8% of IRS 

respectively. Thus, in order to measure the apparent changes in electrical
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permittivity, the stray capacitance effect must be kept to a minimum. Parallel 

drive topologies may be appropriate in this application. If a system is intended 

to operate at different frequencies, the capability of producing a flat frequency 

response within the operating frequency range would be essential. Otherwise, 

large systematic errors would be produced due to variations in phase as well 

as magnitude at different frequencies.

2.3 EIT Data Collection Systems and Aspects of Instrumentation Designs

Internationally, several EIT data collection systems have been and are being 

developed and reported. A well organised EEC workshop specifically on hardware 

for EIT development was held in Leuven in December 1990. Some other systems 

being developed outside the EEC countries were also found. All these systems are 

reviewed. The architecture of each system will be discussed if available, and their 

features will be outlined.

(a) U.K. - Bristol group

The Bristol group reported a 16-electrode data collection system which is 

designed specially for breast imaging [32]. Serial stimuli application and data 

collection methods are adopted. A transformer-coupled current source capable 

of delivering 1 mA at 90 kHz alternating current is used as the applied stimulus 

circuit. Peripheral voltage measurements are taken with aid of a monolithic 

instrumentation amplifier type AD524. The selection of drive and 

measurement electrode pairs is achieved using analogue multiplexers. The 

signal demodulation process takes place in a RMS-to-DC converter AD536. 

All devices mentioned above are housed in a circular ring which encompasses 

the human breast. The demodulated voltages are then digitised and stored in 

a computer memory prior to reconstruction.

The fixed geometry of electrodes creates limitations in practice due to 

variations in breast sizes, but have the advantages that front-end electronics 

are close to electrodes resulting in smaller stray capacitance effects due to short 

cables. The employment of AD536 limited the accuracy since the accuracy of 

conversions was 0.5% (as quoted from Analogue Devices data sheet). No 

images have yet been reported.
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(b) U.K.-Cardiff group

The Cardiff group is concentrating on the dual-frequency imaging technique 
proposed by Griffiths and Ahmed in 1987 [13]. The idea was verified by means 
of computer simulation as well as practical measurements [33]. The principle 
of dual-frequency technique is to produce conductivity images by making 
measurements at two distinct frequencies, say 40 kHz and 80 kHz, since the 
conductivity varies with frequency [34]. By comparing the changes, 
conductivity images can be reconstructed. This group also performed some 
studies on relative permittivity imaging [11,12].

Their system is under the control of a BBC micro-computer. The data 
collection system employs sixteen electrodes and is capable of operating at four 
distinct frequencies (10.24 kHz, 20.48 kHz, 40.96 kHz and 81.92 kHz). These 
frequencies are generated from a digital based sinusoidal voltage oscillator.

Serial methods for both the stimuli applications and the voltage measurements 
have been adopted. The adjacent drive and voltage measurement method is 
used. The selection of drive and measurement electrode pairs is achieved by 
two pairs of analogue multiplexers. A transformer-coupled current source 
circuit is used as the stimulus device. All electrodes are connected to the 
system by means of coaxial cables with driven screens in order to minimise the 
stray capacitance effect. The screen driver circuit is a voltage follower which 
is also used to sense the surface potentials. The surface potentials between 
adjacent electrodes are measured by means of a discrete instrumentation 
amplifier using the three operational amplifiers topology. The differential 
voltage signals then undergo a series of attenuation and amplification processes 
as well as band-pass filtering before the demodulation process takes place. 
Because of the necessity of multiple frequencies measurements, four different 
band-pass filters of different centre frequencies are required. A conventional 
voltage demodulation method is implemented by multiplying the sensing 
voltage signals with a reference signal. The resultants are low-pass filtered 
prior to the A-D conversions which take place in the BBC computer. Only the 
real part of the signals is used for image reconstructions.

Due to the employment of the serial data collection method and the slow data 

conversion time offered by the BBC computer, the time taken for collecting a 

complete image data sets requires 8 seconds. The feature of this system is to
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produce static images without involving any homogeneous references. In 
order to meet the safety requirements [35], an isolation power supply is used 
for the patient circuitry. Isolation of analogue and digital signals is achieved 
by means of isolation transformers and opto-isolators respectively. Some 
conductivity images obtained with this dual-frequency technique were reported 
[33].

(c) U.K. - Keele group

Not all of the front-end circuitry has been reported. The overall system 
architecture was not found in the author's literature survey. They suggested 
that better system performances in terms of quality of measured data could be 
achieved when current sources and voltage detectors were mounted directly 
behind the electrodes [36]. This indicated that multiple current sources and 
voltage detectors were required. This method involves no multiplexing and 
hence alleviates the capacitance effects.

At the Leuven meeting, Record [37] pointed out that the input impedance of 
an ac-coupled voltage follower (also called a bootstrap buffer) as illustrated in 
Figure 2.5 is frequency dependent. Similar cautionary comments were also 
given by Lidgey [37]. With reference to Figure 2.3, the equivalent impedance 
Zin' (defined as an impedance looking into the operational amplifier at point 
A) can be written as

Zin' = Ri+R2+j(<oC2RlR2-l/(coCi)) ............ (2.4)

Suppose that the cable is not screen driven (i.e. switch at position '0'). The 
input impedance Zin of the circuit can then be expressed as

Rl+R2+j(a)C2RiR2-l/(a>Ci))-in = Ke + ——————————————————————————— . . (2.5) 
l-coCx(toC2RiR2-l/(<oCi))+ja>Cx(Ri+R2)

For values of Ri = R2 = 100 kQ, Ci = 1 jxF, Ci = 10 nF, Cx = 100 pF and Re 
= 1 kQ, the equivalent input impedance of the circuit was obtained by means
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(a) Without driven screen

Title: Bootstrap Buffer > by H.T.Leung 13/5/91 
Date/Time run: 05/26/91 13:50:37 
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Figure 2.6 Performances of a bootstrap buffer
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of computer simulation. This work was conducted by the author and the PSpice 
analogue circuit simulator was used. Figure 2.6 shows the results at which the 
plots indicate the variations in input impedance with frequency. The input 
impedance of the buffer was found to be approximately 40 kfl! at 41 kHz and 
19.5 kQ at 81 kHz, Figure 2.6(a). This is within the BIT frequency band. 
However, with a screen driven cable (i.e. switch at position '!'), the input 
impedance increased significantly. Figure 2.6(b) shows 3.8 MQ and 950 k& 
resulted at 41 kHz and 81 kHz respectively. This indicated that the driven 
screen mode is essential in EIT.

A modified voltage buffer was presented at the Leuven meeting [37], The 
circuit was intended to introduce a negative capacitance to cancel the stray 
capacitance. The modified circuit performed well under an ideal situation 
where stray capacitances can be perfectly cancelled. However, it exhibits 
difficulty in reality as negative capacitances are difficult to obtain, and would 
introduce instability.

(d) U.K. - Oxford group

The Oxford group has endeavoured to exploit adaptive current tomography 
since this method of imaging would increase ability to distinguish 
inhomogeneities located far from the surface electrodes [31,38]. Their data 
collection system was named as Oxford Polytechnic Adaptive Current 
Tomography (OXPACT). According to Murphy's report [39], it is a 
32-electrode imaging system and is expandable up to 96 electrodes. In this 
first reported version of OXPACT, a parallel stimuli applications configuration 
was employed. The system is a PC based unit. Each electrode has a dedicated 
single-ended current source which may be controlled independently by the PC, 
and has a driven screen. The current source circuit employed is made up of a 
complementary current mirrors pair and adopts the voltage operational 
amplifier (VOA) supply-current sensing technique to produce a constant 
amplitude alternating current. Details of this will be discussed in the next 
chapter.

The system was intended to operate at one frequency. 31 electrodes attempt 
to impose an optimum current pattern in an object to be imaged while the 32nd 
electrode is usually grounded to provide a path for residual current. Each
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electrode is connected to an ac-coupled voltage follower which is intended to 
provide high input-impedance buffering to sense the surface potentials. It is 
important to have a high input impedance buffer as currents may leak through 
these buffers and the field pattern would therefore be disturbed. These surface 
potentials can be selected sequentially by means of a multiplexer network 
which is implemented with 8- and 16-channel analogue multiplexers. The 
selected signals are compared using an integrated instrumentation amplifier, 
AD524. The differential signals require sufficient amplification prior to the 
demodulation processes, otherwise, the signal-to-noise ratio would be poor. 
Demodulations are achieved with switch-mode demodulators. The 
demodulated signals are then low-passed filtered and digitised with a 12-bit 
A-D converter. Both real and imaginary parts of the peripheral voltages are 
measured. However, they have no intention to utilise the imaginary part for 
the reconstruction of relative permittivity images.

In June 1990, the progress on the second version of OXPACT was presented 
at the EEC Workshop in Copenhagen [40]. The new version features a battery 
powered PC and high data acquisition speed. But the serial data collection 
method is still employed. No images have yet been reported as the system is 
still in the development stage.

In addition to the development of the data collection system, the Oxford group 
also engages in investigations of hardware aspects which may have significant 
influence on front-end electronics design. For example, studies on circuit 
topologies of current drivers and instrumentation amplifiers have been 
executed. The discussion on the current source circuits will be continued in 
the next chapter while the most up-to-date development in the instrumentation 
amplifier is documented below.

A novel instrumentation amplifier was presented in the EEC Workshop held 
in Leuven in December 1990 [37]. The whole circuit comprises five 
operational amplifiers which is an improved version of the current-mode 
instrumentation amplifier previously developed by Toumazou and Lidgey 
[41,42]. The improved version is shown in Figure 2.7. The alteration is the 
replacement of the current mirrors with two additional operational amplifiers. 
Both amplifiers act as trans-resistance devices. The merit is that there are no 
current mirrors to be matched which is a well-known difficulty of using current 
mirrors. More discussions on current mirrors are given in the next chapter.
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(a) Without driven screen
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Figure 2.9 Performances of a simple buffer
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With the improved version, a high CMRR of above 60 dB was attained up to 
200 kHz. One anticipated demerit is the increased complexity of the circuit. 
Using integration will reduce the physical size.

As mentioned previously, this group also pointed out that the bootstrap 
buffering circuit is peaky [37]. They suggested a simple voltage buffer as 
illustrated in Figure 2.8. Computer simulations were performed by the author 
in order to understand the practical circuit behaviour. Again, two simulations 
were conducted for Re = 1 kQ, Ri = RZ = 20 MQ, Ci = 1 jxF and Cx = 100 pF. 
Figure 2.9(a) shows, under an undriven screen condition, the input impedance 
decreased from 39 kQ to 19.5 k£2 with an increase in frequency from 41 kHz 
to 81 kHz. On the other hand, Figure 2.9(b) shows better results with a driven 
screen cable. Input impedances of 4.8 MQ and 1.0 MQ were obtained at 41 
kHz and 81 kHz respectively.

In comparison to the bootstrap buffer, this simplified version produced better 
performances. Also, the simplicity of this circuit would be favourable for any 
future integrations.

(e) U.K. - Sheffield group

The Sheffield data collection system is a 16-electrode system, and utilises the 
serial stimuli applications and parallel data collection methods. The applied 
stimuli are generated from a transformer-coupled current source tuned to 
operate at one frequency only. The parallel data collection was implemented 
with an array of digital demodulators instead of the conventional analogue 
demodulation techniques [43]. Each of these digital demodulators consists of 
a low-pass filter, sample-and-hold, A-D converter and digital latch. Four of 
them are grouped together to form a module and the demodulation process 
takes place in a digital signal processing DSP microprocessor. Thus, four DSP 
devices are required for a 16-electrode data collection system. A fifth 
processor is used to measure the amplitude and phase of the current while a 
sixth acts as a central processing controller.

The digital demodulation process employs a so-called matched filtering 
technique [37]. This technique is a process of correlating two signals in the 
digital domain to yield a demodulated signal. Generally, the demodulated
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signal is a sum of products which is formed by multiplying and adding the 
digitised incoming surface signal and the digitised reference sinusoidal signal. 
The resultant represents the in-phase component. When a cosinusoid is used 
as a reference, the quadrature component is obtained.

The drive electrode pair is selected by means of two 16-channel analogue 
multiplexers. Each electrode has a driven screen to reduce the stray 
capacitance effects. A bootstrap buffer is also connected to the electrode. 
Seagar and Brown [44] indicated that common-mode feedback (CMFB) is not 
suitable in this parallel data collection method. This is because the common 
mode voltage at one electrode pair can only be nulled at one time.

As an originator, the Sheffield group has made remarkable progress in the 
development of both data collection system and image reconstruction 
algorithms. In June 1990, they claimed the first functional "real-time" 
impedance imaging system capable of collecting 25 frames per second [45]. 
At the EEC Workshop in Leuven, it was indicated that an Application Specific 
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) was intended for their forthcoming demodulator 
implementation [37]. In addition to the "real-time" system, their first version 
imaging system has been used extensively for clinical applications.

(f) U.K. - Southampton group

The Southampton group used the Sheffield data collection system as a basis of 
their EIT investigations but they have been using transputers to enhance the 
computation power. No hardware development has been reported.

(g) Belgium - Leuven group

The Leuven group has presented an architecture for a voltage drive EIT system 
without involving any CMFB [37]. It will be a IBM compatible PC based 
16-electrode system. The stimulus is to be produced operating in anti-phase. 
They have indicated that one signal generator may also be possible if it has a 
differential output. In addition, two resistors need to be connected in series 
with the voltage sources in order to measure the currents being applied to the 
object under test. Details of the circuitry are not available as the system is still 
in the development stage.
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(h) Denmark - Lyngby group

The data collection system developed by the Lyngby group consists of sixteen 
electrodes [46]. The system operates at 40 kHz only. Sixteen current sources 
and voltage differential amplifiers are used. Each amplifier has a dedicated 
band-pass filter of centre frequency of 40 kHz. The demodulation process is 
implemented with a phase detector, a rectifier and a sample-and-hold circuit. 
Only seven-bit data conversion is performed.

The weakness of this system was the quality of the data since seven-bit data 
attains approximately 40 dB limiting the possible applications. To perform 
useful in-vivo imaging 60 dB accuracy is required.

(i) France - Lyon group

This group utilises a dual frequency technique for breast imaging [47]. Their 
system has been particularly designed for this purpose and works on a dual 
frequency basis. 32 kHz and 250 kHz are the two frequencies employed. 
Details of the system architecture are not available. However, features of their 
system can be found elsewhere [47,48]. It is a 32-electrode imaging system 
and is capable of collecting data in 800 ms. An array of current sources is 
permanently connected to the electrodes but only one pair is activated at one 
time. These current sources are placed near the electrodes in order to minimise 
the stray capacitance effects which have been experienced in the long electrode 
cables. Three phase sensitive detectors are used for signal demodulation. One 
is to extract the real part of the peripheral signals for 32 kHz while the other 
two are to extract the real and imaginary parts for 250 kHz. To obtain these 
real and imaginary components the resultant signals from these detectors 
undergo integrations by means of double slope integrators.

The idea of implementing the current sources in the electrode to reduce the 
stray capacitance effects was good. However, the use of multiple current 
sources exhibits difficulty of device matching. No images have yet been 
reported.
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(j) France - Toulouse group

The Toulouse group presented their data collection system at IEEE EMBS 
conference in Seattle in 1989 [49]. It is also a 16-electrode system and can 
operate in multi-frequency mode for a frequency range from 10 kHz to 100 
kHz. Their system has endeavoured to suit all different applications such as 
utilising the adjacent current drive method, the opposite current drive method 
and so on [49]. Most of the front-end electronics and the electrode itself form 
a complete module in order to reduce the stray capacitance effects. Each 
module may work in one of five operating modes which are "current 
generator", "short circuit to ground", "two voltage buffers", and "not 
connected". Due to the difficulties of physical component sizes, the 
implementation of these modules by means of ASIC was recommended [50]. 
The methods for applying current to the object to be imaged and recording 
peripheral potentials are not significantly different from the other reported 
systems. The A-D conversions are however performed in an interface board 
which allows digital data to be easily transmitted to a PC. Some details of the 
electrode module were also presented in the Leuven meeting [37],

Some conductivity images were reported [51]. The system also features 
minimization of stray capacitance effects by implementing the current source 
circuits in the electrodes.

(k) Greece - Thessaloniki group

The Thessaloniki group has developed their own data collection system but no 
details of system architecture was found in the literature survey. However, 
some circuit layouts concerning the demodulation process were reported at 
EEC EIT Workshop at Copenhagen and Leuven [37,52]. It was proposed that 
the demodulation process might take place prior to obtaining the differential 
signals. The demodulation processes was implemented by means of 
sample-and-hold circuits. By holding the captured signal at the crossover point 
of both sinusoidal and cosinusoidal reference signals, real and imaginary parts 
could be extracted.

The method of measuring the potential difference between the adjacent 
electrodes creates great problems. The capability of rejecting the common
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mode voltages is poor since the possibility of performing high quality A-D 
conversions and the quality of sample-and-hold circuits are questionable.

(1) Spain - Barcelona group

A parallel 16-electrode data collection system was developed and reported by 
this group [37,53]. The system is capable of operating at one of four 
frequencies and is fully controlled by a PC-AT computer. The frequency can 
be selected from 10 kHz, 20 kHz, 40 kHz and 80 kHz. A serial stimuli 
application method was adopted in this system but the parallel data collection 
method was implemented using sixteen differential channels for voltage 
measurements. The differential surface potentials are measured by means of 
a discrete instrumentation amplifier of traditional three amplifier circuit 
topology. The demodulation process adopts the switching amplifier technique 
similar to the Oxford group. The output signals then undergo a low-pass 
filtering process to obtain the in-phase or quadrature d.c. equivalent voltages.

A data collection speed of 20 frames per second was claimed [37]. The rate of 
displaying image is one image per second due to the restriction of the 
computation speed. The architecture of this system is classic. Problems of 
using the parallel data collection method were again device matching, and 
difficulty of employing CMFB.

(m) Sweden - Lund group

This is also a parallel 16-electrode data collection system and is able to work 
at four different frequencies [37,54]. It is a microprocessor based system and 
communicates with a standard PC-AT computer. Image reconstruction and 
display are performed on the host computer. A sine wave generator is used as 
an applied stimuli device. Current is multiplexed to any electrode by means 
of two 16-channel analogue multiplexers. Each of the receiving channels 
consists of a monolithic instrumentation amplifier. However, the 
demodulation process has not been documented. The demodulated signals are 
then digitised. Neither the data collection speed nor the rate of image display 
have been reported. Again, this system adopted the classical front-end 
architecture.
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(n) Turkey - Ankara group

The data collection system being developed by the Ankara group is also a 
16-electrode imaging system [37]. Their current source circuit is battery 
powered. The voltage input of the source is op to-coupled by means of fast 
linear opto-isolators such as the 6N136. The isolated signals are then 
ac-coupled to an ordinary inverting amplifier with the feedback path connected 
to the electrodes. All connections are made with relay switches which are 
under computer control. Voltage measurements are made using the serial data 
collection method. A differential amplifier is used for this purpose. Both input 
signals are ac-coupled and buffered using a unity gain amplifier. A band-pass 
filter of centre frequency of 10 kHz and Q-factor of 5 is used to remove 
unwanted frequency components which may be picked up within the system 
and to bandlimit the noise. The demodulation process adopts a switch-mode 
technique and the output signal is low-pass filtered. A-D conversions are then 
performed.

The feature of this system is the battery power supply. Using battery power 
supply also removes the 50 Hz main frequency noise which is often 
experienced in any main-supply systems.

(o) U.S. - Madison group

This system consists of 32 electrodes and is claimed to be capable of injecting 
optimal currents patterns into an object to be imaged [55]. Details of its system 
architecture were not found. From the limited relevant literature concerning 
their hardware system, Webster et al. [56] showed that band-pass filters and a 
phase sensitive detector were used for the signal demodulation, and a 
Macintosh II computer was employed for image reconstructions. No images 
have yet been obtained from their hardware system but some conductivity 
images obtained from their computer model were reported [55].

(p) U.S. - New York group

This group invented the Adaptive Current approach [38]. A 32-electrode data 
collection system was reported by Newell et al. [31,57]. The system works at 
15 kHz and is apparently able to apply an optimal pattern of currents to an
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object under test. 32 current sources are used. Each current source has a 
dedicated digital-to-analogue (D-A) converter and a programmable voltage 
attenuator. Thus, only digital signals are to be multiplexed. In the receiving 
end, a classical voltage measurement arrangement is employed, i.e. a phase 
sensitive detector is used for the demodulation. The demodulated signal then 
undergo an A-D conversion. Again, no images have yet been reported.

To summarise, most of the developing data collection systems employ current 
stimuli, and measure the resultant voltages developed at the periphery of an object. 
Systems, using multiple currents, usually do so in order to facilitate adaptive 
impedance tomography or else for the purpose of reducing stray capacitance effects. 
The sole aim of employing parallel voltage measurements is to shorten the data 
collection time. This kind of configurations is essential for "real-time" imaging. 
As far as the demodulation process is concerned, most systems employ the 
conventional analogue demodulation technique. Additionally, the majority of them 
use sixteen electrodes because the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with increasing 
number of electrodes; as mentioned in the preceding section. Finally, since the 
development of BIT is still in its infancy, there is no approved universal 
configuration which would provide the best quality data.

As the systems described relate only to imaging conductivity, no specific problems 
regarding relative permittivity imaging were identified. However, informal 
discussions with the authors have revealed a number of problems which would be 
likely to arise in the latter case. Owing to signal feedthrough and crosstalk caused 
by stray capacitances in multiplexers [34], a method of the parallel stimuli 
application, i.e. using multiple current sources, seemed to provide the best solution 
to the stray capacitances problems, and hence was adopted. Since, it was not 
intended to perform "real-time" imaging, a serial data collection method was 
proposed. An analogue demodulation was adopted as there were no outstanding 
advantages of using digital demodulation apart from the possibility of improvement 
in data collection speed. Since "real-time" imaging was not intended, this type of 
demodulation was therefore not particularly useful in the proposed system. It was 
thought that the circuitry involved in the demodulation process should facilitate 
easy circuit substitutions. If an improved demodulation process was available at 
some later date, it could be easily implemented in the proposed system. Finally, 
sixteen electrodes were to be employed.
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2.4 Relative Permittivity Imaging

In addition to imaging conductivity, relative permittivity images are also possible 
when complex variables are used as image reconstruction parameters in the 
backprojection process. The first relative permittivity image in BIT was shown by 
Griffiths using computer simulation [11] in 1987. A year later, he demonstrated 
the feasibility of imaging relative permittivity using a two-dimensional resistor 
mesh [12]. In his computer studies, using a backprojection reconstruction method, 
conductivity and permittivity images can be evaluated. These images can only be 
obtained when the reference data is homogeneous and non-reactive. With an 
abdominal cross-sectional computer model, liver explicitly appears in the 
permittivity image while both liver and kidney become the dominant tissues in the 
phase image (an image represents the changes in phase between the first and second 
sets of measurements) [11]. The distinction between permittivity and phase images 
will be explained in the following paragraphs. With aid of a resistor-mesh, results 
obtained from computer simulations [11] and practical measurements [12] were 
also compared. The reported images reveal the possibility of separating the 
conductivity and permittivity data contained in the measured voltages.

Another "permittivity" image for an impedance tomography route has also been 
reported by Scaife et al. [58]. The image was obtained by means of magnetically 
induced currents instead of injected currents. Voltage measurements at the 
periphery of the object were taken in a similar fashion as in EIT. However, this is 
another impedance imaging technique which will not be further discussed here.

In principle, any of the present reconstruction algorithms can be used to produce 
conductivity or permittivity images; the use of the image reconstruction parameters 
being the only difference. It would be necessary to implement the algorithms in 
complex numbers having measured the moduli and phases of the signals. As an 
example, Griffiths [11] demonstrated a method to obtain the permittivity image 
from his computer simulation studies. Using a backprojection algorithm 
implemented in complex numbers with ln(Vi*/V2*) as the input data, where Vi* 
and V2* are the reference and data signals, an image of complex electrical 
conductivity In(o2*/oi*) can be reconstructed, where 01* and 02* are the reference 
and final complex conductivities. Instead of involving the computation of complex 
numbers, Griffiths [11] also suggested an alternative method to produce 
conductivity and permittivity images. By splitting the data prior to the 
backprojection process, the real and imaginary parts of s", where s* = s' + js", can
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be reconstructed. The components of s* can be written as

s' = — In
2

2 2 
O2 + (0)E0E2)
"~^2

k oi+ 

s" = tan"1 ((oe0£2/02') - tan'^WEoEl/oi') .......... (2.7)

where o' is the real part of the complex conductivity, E is the relative permittivity, 
EO is the permittivity of free space and co is the angular frequency.

Suppose that the real and imaginary signals are denoted as Vr and Vj. The 
parameters of its polar form are denoted as |V| and 6. Using the transformation 
shown below, both |V| and 6 can be evaluated.

|V|= V(Vr + Vi) ...................... (2.8)
and

6 = Tan4 (Vi/Vr) ...................... (2.9)

If |Vi| and 61 are the reference and |Vz| and 62 are the data, then each datum of 
ln(Vi*/V2*) can be expressed as ln(|Vi|/|V2|) + j(6i-62). The parameters for 
reconstructing the magnitude and phase images will be

M = In (|Vi|/|V2|) ...................... (2.10)
and

P = 61-62 ......................... (2.11)

Griffiths did apply these parameters in his preliminary studies and successfully 
obtained the phase images [11,12]. He also mentioned that conductivity and 
permittivity images might also be obtained when the reference had negligible 
reactance, i.e. <oeo£l«cri'. Using the transformations proposed by Griffiths [11], 
the conductivity and permittivity images can also be evaluated. These 
transformations are
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conductivity: a e In (oz'/oi') = s'+ In cos s" ........ (2.12)
and

permittivity : |5 & In (a>e0E2/oi') = s' + In sin s" ....... (2.13)

The real parts of the signals are affected by capacitance to much less extent than 

the imaginary parts. Thus, if only conductivity images are required, it is probably 

more accurate to backproject the ratios of the real parts than to evaluate |V| and 6 
as above.

To summarise the whole review, only a few reported systems successfully produced 

images as most of the systems are still in their development stage. Apart from the 
Cardiff group - the collaborating group, none of the others produced relative 

permittivity images. Since there were no quantitative methods for assessing system 
performances, no approved system configurations, which would produce the best 

quality data, were available. The proposed system therefore adopted the "best" 

architecture for the investigations of relative permittivity imaging. As a result, a 
multiple drive and serial data collection architecture was adopted. The stimulus 
would be current and the number of electrodes would be sixteen. The demodulation 

processes would be achieved by means of analogue multipliers.
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Chapter 3

An Investigation into Current Sources for BIT

In impedance tomography, the constancy of the voltage or current sources 
influences significantly the quality of the recorded data, and hence the reconstructed 
images. When a current source cannot produce a highly constant amplitude 
alternating current for a given load range, there will be no common reference 
between frames of data, which is essential. Owing to the finite output impedance 
of current sources, the applied currents would be load dependent. When this 
situation occurs in impedance imaging processes, the potentials across the surface 
electrode pairs will be affected. This results in an error because the differences in 
the peripheral voltages are not due to the perturbations of the electric field but due 
to the discrepancy in the drive currents. Thus, discussions will focus on the 
topology of various current sources. Considering a simple equivalent current 
source circuit illustrated in Figure 3.1, the output impedance Z0 determines the 
quality of the current source. Ideally, the output impedance should be infinite. In 
practice, they are finite and thus every effort is required to make the output 
impedance as high as possible. Since a desired constancy of 0.1% (i.e. equivalent 
to a 10-bit accuracy, refer to p.12) was considered to be necessary for impedance 
imaging, an output impedance of 1 MQ is required for a maximum load change of 
1 kQ. Table 3.1 provides a chart of a minimum output impedance to sustain the 
required constancy. It is anticipated that reactive components contained in the 
impedance also affect the quality of the output current. This is discussed in 
conjunction with the stray capacitance effects in the measurement circuitry, chapter 
four. The effects of this on relative permittivity imaging are discussed in chapter 
six.

Theoretically, if the amount of current flowing through a test object can be 
measured accurately and precision voltage measurements are performed in every 
drive position, then the effect of the output impedance may be eliminated to a large 
extent as the recorded peripheral voltages could possibly be normalised with the 
observed currents. However, precision current measurements require extra data 
collection time and electronics. In the case of multiple current drive configurations, 
the complexity of the circuitry increases significantly with attendant noise 
problems. Thus, using high quality current sources may be the best alternative.
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lideal
Zo

T

Load

Figure 3.1 Equivalent constant current source

Initial Load = 0.5
Increase in Resistance 

(kQ)
Theoretically Required Output Impedance 

12-bit(k«) lO-bit(kQ)

+0.5
+1.0
+1.5
+2.0
+2.5
+3.0
+3.5
+4.0
+4.5

2047.0
4094.5
6142.0
8189.5
10237.0
12284.5
14332.0
16379.5
18427.0

511.0
1022.5
1534.0
2045.5
2557.0
3068.5
3580.0
4091.5
4603.0

Table 3.1 A chart of output impedances required to sustain 10-bit and 12-bit 
constancy
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Apart from the requirement of a high output impedance, the capability of operating 
over a wide frequency band, i.e. from 10 kHz to 100 kHz, is also desirable. If the 
performance of a current source is consistent across the required frequency band, 
less problems would be exhibited in multi-frequency applications. The choice of 
output stage configuration between single-ended and double-ended needs to be 
considered. To perform peripheral voltage measurements, the drive electrode pair 
is required to produce a sink/source action. Multiple single-ended current sources 
exhibit difficulties in matching but benefit from the fact that no currents have to be 
multiplexed; with attendant stray capacitance problems. Double-ended current 
sources have virtually no current leakage problems due to mismatches of devices. 
In practice, when they are selected as the drive devices, a serial drive method is 
usually adopted. In the presence of multiplexers, problems of crosstalk and 
feedthrough thus arise. This could be serious in relatively high frequencies such 
as those used in EIT work. Suppose that the outputs of a 16-channel demultiplexer 
with channel capacitances of 10 pF each and channel-on resistances of 200 Q each 
are individually connected to a load of 1 kQ as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The effect 
of feedthrough can then be evaluated when considering that only one switch is 
closed and the others are open. A total leakage of about 1.13% of drive current at 
10 kHz is calculated to flow due to feedthrough. It will be even worse when at 100 
kHz where a total leakage current of 11.2% results.

To evaluate the influence due to crosstalk, it is convenient to analyse the situation 
by utilising the configuration of a four-electrode system. An equivalent stray 
capacitance network is illustrated in Figure 3.3(a). Cx is the capacitance of the 
combination of stray capacitances between electrodes and inter-channel parasitic 
capacitances within the multiplexer. Figure 3.3(b) shows a simpler equivalent 
network may be obtained by using a Delta-Wye circuit transformation. The 
network has been derived by considering the six capacitors in isolation. A detailed 
analysis results in 3CX [28], Suppose that the total load including the electrode 
contact resistance is 2 kQ and Cx = 10 pF. A leakage current Iieakage of 
approximately 0.25% occurs at 10 kHz due to crosstalk. At 100 kHz, a 2.5% 
leakage current is calculated. Although the above discussions have only considered 
the magnitudes of the signals, it is recognised that phase displacements also result. 
If only the conductivity of the object is of interest, the stray capacitance effects are 
not as vital as in dual-frequency imaging or in relative permittivity imaging. Thus, 
the use of single-ended current sources together with the multiple drive
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Figure 3.3 An equivalent circuit for the investigation of crosstalk
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configuration was proposed in this programme in order to minimise the capacitance 
effects.

Additionally, it is also necessary to ensure that no additional harmonics would be 
produced by the circuit, e.g. crossover distortion. Since these could be transformed 
into errors in an analogue demodulation process.

To summarise, the specification of the desired current sources was as follows :
(a) the output should be single-ended,
(b) the circuits should be bilateral, with no d.c. current in the output, (safety 

requirement [35]),
(c) it should have high output impedance; of the order of MS2, or 0.1% constancy 

for a varying load within 1 k£2,
(d) its performance should be consistent from 10 kHz to 100 kHz,
(e) the circuit should include provision for ease of matching,
(f) the circuit should be reproducible to close tolerance in small quantity, i.e. 16,
(g) the circuit should not produce additional harmonics.

3.1 Studies of Current Sources

A current source can be developed by means of voltage-mode operational amplifier 
(VOA) circuits or current conveyors (CC), In the past decades, a number of current 
sources were developed. A comprehensive review of all kinds of current source 
circuits was conducted by Toumazou et al. [59]. It is not intended to repeat the 
detailed discussion of these circuits in here. However, a discussion on other current 
sources presently in use in the BIT applications is provided below.

3.1.1 A Three-VGA Current Source Circuit

Figure 3.4 shows a single-ended bilateral current source described by Wojslaw and 
Moustakas [60]. The output current is tracked by a "sensing" resistor Rs and 
maintains invariable by means of a "bootstrapping" effect which makes the current 
independent of the load. Using linear circuit theory, the output current I0 can be 
expressed in the form as shown in Equation 3.1.

Io = - Vin/Rs ........................ (3.1)
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Vin
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Io
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Figure 3.4 A three-VOA current source
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Figure 3.5 A transformer-coupled current source
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The circuit was used by Newell in their BIT data collection system [31]. Precision 
resistors matching is essential if the circuit is to work correctly. Slight mismatches 
of the resistors lead to a significant reduction in output impedance. In order to 
attain the desired constancy of 0.1%, the tolerance of each resistor must not exceed 
0.016% [39]. It is also bandlimited by the VOAs. Despite all these weaknesses, 
conductivity images were however successfully reconstructed using this kind of 
current sources in BIT [31]. Since the consistency of the current relies heavily on 
the quality of resistor matching, it would be inadequate in a multiple current source 
system and hence was not employed.

3.1.2 A Transformer-coupled Current Source Circuit

Figure 3.5 shows probably the most common current source circuit presently in use 
in BIT. It is a double-ended bilateral current source. This circuit makes use of the 
fact that a simple negative feedback inverter implemented with a VOA is a good 
current source when a load is placed in the feedback path, provided that the input 
voltage V|n and the input resistor R remain unchanged. In this case, an isolation 
transformer is placed in the negative feedback loop for safety purposes. A 
sink/source current pair at its secondary winding is produced naturally when an 
object is connected to the winding.

However, the disadvantage of this type of circuit is frequency dependence. Since 
any load connected in the secondary winding can be transferred to the primary side 
by multiplying the square of the turn ratio, (for an isolation transformer, the turn 
ratio is 1), the circuit then becomes a R-L parallel network if the load is purely 
resistive. L is the total inductance in the primary side including the leakage 
inductance. The current flowing in the negative feedback path then splits and also 
causes phase displacement. This clearly reduces the output impedance of the
circuit. To minimize this effect, a tuning capacitor C (Figure 3.5) is needed. When

2 adjusting C such that C = l/o> L, the effect of L could then be cancelled by C, and
hence the output impedance increases. The need of tuning creates a problem in 
multi-frequency operations so that the circuit was not considered.

3.1.3 A Rowland's Equivalent Circuit

The circuit illustrated in Figure 3.6 was designed by Nowicki [61]. It exploits the 
identical configuration developed by Howland [62] but replaces the resistive
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Figure 3.6 Rowland's equivalent current source
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Figure 3.7 VOA supply current sensing current source
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components with complex impedance components in the positive feedback path. 
Due to the employment of positive feedback, instability may be a potential problem. 
Thus, extreme care needs to be taken in selection of components. In order to limit 
low frequency currents or even d.c. current to flow in the patient, a.c. coupling is 
implemented with capacitor Ci. A second capacitor €2 is required to balance the 
phase shift caused by Zs. With reference to the Figure, the output current I0 can 
be derived using the linear circuit theory of VOA which gives

- R2Z4Vin 
Io = ————————————————— ............. (3.2)

Zioad(RlZ3-R2Z4)

where Zioad denotes the load impedance. To eliminate Zioad from the Equation it 
is necessary to make RiZs - R2Z4 = 0. For ease of implementation, making Ri = 
R2, tuning of Z4 = Zs is therefore required. In the presence of R and C in Z's, 
multi -frequency applications again exhibit difficulties.

3.1.4 A VOA Supply Current Sensing Circuit

A single-ended bilateral current source illustrated in Figure 3.7 is the only circuit 
making use of the VOA supply current sensing technique together with current 
conveyor concepts to produce theoretically high constancy currents [63]. This 
circuit was adopted and implemented by the Oxford group in their BIT development 
work [39]. The function of the current mirrors is to sense the supply line currents 
I+ and I" of the VOA and duplicate a known amount of current, which is the 
difference of I+ and I", to flow in a load unconditionally. This implies that one 
property of current mirrors is its high output impedance. The VOA is used to 
control the output current value. As can be seen from Figure 3.7 and assuming the 
VOA is perfect, the output current Io can be expressed in the form show below.

Io = - Vin/Ri ........................ (3.3)

In practice, due to a discrepancy of current transfer ratios between the top and 
bottom modified Wilson current mirrors and the presence of a large resistor R2, 
usually of the order of MQ, situated at the output stage, a standing voltage appears 
at the output which may cause the current source not to operate properly. In order
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to reduce the standing voltage, the value of the output resistor may be made smaller 
or trimming the transfer ratios with Rtrim in Figure 3.7. Either method could 
possibly alleviate the effect of the unequal current transfer ratios. This circuit has 
an advantage that no resistor matching is required. Instead, matching of transistors 
needs to be dealt with. Using closely matched transistors in monolithic integrated 
circuits, such as CA3096AE, may ease matching difficulties. Bearing in mind that 
these transistors are still not perfectly matched but are nevertheless just adequate 
in this application.

This circuit possesses many advantages such as single-ended bilateral outputs, 
anticipated high output impedance and relatively wideband. It was therefore 
considered to be employed in the proposed system.

3.2 A Modified Current Source for Use in BIT

As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, it was thought that the single-ended 
current source using the VOA supply current sensing technique would be suitable 
in the author's applications. A replica was therefore constructed using two 
transistor-arrays CA3096AE and a VOA AD548. With proper adjustment of Rtrim, 
the circuit was found to be functional but limited to operate at a low current level 
such as 1.4 mA (r.m.s.) approximately if a 10 kQ trim pot was used. When the 
circuit attempted to deliver current greater than 1.4 mA, the signal started to distort. 
This signal distortion was due to the voltage developed across the Rtrim which 
limited the possible voltage swing at the output of the VOA. When a 4.7 k£2 pot 
was used as Rtrim, the situation was improved. The circuit was also found to be 
limited to operate up to 30 kHz approximately. Signal distortions occurred when 
the frequency exceeded 30 kHz. The same situation resulted for another type of 
VOA, such as LF441. Additionally, the d.c. standing voltage at the output varied 
with the output current values even if the input was ac-coupled. When the output 
current levels increased or decreased, re-adjusting the value of Rtrim was required. 
This causes difficulties in the proposed system as applications of different current 
levels may be necessary for some circumstances. If the circuit was not properly 
adjusted after alterations of the current values, clipping would occur for high 
resistance. Thus, this current source was not used eventually. As a result, it was 
necessary to design and develop a new wideband current source with the 
specifications stated above. The prototype circuit, however, showed a good 
performance in phase responses. Phase displacement between the input and output
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signals was measured to be approximately 4° at 30 kHz. A new current source 
circuit based upon the principle of the supply current sensing technique with the 
complementary current mirrors topology was designed and shown in Figure 3.8. 
This is unique to the author's system and was presented at an international 
conference held in Copenhagen in June 1990 [64]. This is described below 
following a discussion of current mirror circuits.

Current Mirror Circuits

The circuit shown in Figure 3.9(a) is the basic circuit. Its output current (I0) is 
controlled by the input current (It). The amount of the input current to be copied 
to the output is dependent on current transfer ratio X, (defined as I0/Ii) and in this 
case X ~ 1 - 2/P for p » 1. Clearly, X is dependent on p. Due to the difference 
in p for n-p-n and p-n-p transistors, a serious problem occurs if this type of current 
mirror is used to form a complementary current mirror pair; this will be further 
discussed later. In addition, X. is also affected by the matching of VBE and the 
difference in the collector-base voltages of the two transistors Qi and Q2 and the 
Early intercept voltage at the operating point [69,70].

Fortunately, a better current transfer ratio can be obtained by including an additional 
transistor resulting the well-known Wilson current mirror, as illustrated in Figure 
3.9(b). Its transfer ratio becomes

X. - 1 - 2/p2 for p » 1 ............... (3.4)

and is much closer to unity and less influenced by changes of p. Also the effect of 
the difference in collector-base voltages becomes smaller as the difference is about 
0.7V.

Introducing a fourth transistor results in the modified Wilson current mirror as 
depicted in Figure 3.9(c). The performance of this current mirror is even better as 
the influence of collector-base voltages becomes negligible. The problems of 
matching of p and VBE however remain.

Using the modified Wilson current mirror to form a complementary current mirror 
pair still exhibits a trivial problem. A simple circuit illustrated in Figure 3.10 can
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easily show the problem. Suppose that p of n-p-n is 400 and p of p-n-p is 50. The 
current transfer ratios of n-p-n and p-n-p current mirrors are calculated as 0.99999 
and 0.99923. If Ri = 30 kfl is used, this will cause a current of approximately 1 
mA to flow at the inputs of the current mirror pair. Due to the discrepancy of the 
current transfer ratios of the n-p-n and p-n-p current mirrors, an unbalanced current 
may flow through the output resistor Rs. If the output resistor is very large, say of 
the order of MQ, a standing voltage would be developed at the output. This would 
limit the possible output voltage swing. From this, it indicates when this supply 
current sensing technique is used in implementations of a current source, the 
quiescent current (defined as the current flows when the input voltage is zero) 
should therefore be kept as small as possible.

Leung's Current Source

Referring to Figure 3.8, it can be seen that a complementary current mirror pair is 
employed. The principle of operation is identical to those discussed previously and 
thus is not repeated here. In this case, Rs is 10 MQ. Suppose that a standing output 
voltage of IV is allowable for a quiescent current of 1 mA. The unbalanced current 
is therefore less than 0.1 \iA. This indicates the discrepancy of current transfer 
ratios between p-n-p and n-p-n current mirrors must not exceed 0.01%. For a 
monolithic transistor array CA3096AE, n-p-n transistors have a typical value of p 
of 390 and p-n-p transistors have p of 47. This results in a difference in current 
transfer ratio of about 0.085%, hence gives a standing voltage of 8.5 V. In order 
to meet the above specification for p of n-p-n transistors of 390, p of p-n-p must 
not be less than 132.

Present fabrication technology allows the gain of n-p-n transistors and p-n-p 
transistors to be matched within types. Therefore, an unbalanced current always 
exists in this application. To alleviate the effect of the unbalanced current a biased 
supply current altered by Rtrira (Figure 3.8) is necessary. To reduce the quiescent 
current would be another alternative; this can be done by reducing the supply 
voltages. This method of reducing the quiescent current is not applicable when 
VOA is used, since this current is less susceptible to the power supply voltages in 
these circumstances.

The resistively biased complementary emitter follower used and illustrated in 
Figure 3.8 is a very common circuit topology often used in the output stage of
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integrated amplifier devices [71]. The role of this emitter follower is similar to that 
of VOA in previous circuit (Figure 3.7, p.45). It operates in class AB to avoid 
crossover distortion. For the sake of clarity, the current mirrors are removed from 
the circuit and the circuit operation can be discussed according to Figure 3.11. 
Applying Kirchhoff s Current Law, the sum of currents in Figure 3.11 must be equal 
to zero, i.e.

I*-r = IP -Ii ....................... .(3.5)

Since it is an emitter follower, the input voltage can be written as

Vin = liRin = IpRp ...................... (3.6)

for the ideal case.

Rin represents the input impedance of the follower and is dominated by the parallel 
combination of the biasing resistor Ri and R2. Since, the transistor-connected 
diodes exhibit negligible resistance under forward bias condition and a small 
amount of base currents flows into transistors Q9 or Qio indicating high 
impedances, therefore, the two transistor-connected diodes as well as the output 
circuitry can be neglected for the purpose of analysis. With these approximations, 
the circuit can be simplified and is shown in Figure 3.12. Using maximum power 
transfer theorem, the input impedance Rin is found approximately to be the parallel 
combination of RI and R2.

Manipulating Equations 3.5 and 3.6 gives

I+ - T = (1/Rp - 1/Rin) Vm ................. (3.7)

Suppose that the current transfer ratios of the complementary current mirrors in 
Figure 3.8 are identical and designated as X, then Equation 3.7 can be rewritten and 
gives

I0 = X (1/RP - 1/Rin) Vin .................. (3.8)
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From Equation 3.8, it can be seen that Io can be produced in-phase or anti-phase 
and is entirely dependent on the choice of Rp . When Rp is large, the output current 
Io is dominated by Ijn. Effect of this is a net current transfer to the output which 
produces an output current in anti-phase to the drive voltage. When Rp is very 
small, Ip becomes the dominant component and an in-phase output current is 
produced. Rp can therefore be used to control the output current I0 . In practice, 
Rp is used for the matching of sink/source pairs; the control of the output current 
Io is effected by the input voltage Vin.

Resistors Rsi and Rs2 are used to avoid occurrences of thermal runaway while the 
two diodes DI and D2 help to avoid excessive collector currents to flow in the 
current mirrors, i.e. the circuit incorporates a current limit. In the configuration 
shown in Figure 3.8, the current limit does not occur until the collector current 
exceeds 27 mA approximately (i.e. 0.6V/22Q). Note that this is not for safety 
purposes but for device protection.

To conclude, the output current (I0) should therefore only be affected by the drive 
voltage Vin, programme resistor Rp, and the current transfer ratios. It should be 
independent of the load. In practice, the output current does vary for different loads 
indicating a finite output impedance for the circuit. The output impedance is 
governed by the degree of matching of transistor parameters (0 and VBE) and the 
value of resistor RS. One disadvantage of this configuration is its susceptibility to 
changes in the supply rails which, essentially, need to be highly stable. The circuit 
must be driven from an adequately stable, low output impedance, voltage signal 
source.

3.2.1. Computer Simulations

Prior to commencing hardware developments, comprehensive computer 
simulations of the circuit were executed. The SIA-ASTEC3 package was chosen 
as the design tool due to its comprehensive package of functions. This simulator 
operates on a VAX11/785 computer.

Two kinds of simulations were performed. These were "functional simulations", 
to assess the theoretical validity of circuits, and "statistical simulations", to assess 
the feasibility of real circuits. During statistical analyses, the simulator was used 
to exercise the circuit with the nominal component values followed by a large
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number of statistical runs with randomly selected values from within specified 
tolerance ranges. This was extremely useful for predicting the behaviour of a set 
of current sources, especially since the need for matching had been predicted to be 
very important.

ASTEC3 did not contain a model of the CA3096AE transistor array utilised. 
Employing a standard h-parameter transistor model, two computer models of n-p-n 
and p-n-p devices were created. The values of hie, hre, hfe and hoe are obtained 
from the manufacturer's data sheet. Non-linearity characteristics, such as the 
variation of transistor current gains with collector current, were however not 
implemented in the model. By using these models in the current source, simulations 
were performed for a load range of 500 Q to 5 kQ across a frequency range of 10 
kHz to 100 kHz. During statistical analyses, the transistor parameters were given 
a Gaussian distribution based on 0.5% (intra device) and 1% (inter device) 
tolerances; figures as quoted by the manufacturer.

Figure 3.13 shows the simulation results with nominal component values. The 
output impedance of the current source is inversely proportional to the current/load 
gradient and can be calculated from the data shown. The values obtained were 2.63 
MQ at 10 kHz and 2.52 MQ at 100 kHz indicating a variation of approximately 4% 
with frequency within the operating range. With an output impedance of 2.5 MQ, 
an 11-bit constancy is obtained for a load variation of less than 1 kQ. Note that 
this result was the best case simulation in which all transistors involved were 
perfectly matched. In addition, the results also indicated that a 0.32% reduction in 
the output current results for a constant amplitude drive voltage, and load, when 
the signal frequency increases from 10 kHz to 100 kHz.

For the statistical analyses, involving a population of 100 circuits, the results 
showed an output impedance variation of 55% at 10 kHz (mean = 1.5 MQ and SD 
= 830 kQ) and 26% at 100 kHz (mean = 1.2 MQ and SD = 310 kQ). These figures 
reflect the deterioration in output impedance which results from variations in 
transistor parameters relative to the perfectly-matched case.

Although the results were not ideal, the circuit was nevertheless adopted for the 
initial system developments. The reasons for this are: (i) the complexity of circuit 
is reduced significantly as a whole in comparison to the VGA supply sensing current 
source discussed in section 3.1.4 (p.46). The basic components utilised are just 
transistors and diodes plus a few passive components, and thus is favourable for
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integration. As the circuit consists of twelve transistors and two diodes, the die size 
of the integrated circuit will be very small, provided that all passive components 
are connected externally. In fact, the circuit (Figure 3.8, p.49) can be further 
simplified by the removal of the two diodes (Di and Da) and the two small resistors 
(Rsi and RS2> since they are not essential to the current source. If the circuit is 
fabricated onto a monolithic integrated circuit, a better performance is expected as 
VBE and |5 are likely to be more closely matched, and all transistors will possess 
the similar thermal variations, (ii) the mean output impedance was found to be of 
the order of MQ within the specified frequency range, which was considered to be 
adequate in BIT applications.

3.2.2 Practical Development

The circuit was translated to printed circuit board (p.c.b.) using the RACAL 
CADSTAR p.c.b. design package. An Eurocard format was adopted with two 
current sources accommodated per board. Hence, eight circuit boards were 
produced for the proposed sixteen-electrode data collection system. The source 
was constructed and tested with the circuit illustrated in Figure 3.14. This circuit 
uses a null measurement technique to produce a voltage representing the 
corresponding change of current for different loads and frequencies. The principle 
of operation is to match the "sensing" voltage Vs developed across a resistor Rs in 
the Figure with a reference voltage Vr so that a null voltage results at the output of 
the test circuit, i.e. Vs' = Vs and V0 = 0. Once the best voltages matching is 
established, the load can then be altered. For an ideal current source, i.e. infinite 
output impedance, no voltage variations at the output of the test circuit should be 
detected when the load changes. In practice, an increase in load results in a decrease 
in output current. A resultant anti-phase voltage is obtained at the output of the 
circuit, since Vs ' is slightly greater than Vs. From these variations, the equivalent 
output impedance of the current source under test can be evaluated using Equation 
3.9. Since the expected changes of currents are very small, the test circuit must 
have sufficient gain (of the order of thousands) in order to produce measurable 
signals. The relationship between the variables in Figure 3.14 can be expressed in 
the form shown below.

RsRf + RfR + RSR
(3.9)
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If a 1 mA r.m.s. current is generated from the source and Rs = 10 Q, a voltage of 
10 mV is sensed. To measure a 0.1% constancy the circuit must be able to detect 
the smallest possible change which is, in this case, 1 (xV. Rf = 10 kQ was therefore 
used. The value of Rs cannot be too large due to the problem of Johnson noise. If 
the bandwidth is limited to 1 kHz with a suitable band-pass filter, then the voltage 
noise level was calculated as approximately 0.01 jiV at 300 °K for Rs = 10 Q. Note 
that this method also takes phase variations into account, hence it is used for 
evaluation of output impedances instead of output resistances.

Using the test circuit mentioned above, sixteen current sources were tested. The 
results are shown in Table 3.2. Referring to Table 3.2, phase variations were also 
measured. These were done by comparing the phase difference between the drive 
voltage signal and the output voltage for a fixed load of 1 kQ. The mean value of 
phase difference was evaluated as approximately 6.8°, which was due to the 
characteristics of the complementary emitter follower. When comparing the 
voltage at the output of the emitter follower with the output voltage of the current 
source, no significant phase shift (within 1°) was detected at 10 kHz and 100 kHz 
by using an oscilloscope. Additionally, it can be seen from Table 3.2 that the phase 
variations between circuits are within 2° at 100 kHz. The phase shift is independent 
of load and therefore does not indicate a shunt capacitance in the output of the 
circuit. This phase shift could be cancelled out by shifting the input drive voltage 
in the hardware, or cancelled in the software.

The output impedances of the best circuit, as evaluated from Figure 3.15, were 1.1 
MQ and 2.1 MQ at 10 kHz and 100 kHz respectively over the specified load range. 
However, an output impedance variation of 12.9% (mean = 830 kQ and SD = 100 
kQ) at 10 kHz was found over the batch of sixteen circuits. A variation of 2.6% 
(mean = 2.0 MQ and SD = 50 kQ) was apparent at 100 kHz. The discrepancies 
between the simulation and the practical results may only be explained by frequency 
dependence in the transistor parameters such that the transistors became more 
closely matched at the higher frequency, the sources approaching their theoretical 
performance. In addition, it was also found that the output current fell by a mean 
value of 0.11% between 10 kHz and 100 kHz with a standard deviation of only 

0.02%.

This work has been accepted for publication [641.
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Circuit
10 kHz 

Zio (kQ) 6
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3.3 Discussion

To conclude, according to the simulation results shown in section 3.2.1, the 
performance was consistent across the frequency band for a perfectly matched 
current source. However, it is no longer true when parameter tolerances were 
introduced to the circuit. This is how the circuit is expected to behave in the real 
situation. In practice, from the testing of the sixteen current sources, the results 
indicate that the mean performance of the sources is better at the high frequency 
end. This is an abnormal phenomenon experienced in these particular transistor 
circuits. Due to the presence of frequency dependent parasitic components inside 
the transistors, it is usually expected that the performance will be degraded when 
operating at higher frequencies.

The result of the statistical analyses showed that this circuit constructed with 
discrete components is not ideal for use in this multiple drive application. However, 
it was thought that the multiple drive configuration would provide better results in 
studies of the relative permittivity imaging. Thus, this type of circuit was adopted 
in the author's system and has been evident to perform well. It is however expected 
that fabrications of this circuit on a monolithic integrated circuit should have a 
higher consistency in terms of their performances since they were fabricated 
simultaneously in the fabrication process on the same silicon wafer.
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Chapter 4

Design and Development of the Polytechnic of Wales EIT System

The primary objective of this programme was the design and development of an 
EIT data collection to produce relative permittivity images of test objects and 
human subjects. Since other data collection systems being developed elsewhere 
are concerned with conductivity imaging only, it was therefore necessary to design 
a system which would be capable of extracting phase information as well as 
magnitude information from the peripheral voltages. With such data, the 
distribution of resistivity (or conductivity) and relative permittivity of the test 
objects could potentially be evaluated and displayed. As mentioned in chapter two, 
the minimisation of stray capacitance effects in the drive circuitry was considered 
to require a multiple current drive configuration. In the light of the various data 
collection systems reviewed, it was considered that the front-end architecture 
adopted in the OXPACT system would be a good starting point for the author's 
work. The front-end design of the author's system was thus based upon the 
OXPACT system with some modifications being made to satisfy the needs for 
relative permittivity imaging.

It was considered that the data collection system should be a stand-alone versatile 
apparatus and be able to communicate with a personal computer, so that it could be 
used as a basis for a variety of investigations in the future. This suggested that it 
should be a programmable system employing a microprocessor controlled 
front-end. The system should also be able to perform both "static" and "dynamic" 
imaging although "real-time" imaging would not be considered in this particular 
investigation. Since "real-time" imaging was not intended, a serial data collection 
method was considered to be adequate. However, voltage measurements at a 
relatively high speed were considered necessary since cardiac gated imaging was 
identified as a possible application. In such an application, a system capable of 
collecting data at a rate approaching ten frames per second was deemed necessary, 
although initially system capable of collecting two frames per second was 
considered to be adequate. The capability to operate across a wide range of 
frequencies (from 10 kHz to 80 kHz) was also considered necessary although 
imaging relative permittivity does not necessarily require multi-frequency 
operations. Implementations of this capability would provide a basis for future
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investigations of other aspects of impedance tomography, such as dual-frequency 
imaging. In addition, since poor signal-to-noise ratios are usually obtained for the 
smallest voltage signals present in EIT, facilities for signal averaging would be of 
benefit. This implied that the data collection system itself required data storage.

The system is henceforth referred to as the Polytechnic of Wales (POW) EIT 
System, and is detailed below.

4.1 Principle of Operation of the Polytechnic of Wales EIT System

With reference to Figure 4.1, the data collection system is linked to a host computer 
via a data communication line. Thus, the complete imaging system can be broadly 
partitioned into two major functional systems viz the host computer data 
handling/processing system, and the data collection system. The work carried out 
on the host computer required software development; the data collection system 
required hardware and software developments due to the microprocessor control 
intended.

The host computer acts as a user/machine interface to initiate each operation. The 
interface is in fact a computer program, which runs on a standard IBM PC, 
developed by the author specifically for this application. Communications between 
the data collection system and the host computer is established by means of a 
RS232C data link. By employing this communication standard, the data collection 
system becomes machine independent because other types of computers may also 
be used provided that the same protocols are adopted. The major roles of the 
computer are: (i) to send codes to control the data collection system, (ii) to process 
the received measurement data in order to evaluate the distributions of conductivity 
and relative permittivity of test objects, i.e. to reconstruct images.

The data collection block is an intelligent data gathering system under 
microprocessor control. A typical microprocessor architecture is thus employed. 
With reference to Figure 4.1, instruction sequences are stored in the EPROM. The 
microprocessor executes these instructions at the hardware level. The setting of 
the magnitude and frequency of the applied stimuli, the selection of drive and 
measurement electrode pairs, the initiation of A-D conversions are examples of 
operations executed. The converted data are temporarily stored in the static RAM, 
pending transmission to the host computer.
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The basic operation entails the selection and activation of a pair of adjacent current 
sources which, as a sink/source pair, cause a current of the order of 1 mA, at say 
40 kHz, to flow in the object. This current generates an electric field which results 
in voltages being developed at all the other undriven electrodes. These voltages 
are measured differentially by means of an instrumentation amplifier via two 
analogue multiplexers which are used for the selection of a measurement electrode 
pair. In order to prevent overload and over-range problems, a process of signal 
attenuation is carried out intelligently by the microprocessor. The measured 
voltage signals are multiplied with two reference voltage signals in the two 
analogue multipliers. The outputs of this multiplication process provide the data 
necessary to reconstruct an impedance map in the host computer. The in-phase 
component represents the conductivity and the quadrature component represents 
relative permittivity. The required components are obtained from the outputs of 
low-pass filters. The d.c. signals are then converted into a digital format for 
transmissions to the host computer. To reconstruct an impedance image the 
stimulus is successively applied to each pair of electrodes in turn, and the resulting 
sets of data are transmitted to the host computer. A 12-bit A-D converter is used 
in order to avoid accuracy deterioration in data conversions.

To summarise, the microprocessor handles four major operations. They are :-
(a) setting the amplitude and frequency of the stimulus currents,

(b) performing measurements of electrode voltages,

(c) organising buffered data storage,

(d) effecting data and control communications between the EIT front-end and the 
host computer.

The following texts details the design and operational aspects of the system 
produced, a photograph of which is shown in Figure 4.2,

4.2 The Data Collection System

The production of the data collection system involved digital and analogue circuits 
design. The system can be partitioned into two functional units. One contains
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mainly the digital electronics while the other contains the analogue electronics. 
They are dealt with separately in turn.

4.2.1 Digital Electronics Circuitry

A detailed block diagram of the digital part of the data collection system is 
illustrated in Figure 4.3; a complete circuit diagram is shown in Appendix G (G.I, 
p.212). An operating code is used to identify different operations throughout the 
following descriptions. A complete list of the codes and their defined operations 
is shown in Appendix B. To request an action the corresponding operating code 
must be transmitted from the host computer to the Receive Shift Register in the 
microprocessor nP via a serial data link RS232C (Figure 4.3). The microprocessor 
then interprets the received code and executes the requested operation. Detailed 
descriptions of the program are documented in section 4.4.

An 8-bit microprocessor (HD63B03RP) was chosen as the central processing unit. 
This incorporates an internal 128-byte static memory, for fast data manipulations, 
and a serial communication port. Two built-in I/O ports provide an easy means to 
interface it to other peripheral devices. With a quartz crystal of 4.9152 MHz, it 
provides a serial data transmission rate of 9600 baud.

An 8 kilo-byte eprom (M2764AFI) is used to store all the operation sequences while 
a 32 kilo-byte static ram (MS62256) provides the data storage. The address decoder 
was implemented with a PAL device (PAL20L10) which not only reduced the 
number of standard logic devices but also increased the potential reliability of the 
decoder as less circuit wiring and soldering joints are needed. In addition, signals 
within an integrated circuit have a much smaller chance to pick up electrical noise. 
A memory map for use in programming the address decoder is shown in Appendix 
C.

A drive electrode pair is selected by a 4-to-16 digital decoder (74LS154) while the 
measurement pair is selected by two 16-channel analogue multiplexers (HI506). 
Two 8-bit digital latches (74LS373) are used to hold the electrode selection codes 
in both cases. The frequency and magnitude of applied stimuli are selected by 
loading the corresponding code to another 8-bit latch (74LS373).

The serial interface comprise two voltage level shifting devices (DS14C88 and 
DS14C89) which are particularly designed for interfacing TTL and RS232C
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signals. Note that logic '!' and '0' represent 5 V and 0 V in TTL devices 
respectively while -12 V and +12 V in RS232C standard respectively [72].

4.2.2 Analogue Electronics Circuitry

The analogue circuitry is illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 4.4; a complete 
set of circuit diagrams is shown in Appendix G. With reference to Figure 4.4, the 
voltage signal generator is used to provide sinusoidal and cosinusoidal signals, the 
frequency of which is controlled by the user via the user interface in the host 
computer. Since they are produced digitally, they thus need to be low-pass filtered 
in order to remove high frequency components (quantisation noise). The filtered 
sinusoidal signal is used as the control voltage drive signal for the current sources. 
An inverted version of the drive signal is needed in order to produce a sink/source 
action in a pair of current sources. Only one pair of adjacent current sources is 
activated at any time and operates as a sink/source current pair to drive the 
electrodes. The voltages developed at all other electrodes are recorded sequentially 
via the two 16-channel analogue multiplexers. The differential peripheral voltages 
between any two adjacent electrodes are sensed with an instrumentation amplifier. 
Each differential signal may be attenuated under microprocessor control depending 
upon its associated attenuation factor. Two stages of signal amplification then take 
place after the attenuation process. The total gain of these two amplifications is 
approximately 100. The role of the demodulation process is to extract the real and 
imaginary components of the signal, and is achieved by multiplying the sensed 
voltage signals with reference drive voltage signals. The demodulated signals are 
low-pass filtered to remove the double frequency components. These real and 
imaginary components are now in the forms of d.c. voltages and are digitised in the 
12-bit A-D converter. The digital data are stored in the static ram and may then be 
transmitted to the host computer.

Having described the principle of operation of the front-end electronics generally, 
it is now necessary to discuss each of the individual functional units in detail. The 
discussion follows the flow of the signal.

(a) Voltage signal generator and four-pole low-pass filters

A circuit diagram of this generator is shown in Figure 4.5. The circuit is similar to 
that employed in the University Hospital of Wales BIT system [10]. The master
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clock is a crystal oscillator circuit running at 3.2768 MHz. Four distinct frequencies 
of 10.24 kHz, 20.48 kHz, 40.96 kHz and 81.92 kHz are derived from this clock. 
The selection code for these four frequencies is shown in Table 4.1.

Selection code 
(in binary)

00
01
10
11

Frequency 
(kHz)

81.92
20.48
10.24
40.96

Table 4.1 Frequency selection codes

A 4-to-l digital multiplexer (74LS153) is used to select one of the above 
frequencies. The selected frequency is applied to a set of two binary counters 
(74LS93). The outputs of these counters are used as address signals for an eprom 
(D27128) which contains a look-up table of sinusoidal and cosinusoidal signals. 
Each complete cycle of the signal is sampled 40 times and an amplitude resolution 
of 4 bits or 16 voltage levels is used. To image relative permittivity the effect of 
variation of the phase is more important than the variation of amplitude of the 
imaginary signals. Therefore a high sampling rate of 40 samples per cycle is used. 
The amplitude resolution is less important and it was considered that a four-bit 
amplitude resolution may prove adequate. Since the amplitude variation is not 
6.25% which is a figure representing the missing code situation, instead it is 
dependent on the quality of the D-A converter (PNA7518). The output accuracy is 
±1/2 LSB of the input. The constancy of phase is mainly dependent on the quality 
of the crystal. According to the figure quoted from RS Component Ltd., the crystal 
has a frequency tolerance of 10 ppm (i.e. 0.001%) at 25 °C. With this high quality 
crystal, it is acceptable in this application.

From the experimental spectral analyses, the amplitude of the second harmonics of 
the signals in all cases was found to be about 40 dB down on the fundamental as 
illustrated in Figure 4.6(a). This indicated that a four-pole low-pass filter would 
be required in order to reduce the amplitude of these harmonics. An active 
Butterworth low-pass filter implemented with the Brenan-Bridgeman configuration 
was used (Appendix G, G.3, p.214). If these reference signals are not filtered before 
the demodulation process, it is necessary to use band-pass filters elsewhere to
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remove the high frequency components. Filtering the reference signals before 
utilising them in the data collection system could possibly improve the noise 
performance of the system. The higher harmonics signals may produce significant 
systematic errors in the demodulation process. It is because all harmonics present 
in the reference signal are also present in the sensed signals. If the band-pass filter 
does not reduce the amplitude of these harmonics significantly (below -60 dB), an 
error d.c. component signal would be produced. Figure 4.6(b) shows the spectra 
of filtered signals at the four frequencies.

(b) Voltage driver for the current sources (Appendix G, G.4, p.215)

The magnitude of the output current is controlled by the voltage drive signal. The 
aim of changing the magnitude of the current is to deliver the possible maximum 
current (within the safety limit [35]) to an object in order to obtain a bigger 
peripheral voltages, hence to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. To vary the current 
level the drive signal needs to have different amplification factors. The voltage 
signal is first attenuated by a set of known factors and then amplified with a constant 
gain. These processes must be in the correct order otherwise voltage clipping may 
occur in the secondary of the high frequency pulse transformer which is used for 
safety isolation purposes. Since the output voltage time product of the transformer 
used in the circuit is quoted as 200 Vjis, a maximum of 2 V pk at 10 kHz is the limit 
or 4 V pk at 20 kHz. Voltages which exceed these limits result in clipping.

The attenuation process is implemented using a simple passive voltage divider. A 
signal of the desired attenuation is selected by using the analogue multiplexer 
(DG508). After the isolation transformer, the signal is amplified. This signal needs 
to be inverted in order to produce an anti-phase drive voltage signal for the current 
sources. A buffer is also used for the in-phase signal to keep a minimum phase 
deviation between these two signals. The total voltage gain after the attenuation is 
about three (AD711(U2), Appendix G, G.5, p.216).

(c) Current sources selection (Appendix G, G.5, p.216)

Sink/source current source selection is achieved using a multiplexer comprising an 
array of analogue switches (DG211). The control of the switches is by a 4-to-16 
line decoder (74LS154, Appendix G, G.7, p.218). Note that two 16-channel 
multiplexers may be used in lieu of the analogue switches. Isolation of digital
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signals is achieved using opto-isolators (ILQ74, Appendix G, G.7, p.218) which 
have an approved isolation voltage of at least 1500 V.

(d) Measurement electrode pair selection (Appendix G, G.6, p.217)

The peripheral voltages are buffered by de-coupled voltage followers. These 
buffered signals are in turn selected by two 16-channel analogue multiplexers 
(HI506) and the selection sequence is controlled by the microprocessor. The 
followers are implemented with a dual precision high speed BiFET input 
operational amplifier (AD712, Appendix G, G.10, p.221) which has a high input 
impedance of 3xl012 Q in parallel with 5.5 pF. It exhibits extremely small input 
bias current and input offset currents of 25 pA and 10 pA respectively. It is vitally 
important to keep these currents small in BIT applications as they influence the 
peripheral potentials. Since the input impedance of these amplifier contains 
capacitive components, and stray capacitances are always present at unscreened 
electrodes, a study of the capacitance effect on the variation of the output current 
was carried out which was based on a current source with an output impedance of 
1 MQ. The equivalent circuit for this analyses is shown in Figure 4.7 and the result 
is shown in Figure 4.8.

In the presence of a total capacitance (Cx) of 1 pF, the deterioration of the output 
impedance of a current source is small across the BIT frequency range. However, 
a 10% drop in the output impedance is calculated if a total capacitance of 10 pF is 
present. Although the input capacitance of the operational amplifier cannot be 
avoided, a common mode voltage screened electrode can reduce the stray 
capacitance effect, see chapter two (pp.21,25).

In the Leuven meeting, some groups have pointed out that de-coupled voltage 
followers did not incorporate safety precautions. Under a normal condition, it is 
anticipated that only a minimal current (of the order of pA) would flow in the human 
subject due to input bias currents. However, in case of faulty devices, unconditional 
flow of current may result which is not allowed.

(e) Instrumentation amplifier (Appendix G, G.6, p.217)

A standard three-VOA instrumentation amplifier is used to perform voltage 
measurements. The CMRR ratio was found to be at least -60 dB within the BIT
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frequency range and no measurable phase shifts were detected when the device was 
trimmed properly. The CMRR for different input voltage signals at various 
frequencies is shown in Table 4.2.

Frequency 
(kHz)

10
20
40
80

CMRR
5V

_ _
—

-64
-62

indB 
10V

_ . _

-73
-68
-66

where '—' means 
signals are not 
measurable

Table 4.2 CMRR of the instrumentation amplifier

(f) Signal attenuation network (Appendix G, G.8, p.219)

At this stage, signals are returned to the computer circuitry, so that the output signal 
from the instrumentation amplifier requires electrical isolation which is provided 
by another pulse transformer. In order to maintain the system's sensitivity to 0.1% 
changes, the smallest sensed voltage needs to be amplified to span the full scale 
input range of the A-D converter. Since the ratio of the maximum and minimum 
peripheral potential differences between adjacent electrodes is approximately 40:1 
[6], the ratio of the system gains between the maximum and minimum potentials is 
therefore 1:40.

Suppose that the maximum potential difference between the two adjacent electrodes 
is 5 V. The expected minimum potential is 0.125 V. When a 12-bit A-D converter 
with an input span of ±5 V is used, the accuracy of the full scale input is 0.05%. 
For the minimum potential, however, the accuracy reduces to 1.95% which is not 
adequate. In order to resolve the minimum potential to a 0.1% accuracy with a 
constant system gain, a 17-bit A-D converter would be needed; this provides an 
accuracy of 0.06%. To minimise cost and maintain a low conversion time, the use 
of different system gains for different potentials provides a better solution.

In order to obtain different gains, the best method is to use a high system gain and 
then to attenuate the amplified signals so that all signals span the input range of the 
A-D converter.
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To implement such a mechanism a R-2R resistor network was used as a signal 
attenuation network. Thus, the input voltage signal could be gradually attenuated 
along the resistor chain by a factor of two. By applying an attenuation factor code 
at an 8-bit analogue multiplexer (DG508), the desired attenuation was obtained. It 
was very important to maintain a zero phase difference between the reference drive 
voltage signal and the sensed voltage signal at the input of the analogue multiplier 
(AD534, Appendix G, G.9, p.220). Phase shift introduced by the electronics cannot 
be separated from the actual phase displacement caused by the object reactances. 
There are two methods to be used to maintain a minimum phase difference between 
these two signals. One is to ensure a zero phase variation of the signal in all 
front-end electronics; this is a laborious task especially for a circuit involving a 
large amount of electronics devices. The other is to maintain a zero phase 
difference between these two signals by means of a band-pass filter. This was the 
method adopted in the author's system. The amount of phase shift introduced by 
the electronics at 40.96 kHz was measured at various points in the measurement 
path and is shown in Figure 4.9. The roles of the band-pass filter are discussed in 
(g) below.

According to the figures, a significant amount of phase shift was found to originate 
from the R-2R resistor network. The analogue multiplexer in the attenuator only 
introduced a negligible phase shift. The variation of phase at different attenuation 
factors is small (within 3° at 40.96 kHz). This indicates that the Polytechnic of 
Wales BIT system may not currently be suitable for multi-frequency imaging as the 
phase attribute is frequency dependent. However, it is possible to perform relative 
permittivity imaging as only one frequency is required, provided that the alignment 
of the reference and the sensed voltage signals is done properly.

(g) Voltage amplification and band-pass filter (Appendix G, G.8, p.219)

In the early stage of the development work, wide-band system operation was 
projected. In tests with a system gain of about 100, the system experienced no 
difficulties in acquiring data at the four frequencies (10.24 kHz, 20.48 kHz, 40.96 
kHz and 81.92 kHz). Although the gain of 100 is achievable with one amplification, 
it is more practical to amplify the signal in two stages. The gain of the first 
amplification is about 3 while the second amplification is about 33. To perform 
in-vivo measurements an overall system gain (defined as the gain increases from 
the output of the instrumentation amplifier to the input of the analogue multipliers)
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of the order of thousands is however required. Two-stage amplification, gain of 34 
was used in this amplification circuit.

An R-L-C band-pass filter with Q-factor of 10 was tuned at about 40.96 kHz. The 
filter is used to avoid any un-wanted signals being amplified in the second stage of 
amplification. If this is not done, the system becomes potentially unstable as all 
other frequency components are also amplified which could cause oscillations.

As mentioned in (g), the tuning of the band-pass filter is critical. To properly tune 
the system to operate at the desired frequency it is necessary to compare the phase 
difference between the reference and measured signals with an oscilloscope. For 
a purely resistive load, the reference sinusoidal signal, applied stimuli and the 
measurement voltages should be in-phase. Any phase displacement between the 
reference and measurement voltage signals must be due to the different 
phase/frequency responses in the electronics. If the filter is correctly tuned, only 
a slight variation of filter gain is observed at the centre frequency but the phase is 
very sensitive to frequency variations at this point. Thus, adjusting the centre 
frequency of the band-pass filter will have no significant gain variation but may be 
able to align the phases of the reference and the measurement voltage signals.

When a large system gain and wide-band operations are required, a number of 
band-pass filters of different cut-off frequencies must be used.

(h) Demodulation process - analogue multiplication (Appendix G, G.9, p.220)

The demodulation process is used to extract the real and imaginary parts of the 
peripheral voltage signals. It is achieved by multiplying the measured voltage with 
the in-phase and quadrature signals which are generated by the voltage signal 
generator. The multiplications are performed by two analogue multipliers 
(AD534).

Prior to the multiplication processes, it is necessary to ensure the input signals 
contain no d.c. voltages since the desired voltage signals are also at d.c.. Any offset 
voltages present in the sensed voltage signals cannot not be separated. To avoid 
these offset voltages, three passive high-pass filters of break frequency of about 4 
kHz are required. For relative permittivity imaging, a signal frequency of 40.96 
kHz is used. Using high-pass filters each with a 4 kHz break frequency will produce
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negligible phase shift at 40.96 kHz but has attenuation of about -36 dB for 50 Hz 
power supply signals.

Although the input CMRR of the multiplier is about -80 dB, the resistor used in 
the high-pass filter must be small. However it must be large enough to avoid 
exceeding the output current capability of the operational amplifiers. If too large 
a resistor is used, the bias current of the multiplier will produce a standing voltage 
at its inputs and thus cause errors. For the AD534 multipliers, an input bias current 
of 0.8 \iA is quoted. When a 10 kQ resistor is used, a standing voltage of 8 mV 
results.

(i) Four-pole low-pass filter for rejection of double frequency components 
(Appendix G, G.9, p.220)

At this final stage, the characteristics of the low-pass filters are very critical as the 
data collection time is influenced by their settling times. The accuracy of recorded 
data is dependent on the break frequency and the number of poles. Consider that 
a four-pole low-pass filter is implemented by means of cascading two identical 
two-pole low-pass filters of the same break frequency. If the transfer function of 
the filters is assumed to be

(On 
F(S) = ——————— .................. (4.1)

where \ is the damping ratio and o>n is the angular break frequency, the settling 
time of the four-pole filter is not the same as the two-pole filter. Accurately 
evaluating the minimum settling time involves the evaluation of the convolution 
integrals. The inverse Laplace transform of Equation 4.1 yields

(On f(t) = —— Exp(-£(ont)Sin((odt) ................ (4.2)

where o>d = (onV(l-£2)- Suppose that a unit step input signal is applied to the first 
second-order filter. The output of the filter can be obtained by evaluating the 
convolution integral
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r t
Oi(t) = (On

COd
Exp(-|(OnT)Sin(u>dT)dT ............ (4.3)

0

Solving Equation 4.3, gives

(On
Oi(t)= 1- —— Exp(-£(ont)Sin(G>dt+(|>) .......... .(4.4)

where <|> = Cos" ?j. If the second convolution integral is evaluated with Oi(t) as the 
input signal, the output of the second second-order filter O2(t), i.e. the output of 
the fourth-order low-pass filter, can be obtained. The second convolution integral 
becomes

ft

where

02(t) = hi(r)h2(t-x)dT ......... ? .......... (4.5)

0

(On
hi(t) = 1 - —— Exp(-Jj(OnT)Sin((OdT+<|>)

and (On
h2(t-x) = —— Exp[-£(On(t-T)]Sin[(Od(t-T)-H|>]

Decomposing Equation 4.5, gives

t

(Od
Exp[-£(on(t-T)]Sin[(Od(t-T)]dT ........ .(4.6)

0

and

I2(t) =
(On Exp(-^(ont)Sin((OdT-H|))Sin[(Od(t-T)-Hj)]dT . . (4.7)

0
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Equation 4.6 yields

(on 
= l--n-Exp(-£(ont)Sin((OdM>) .......... .(4.8)o>d

and Equation 4.7 yields

(On 
I2(t) = ——— Exp(-l-(Ont)Sin(a>dt)Cos<|>

2a>d

t(on3 

2a>d2
Exp(-£(Qnt)Cos((Odt+<t>) ........... (4.9)

By combining Equations 4.8 and 4.9 and substituting <|> = Cos"1!, <°d = 
and o)n = 1/T

02(t/T) = 1 - * 2 Exp[-^(tyT)]Sin[(tAy(l-!2)-Cos-1!]

. (4.10)

where T is the time constant of the filter, the output of the fourth-order low-pass 
filter for a unit step input can be expressed in the form as shown in Equation 4.10.

There is no easy algebraic means to solve Equation 4.10 for a value of t/T such that 
O2(t/T) settles within 0.1%. Consequently, it is necessary to plot the Equation 
graphically by means of computer in order to locate the value of t/T. A set of results 
using various ^ is tabulated in Table 4.3. Referring to Table 4.3, the shortest 
settling time is obtained when £ = 0.8 at which the filter is slightly underdamped. 
The choice of £ determines the length of settling time and hence determines the 
data acquisition time. The magnitude of the double frequency ripples is determined 
by the selection of break frequency of the filter.
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1
0.05

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.999
0.707

No. of time constant

231.65
109.15

50.41
32.22
23.48
18.01
15.43
13.18
11.14
11.28
13.02
13.20

required

(shortest settling time)

(close to critical dampi
(maximally flat)

Table 4.3 Minimum number of time constants to attain a 0.1% accuracy

If the four-pole low-pass filter is realised using two Butterworth second-order 
low -pass filters, the minimum settling time is about 14-times of the time constant 
since !• is 0.707. With a 10 kHz stimulus, the lowest magnitude frequency 
component is 20.48 kHz after the demodulation process. To attain a 0.1% accuracy 
the highest break frequency of a four-pole low -pass filter is about 3.5 kHz for which 
the attenuation of about -60 dB is obtained at 20 kHz. The minimum settling time 
is calculated to be 600 us.

However, in the author's system, the break frequency was set to 2.7 kHz in order 
to improve the noise performances (attenuation of about -70 dB at 20 kHz) at the 
expense of a longer settling time. This is not very critical to the author's system 
since "real-time" imaging was not intended. The required settling time was 
calculated as 778 [AS.

4.3 The Host Computer Data Handling and Processing System

As mentioned previously, the operating system is formed by a complete suite of 
software. This was mainly written in Modula-2. The reason for using this language 
is because of its ability to access the serial port easily and to handle a variety of 
data forms. The languages modelling ability, i.e. to integrate a number of
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sub-modules (implementation modules), is also an attractive feature. Modula-2 can 
also integrate executable programs which are written in other programming 
languages, and thus allow e.g. the importing of existing reconstruction algorithms. 
Another useful feature is the co-routine operation, which allows the processing of 
two different processes in a time-multiplex mode. This was considered to be a 
useful feature for the development of the next evolution of the Polytechnic of Wales 
BIT system with the possibility of implementing "lull-duplex" communications 
between the host computer and the data collection system.

It was considered that the system should be menu-driven and simple to use so that 
only limited expertise would be required to operate the system. The software was 
designed in modular form as shown in Figure 4.10. The operations enclosed in the 
shaded boxes represent "implementation modules" and the clear boxes are 
procedures in the main module. Figure 4.11 shows an example screen display of 
the main menu and operating window.

Each functional operation shown in Figure 4.11 can be invoked by selecting its 
associated function key. The procedure to operate the system and hence to obtain 
an object image are as follows. The magnitude and frequency of the applied stimuli 
to be chosen by pressing <F6>. After the setting, the updated values are shown in 
the display window as shown in Figure 4.11. Voltage measurements are invoked 
using <F1>. Upon the completion of the measurements, the recorded data can be 
transmitted from the data collection system to the host computer by using option 
<F2>. The received data are temporarily stored in an array which will be 
overwritten during the next transmission process. They must therefore be stored 
onto files for later use. They can however be examined before putting onto files 
by pressing <F3>. If more than one frame of measurements is required, the 
resulting data can be stored as separate files, or averaged and stored in a single file 
(<F4>). The reconstruction process can now be activated by pressing <F7>. 
During the reconstruction process, data are first read from the system files. 
Reconstructing the various images such as magnitude, phase and so on is optional. 
The whole process is completed when displaying the reconstructed images in one 
of the colour monitor modes.

A DOS shell may be created by striking <Alt> and <D> simultaneously. To return 
to the BIT program 'EXIT' is typed in the DOS environment. This is an option 
providing a means for users to handle other DOS operations. To terminate the BIT 
program <Alt> and <X> are pressed simultaneously. It is necessary to confirm this
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control menu

dos shell

voltage 
measurement

data 
transmission

data display

data output

storage 
initialisation

graphics

F perfbiii

att. factor 
set-up

normal 
operatioin

image data

verifying 
codes

image 
reconstruction

Implementation Module

Figure 4.10 Modular structure of the host computer data handling and 
processing system
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C0a is In ise ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM POW/UHW H.T.LEOK
. BIT Mi in feM .

Selection of possible operations:

> Start Measurements 
> Start Transmission 
> Display Received Data 
> Output Data to Filets) 
> Initialise Data Buffer 
> Change Stimulus Settings 
> Perform Graphics Operations

<i 8> System Performance Analyses 
<I' CJ> Dual Frequency Measurements 
F10> Cardiac Gated Imaging

Press <Alt-D/ to push to DOS 
Press <ftlt-X> to quit EIT programe

Please enter...
Working Uindou

= Stimulus Settings = 
Frequency = 40 kHz 
Amplitude = 1.56 ri

Figure 4.11 Screen format of the host computer data handling and 
processing system
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instruction before leaving the BIT program and this is done by striking <esc>. Any 
other keys will return the user to the BIT program.

Having outlined the operation sequences, each functional operation and its program 
structure are now described individually. A set of operating codes is listed in 
Appendix B and the complete suite of the BIT programs can be found in Appendix 
D.

(a) Peripheral voltage measurements (Appendix D, D.9, p.182)

Voltage measurements start upon the transmission of the appropriate operating code 
to the data collection system. Upon the receipt of the operating code by the 
microprocessor in the data collection system, the received code will be sent back 
to the host computer for acknowledgement. If the transmitted and received codes 
are identical, the transmission is successful and voltage measurements commence. 
The host computer then polls the serial data receive port continuously until a 
completion code is detected. If the acknowledgement is negative, measurements 
abort.

Before the commencement of voltage measurements, it is necessary for the user 
first to determine a valid set of attenuation factors. This is essential for every test 
object to be imaged. Without an appropriate set of attenuation factors, over-range 
problems occurring in the data conversion processes may result which would cause 
difficulties in reconstructing a correct distribution of conductivity or relative 
permittivity. The factor is set by answering the questions prompted by the 
computer. The number of frames required can also be input up to a maximum of 
ten. This limitation is due to the memory restriction of the PC which allows a 
maximum of 64 kilo-bytes memory space for program variables.

(b) Serial data transmissions (Appendix D, D.9, p.182)

The data transmissions process is invoked by sending a correct operating code to 
the data collection system. In this process, no operating code acknowledgement is 
implemented. Thus, as long as no data corruption occurs during the transmission 
of the operating code, the code will be interpreted correctly by the microprocessor 
and all recorded data will be transmitted from the data collection system to the host 
computer. The order of data transmission is from the last measurement to the first
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one. The total numbers of frames to be received are displayed for the convenience 
of the user. At the end of the data transmission, a completion code is received. The 
host computer then transmits another operating code to request the transmission of 
another three additional data, which are generated by processing the actual data 
with a mathematical algorithm. These data are used for checking the validity of the 
data received in the previous transmission. If all three data are consistent with those 
generated by the host computer, the transmission is considered to be successful. If 
it is not the case then data is considered to have been corrupted during the 
transmission process and re-transmissions are suggested.

The three additional data words used for verification in the above case are created 
by processing the actual measurement data with a simple algorithm as shown in 
Figure 4.12. The first byte data is used as a reference (Ref) and is compared with 
the next byte data (Data). If the next data is greater than the reference data, the 
reference data is modified by subtracting itself from the data, i.e. Ref = Data - Ref, 
and this updated Ref is named as GTRef. If the data is less than the reference data, 
the reference data is modified by subtracting the data from itself, i.e. Ref = Ref - 
Data, and the updated Ref is now named as LTRef. The reference data will not be 
altered if and only if the data is equal to the reference data or zero. This process 
continues until it finishes with the last data. Therefore, at the end of this process, 
three data bytes namely Ref, GTRef and LTRef are created. These can be used for 
data validity checking when the same process is carried out in both the host 
computer and the data collection system. This is a unique data checking scheme 
developed by the author and has advantages that it is not limited by word length 
and virtually no extra time is taken in the transmission process.

(c) Display of received data (Appendix D, D.9, p. 182)

This option is used to inspect the raw data which are received from the data 
collection system. In addition to the display of actual data including real and 
imaginary parts of peripheral potential signals, the associated measurement 
parameters such as attenuation factors are also shown. Data for each frame of 
measurements occupy a total of sixteen screens of display. Each screen consists of 
a heading showing the page number, the frame number, and the drive electrode pair 
position. The corresponding thirteen measurements are displayed in the same order 
as they were collected in the data collection system. Thus, under a normal 
condition, a decrease in attenuation factors from a maximum value (in
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Figure 4.12 Novel data transmission checking scheme
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measurements close to the drive electrode pair) to a minimum (which is usually at 
the opposite position of the drive pair) is expected. An upward trend then occurs 
after passing the minimum. Eventually it reaches another maximum value which 
is the measurement close to the other drive electrode. If malfunctions of some 
electronics occur in the drive or measurement circuitry, a display of this kind would 
be useful for trouble-shooting. This is the main purpose of this option.

(d) Creation of data files (Appendix D, D.9, p.182)

Having received data from the data collection system, it is necessary to save them 
onto files, otherwise they will be lost when the next data transmissions commence. 
Real and imaginary data are stored in two separate files. File names are specified 
by the user, but file extensions are automatically generated by the computer. The 
extension starts with a letter 'R' representing real part data and T representing 
imaginary part data. In case of more than one frame data, all data can be stored 
separately onto different files and thus, in addition to the letters 'R' or T, numbers 
are also appended. However, storing mean values of each individual measurements 
is possible too. The name of each file to hold the data is displayed during the 
process.

(e) Initialisation of data storage (Appendix D, D.9, p.182)

This option offers a means to reset the content of the entire data storage to zero. 
This includes the host computer storage as well as memories in the data collection 
system. The principal use is to initialise all voltage attenuation factors to unity, i.e. 
2°, so that maximum system gain occurs during the first cycle of the attenuation 
factor set-up process.

(f) Alteration of applied stimuli settings (Appendix D, D.7, p.179)

This interactive module allows the frequency and amplitude of the current stimuli 
to be selected by the user. Both frequency and amplitude are adjusted in preset 
steps by means of the Up/Down cursor keys. The screen display shows the present 
set value, together with the possible alternatives. Both settings are invoked by 
pressing the relevant function key.
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(g) Graphics operations

This option comprises two major functions; routines for invoking reconstruction 
algorithms (Appendix D, D.7, p.179), and image displays (Appendix D, D.9, 
p. 182). The image reconstruction process is implemented as procedures in the main 
module. The algorithm described by Griffiths [11] was implemented. The display 
process was designed using the modelling technique. Since it is essential to use the 
backprojection map every time to reconstruct images, implementing the 
reconstruction process in the main module eases data manipulation and avoids 
massive data transfer from one module to another module. In order to reconstruct 
images, two pairs of input data files are required. One pair contains reference files 
of real and imaginary data. The other pair contains image files of real and imaginary 
object data. There are three kinds of images which can be reconstructed. These 
represent the distributions of the magnitude, phase and real part of the recorded 
object data. Conductivity and relative permittivity images can be derived from the 
magnitude and phase images. The method of such reconstructions has been 
described in section 2.4 (pp.34-7). All reconstructed images are automatically 
stored onto files with appropriate file extensions. There are five files containing 
the images; these are

* IMAGE.S : magnitude (s')
* IMAGE.SS : phase (s")
* IMAGE.A : alpha (a)
* IMAGE.B : beta (0)
* IMAGE.R : real part

These images can be displayed by using the image display routine. A selection of 
three common monitor display modes viz CGA, EGA and VGA is provided to suit 
different monitors. Sixteen gray-levels are employed. The maximum and 
minimum numerical values present in the reconstructed image are shown in the 
display for references only. The image is automatically gray scaled, however, 
manual control is also possible. A facility to make hardcopies was also developed. 
To control the printer to print images a dot graphics mode needs to be used. Since 
the "BASIC" programming language facilitates easy control of printers, a 
programme was therefore written in "GWBasic" and integrated to the Modula-2 

program.
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(h) System performance characterisation (Appendix D, D.6, p.176)

The main role of this option is to carry out system performance analyses including 
those relating to systemic errors, e.g. reciprocity errors, and random noise. Two 
quantitative methods for evaluation of these two entities will be fully discussed in 
the next chapter. In order to perform the analyses, two peripheral voltages data 
files which were created previously using the file creation option are needed. 
Having read the data from the files, a series of mathematical computations is 
performed, see chapter five. As a result, corresponding analyses provide overall 
values of root-mean-square and standard deviation to a resolution of 0.1%. 
Individual variations of data are also tabulated for inspections.

(i) Dual frequency measurement (Appendix D, D.3, p. 167)

This is not an essential option in this research programme but has been implemented 
for future studies. This option is made similar in part to the peripheral voltage 
measurements routine but using two different frequencies for the applied stimuli. 
A correct operating code is transmitted to the data collection system. Prior to the 
peripheral voltage measurements, two frequencies for the reference and image data 
sets are defined. The program will request this information automatically. These 
stimuli settings are transmitted to the data collection system. The system will first 
perform measurements at the reference frequency. As soon as the first frame of 
measurements is completed, the second frequency stimuli is used for the next frame 
of measurements. This process allows two frames of data to be completed in less 
than 0.5 second. This reduces the possibility of errors caused by the possible 
movement of electrodes during measurements.

(j) Cardiac gated imaging (Appendix D, D.I, p.161)

The design of this implementation module was intended for use in cardiac gated 
imaging. The module structure is again similar to the peripheral voltage 
measurements. Only one frequency is used in this operation and two frames of 
measurements are made in one cardiac cycle. Two successive frames of 
measurements will start when the microprocessor in the data collection system 
detects a R-wave related signal from an ECG monitor. The present memory size 
limits the number of frames of cardiac data to five due to the memory limitation of 
running program on the PC. The reference and image data frames may be collected
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at various intervals within one cardiac cycle. This may be set by the program inside 
the eprom in the data collection system.

(k) Examination of data collection electronics (Appendix D, D.9, p. 182)

During the system development stage, it was considered that the peripheral voltage 
signals should be able to be monitored during the measurements so that the 
performance of the electronics inside the data collection system could be monitored. 
This is not possible when using the normal measurements routine since the time 
taken for the completion of one frame measurements is less than 0.25 second. Thus, 
this module allows the data collection time at each measurement position to be set 
by the user in order to make the signals observable. Specific drive and measurement 
electrode pairs may also be set up for electronics examinations. Therefore, this is 
a useful function for system debugging. To invoke this special operation <Alt> and 
<F1> keys need to be pressed simultaneously.

For example, if the measurement dwell time was set to one second, one frame of 
data would take 416 seconds to acquire since recording real and imaginary data 
requires two seconds. The data collection process may be interrupted by striking 
<esc>. When this routine is running, the active drive and measurement electrode 
pairs are shown on the screen. Each particular drive and measurement combination 
is denoted by a data number in the program. Thus, any combination may be set up 
again when the associated data number is entered in the second option.

4.4 Data Collection System Software

The data collection system was based upon a HD63B03RP 8-bit microprocessor as 
shown (Figure 4.3, p.66), and assembly language development was executed using 
a Phillips PMDS11 microprocessor development system. The program structure is 
illustrated in Figure 4.13. As it can be seen, the system is at "idle" for most of the 
time until an operation code is received from the host computer. When the system 
is reset, the microprocessor will be initialised. This includes the definition of the 
input port, the setting of the data transmission baud rate, and the activation of the 
serial data transmission port. In addition, the contents of all memory devices are 
cleared. When the initialisation is completed, the microprocessor polls its internal 
receive shift register continuously (Figure 4.3, p.66) and checks whether an 
operating code has been received from the host computer. If so, the code will be
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interpreted which is achieved by comparing the received code with the pre-defined 
operating codes (Appendix B). After the interpretation, the microprocessor will 
take the appropriate action. A code which is not recognised will be ignored and the 
microprocessor then resumes polling. For example, if a code (03i6) representing 
the operation of data transmission is received, the microprocessor will jump to the 
correct instruction routine and execute the instructions in the hardware level. Once 
the operation is completed, the microprocessor resumes the polling.

Eight different operations have been implemented. Additional operations may be 
easily implemented without affecting other operations. This is an attractive feature 
of the Polytechnic of Wales BIT system facilitating easier future development. 
Brief descriptions of each operation are given below.

(a) Peripheral voltage measurements (Appendix E, option 2, p.196)

The number of frame to be recorded defaults to one initially. During the process 
of attenuation factors set-up, one frame of data is enough. However, it may be 
changed under the normal operation. As many as ten frames of data can be recorded 
for a single operation code. The microprocessor requires further information before 
the measurements start. It will examine the next code and check whether normal 
operations are requested or not. If it is not, the microprocessor will undergo the 
attenuation factor set-up by default.

Prior to the commencement of the attenuation factor set up process, all data storage 
location (from lOOOie to Sfffie) are set to zero so that the maximum system gain is 
used, and a maximum of seven iterations is allowed. An acknowledge code (the 
frame number which is 0116 in this case) is sent back to the host computer. All 
attenuation factors are kept in the static ram. A valid flag designated as 'atvald' is 
used to check the validity of each recorded data. If 'atvald' equal to fOie is obtained 
after one frame of measurements, all recorded data are considered to be fell within 
the limits of the A-D converter and the set-up process is completed. Otherwise, the 
process continues unless it reaches the maximum iteration limit.

The microprocessor initially sets up the electrodes 16 and 1 as the first drive pair 
by loading a special code to the decoder (74LS154, Appendix G, G.7, p.218). A 
complete set of codes for drive and measurement electrode pairs is shown in Table 
4.4. To select the drive and measurement electrode pairs, the desired drive position
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Electrode 
Pairs

16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9-
10-
11-
12-
13-
14-
15-

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Drive 
(in hex)

10
Of
Oe
Od
Oc
Ob
Oa
09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01

Measurement 
(in hex)

Of
fe
ed
dc
cb
ba
a9
98
87
76
65
54
43
32
21
10

Table 4.4 Equivalent code for selections of drive and measurement 
electrode pairs

is required to be loaded in the address 0024i6 and measurement position in 002516, 
refer to Appendix C. The first measurement pair is the electrodes 2 and 3 while the 
last measurement electrode pair is 14 and 15. Each of the data conversions is 
performed after a time delay used to allow enough settling time for the low-pass 
filters in the demodulation processes. The time delay of approximately one 
milli-second was achieved by a simple delay loop in the software. This delay loop 
is only used once for every single measurement position although both real and 
imaginary parts signals are required to perform the A-D conversions. The 
microprocessor first selects the real part signal for conversions by resetting the 
flip-flop (74F74, Appendix G, G.9, p.220). Pre-setting the flip-flop is for 
conversions of imaginary part signals. Each voltage data will occupy two 
successive locations in the static memory.

Having completed these thirteen measurements, the drive pair moves to the 
electrodes 1 and 2 and another thirteen measurements are taken. Shifting of drive
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and measurement pairs continues until one frame of measurements is completed. 
In each real part voltage measurement, the recorded data is examined by the 
microprocessor in order to check whether or not the data are valid. The criterion 
for valid data is that the converted data should not exceed the value indicated below.

MSB LSB 
Oaaa 1111 1111 xxxx

A voltage is recorded as a 16-bit (two bytes) data word. The most significant bit 
is not used and is always equal to '0'. The next three bits 'aaa' show the value of 
the attenuation factor. The rest indicate the actual data resulting from the A-D 
conversions. To make data comparisons the first four bits 'Oaaa' are not taken into 
account. Thus, as long as the actual data is not greater than or equal to'1111 1111 
0000' in binary, the data is considered to be valid and the "atvald" is not clear. Due 
to the presence of electrical noise, the last four LSB are not compared.

In normal operation, the drive and measurement electrode pairs are shifted in the 
similar fashion as in the previous case. The only differences in this process are that 
no data validations need to be performed. All data are stored in the static memory. 
In addition, the collection of multiple frames is also possible.

(b) Serial data transmissions (Appendix E, option 3, p. 199)

The data transmission starts with data which is the last recorded data in the voltage 
measurements, and finishes at the beginning of the data storage which is lOOOie. 
A baud rate of 9600 was used with no handshaking. When all data are transmitted, 

a completion signal ffi6 is sent.

Having transmitted the data, another transmission is started upon the receipt of 
operating code 05i6 (Appendix E, option 3a, p.200). When the microprocessor 
receives this code, it will undergo an identical mathematical computation which has 
been mentioned in section 4.3 (pp.85-6). As a result, three verifying codes are 
created and then transmitted to the host computer. The whole transmission process 

is therefore completed.
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(c) Alteration of applied stimuli settings (Appendix E, option 1, p.196)

This operation allows users to change the magnitude and frequency of the applied 
stimuli. This is an interactive process. Each single setting is represented by a 
setting code (Table 4.1, p.69), and responds immediately at the hardware level. 
This can be done by latching the appropriate code to the D-type latch 
(74LS373(U3), Appendix G, G.7, p.218) which is used to hold the desired 
magnitude and frequency settings. The effect of the applied stimuli changes on the 
peripheral voltages can be observed simultaneously. This operation can be 
terminated by receiving the completion code which is again

(d) Initialisation of data storages (Appendix E, option 4, p.200)

All data storage from lOOOie to Sfffie are reset to zero using the command 'clr'. 
All attenuation factors will be equal to unity after this operation.

(e) Dual-frequency measurement (Appendix E, option 5, p.200)

The entire structure is similar in part to the normal voltage measurements. But no 
attenuation factor set-up process is available in this option. The attenuation factors 
will be the same as those assigned in the process in (a). The only difference between 
the normal voltage measurements and this measurements is that the stimuli setting 
code is altered automatically after the completion of the first frame of 
measurements. These two settings must be defined prior to the commencement of 
measurements.

(f) Cardiac gated imaging (Appendix E, option 6, p.201)

The structure is similar in part to the normal voltage measurements. Only one 
applied stimuli setting is used and the attenuation factors are the same set as in 
normal operation. Having set up the applied stimuli, the microprocessor polls the 
I/O port (drl) and checks whether or not a R-wave related signal generated by an 
ECG monitor is detected. As soon as this signal is detected, the microprocessor 
initiates the voltage measurements. Only two frames measurements per cardiac 
cycle are taken. When the measurements are completed, the microprocessor will
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continue the polling of the I/O port until another R-wave related signal is detected. 
A maximum measurement of five cardiac cycles is allowed.

(g) Examination of data collection electronics (Appendix E, option 7, p.202)

The purpose of this operation is to sweep through the 208 measurements at a user 
defined speed. The program sequences are identical to those in the normal voltage 
measurements except that the delay loop employed in the former case is replaced 
by a user controlled delay loop. The delay loop is in fact a process to receive a data 
from the host computer via the serial input port (trcsr). This is a continue loop if 
no data is received. Thus, the data collection time for each measurement can be 
controlled by the user on the host computer. In order to sweep through all 
measurements and be able to observe the variation of peripheral voltages, the dwell 
time of the order of seconds is needed. Therefore, the minimum dwell time for each 
measurement is set to 0.1 second.

4.5 System Functional Testings

The host computer data handling and processing system and the data collection 
system were successfully combined to produce a complete impedance imaging 
system. The Polytechnic of Wales EIT system has been developed to the point 
where it is capable of correctly applying stimuli to an object, making voltage 
measurements, transmitting data and displaying images. In this section, a few 
conductivity images are shown in order to prove the system is functional. Voltage 
measurements were performed on the two kinds of phantoms, i.e. a two-dimensional 
resistor mesh and three-dimensional cylindrical saline tank.

The resistor mesh phantom to be used in here will be further discussed in chapter 
five including its theory, advantages and disadvantages, and the method of 
implementation. Using an overall system gain of about 300, voltage measurements 
were performed at four frequencies but only two images obtained from 
measurements taken at 10.24 kHz and 40.96 kHz are shown. A stimulus of 1 mA 
was used in all cases unless otherwise specified. Two experiments were performed 
on the resistor-mesh. Figure 4.14 shows a complete layout of the resistor mesh. 
The first experiment involved the placement of two plug-boards at locations A and 
B. Increases in conductivity were simulated in both regions. The second
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Figure 4.14 Layout of the two-dimensional resistor-mesh for 
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experiment was similar to the first one but a decrease in conductivity was simulated 
in Region B. The conditions relating to these are shown in Table 4.5.

ratio of final to initial conductivity (m) 
___________Freq (kHz) Region A Region B Region C

Experiment I 10.24 1.5 2.2 no change 
Experiment II 40.96 1.5 0.67 no change

Table 4.5 Experiment set-up for conductivity imaging

Figure 4.15 illustrates a reconstructed conductivity image for experiment I. It can 
be seen that the changes in conductivity were detected and appeared in the correct 
positions. The image in region A is lighter than in region B which is as expected. 
The local maximum image values in regions A and B are approximately 0.11 and 
0.23. Note that the conductivity scale increases from minimum (blue) to maximum 
(red).

Figure 4.16 illustrates positive and negative changes in conductivity and is 
consistent with the pre-set values. The displayed image shows clearly that similar 
values of absolute local maximums are obtained. The numerical values in regions 
A and B are 0.15 and -0.17. The experiments were repeated five times and similar 
minimum and maximum image values were obtained. The standard deviations of 
the minimum and maximum values were evaluated as 0.004 and 0.002 respectively. 
This indicated that the difference in the magnitudes of these image values was not 
due to random noise. The difference was probably due to the reconstruction 
algorithm [34].

Finally, in addition to the two experiments carried out on the resistor mesh, voltage 
measurements were performed at 40.96 kHz on a cylindrical tank containing saline 
solution. The internal diameter of the tank of was about 190 mm, and the 
conductivity of the saline solution was set to 0.2 S/m. In this experiment, the overall 
system gain (defined as the gain increases from the output of the instrumentation 
amplifier to the input of the analogue multipliers) was increased to about 1000 and 
the stimulus of 2.5 mA was used. Figure 4.17 shows a conductivity image 
representing two glass bottles each of diameter 65 mm immersed in the tank. This 
is an experiment mimicing human expiration and inspiration situations. The
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Figure 4.15 Conductivity image at 10.24 kHz
Region A : m = 1.5; Region B : m = 2.2

Figure 4.16 Conductivity image at 40.96 kHz
Region A : m = 1.5; Region B : m = 0.67

Figure 4.17 Conductivity image at 40.96 kHz
Saline solution of conductivity = 0.2 S/m
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reconstructed image was obtained by using the data sets for the immersed bottles 
as the reference. Thus, the two bottles shows high resistivity (appeared in dark 
blue) in comparison with the saline (appeared in light blue).

To conclude, conductivity imaging can be performed with the Polytechnic of Wales 
BIT system. With an overall system gain of 100, imaging at four frequencies was 
possible. However, the system became bandlirhited when inserting a band-pass 
filter. It is because when the system was tested on human subject at the later stage 
of development, it was necessary to increase the system gain significantly, e.g. gain 
of the order of thousands. Under these circumstances, stability problems dictated 
that the system should be bandlimited to the frequency of the applied stimuli.

4.6 Possible Improvements to the Data Collection System

Having successfully completed the construction of an BIT system, consideration 
was given to improvements of data collection methods. Two methods for data 
acquisitions are proposed and discussed. No actual implementations of these 
proposals have yet been carried out, but it is considered that further investigations 
could prove useful.

(a) Peak and phase measurements

Direct measurements of the peak value and phase difference of the voltages 
may be one alternative. Figure 4.18 shows the proposed method of measuring 
the peak of the differential voltages signals. Since the sinusoidal voltage signal 
is digitally generated, its peak can be easily predicted if its zero-crossing point 
is known. A binary counter (CNT) and a zero-crossing detector (ZCD1) are 
the essential elements for the peak value measurements. In order to implement 
the circuit, a sample-and-hold circuit (S/H) together with a fast 12-bit A-D 
converter (ADC) is required. With reference to Figure 4.18, as soon as a 
negative-to-positive transition of the monitored differential voltages is 
detected, the counter initiates a counting process. This counter is 
pre-programmed in such a way that it will stop and trigger the sample-and-hold 
circuit to capture the signal. The best position for sampling is not exactly at 
the peak of the signal but one clock pulse before the signal reaches its peak 
(see Figure 4.19). This is because the circuit requires a short period of time to 
respond and the rate of change of the signal is close to a minimum when it is
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slightly off the peak. Once the sample-and-hold circuit retains the signal, the 
A-D conversion starts. The zero-crossing detector is disabled upon the 
detection of the first zero-crossing point. As soon as the conversion is 
completed, the zero-crossing detector is enabled again and the sample-and-hold 
circuit is reset. The whole circuit is then ready for the next data collection.

In Figure 4.20, a similar arrangement is shown for the measurements of phase. 
Another zero-crossing detector (ZCD2) and a high frequency counter (HFCNT) 
are used instead of the sample-and-hold circuit and the A-D converter in the 
previous case. The use of the second zero-crossing detector is to detect a 
negative-to-positive transition of the reference signal while the similar 
transition of the measured signal is detected by the first detector. When the 
transition of the reference signal is detected, the high frequency counter 
commences the counting process. The counting is stopped upon the detection 
of the transition of the measured signal. The output of the counter representing 
the phase difference between the reference and measured signals can be read 
by the microprocessor.

(b) Real and imaginary measurements

This is an alternative method of extracting the real and imaginary components 
from the peripheral voltage signals in lieu of the conventional analogue or 
digital demodulation processes. Figure 4.21 illustrates the configuration of the 
proposed method in which only one zero-crossing detector and two 
sample-and-hold circuits are needed. The zero-crossing detector is used to 
detect the positive-to-negative transition of the reference signal while the two 
sample-and-hold circuits are used to capture the measurement signals at two 
defined positions as illustrated in Figure 4.22. If the sinusoidal voltage signal 
is sampled at a rate of 64 samples per cycle, the sampling points for the real 
and imaginary components are at 32 and 48 clock pulses respectively after the 
detection.

At these sampling points, the sample-and-hold circuits hold the measurement 
signal at two different positions at which the real and imaginary components 
are presented. The captured voltages can then be digitised by two A-D 
converters or by one converter if the conversions are carried out in a 
time-multiplexing mode.
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To conclude, both data acquisition methods require high quality sample-and-hold 
circuits, i.e. low droop rate, short aperture time and small feedthrough. The major 
improvement of using either type is the fast data collection speed since no low-pass 
filters are involved in the data acquisition process and hence long settling times are 
not required. "Noisy" devices, such as the analogue multiplier, are no longer 
employed in the process, therefore accuracy may also be improved.

Good quality sample-and-hold circuits are commercially available. For example, 
a monolithic integrated sample-and-hold AD683 offers the aperture delay of 2.5 ns, 
the droop rate of 0.01 \iV/\is and the feedthrough of -100 dB. With an aperture 
time of 2.5 ns, only a 0.13% of voltage changes results in operations at 80 kHz 
while a 0.06% changes results at 40 kHz. These are calculated at the maximum rate 
of change of a sinusoidal signal, i.e. crossover point. Thus, for operations running 
at or below 40 kHz, the error caused by the aperture time is within the allowable 
tolerances, i.e. 0.1%. Considering the effect of the droop rate on the captured 
signal, it is obvious that the droop rate becomes insignificant for fast data 
conversions. For a data conversion time less than 50 pis, the voltage leakage of only 
0.5 jiV results. This is again for a minimum voltage of 0.5 V. Therefore using 
these methods may significantly improve the data collection speed as well as the 
accuracy.
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Chapter 5

Performance Testings of Data Collection Systems

In order to assess performances of data collection systems, it is desirable to employ 
phantoms (test objects) which can be used as a common basis for comparisons. An 
EIT phantom is one in which localised changes in conductivity and permittivity can 
be achieved so as to provide data to enable impedance images to be reconstructed. 
Phantoms may be implemented in hardware or software, and their structures may 
be two- or three-dimensional. The use of hardware phantoms is primarily for 
confirming correct system operation and performance. For performance 
evaluations, the phantom must be highly electrically stable. Software phantoms are 
primarily used for investigations of reconstruction algorithms since the simulated 
voltages are free from electrical noise. In such cases, investigations of the 
effectiveness of different current drive layouts may be possible.

Since EIT phantom development is not the prime remit of this programme, a full 
discussion is not presented, however, the reader is directed to other to the work of 
groups, e.g. Griffiths et al. [12,65], Murai et al. [16], for an indication of the current 
status. This chapter focuses on the recent development of a two-dimensional 
resistor-mesh phantom originally reported by Griffiths [12].

The phantom [12] consists of a resistance mesh containing 592 resistors. The value 
of each resistor in the mesh is 100 Q except those connected to electrodes which 
are 47 Q. It is a 20x20 pixel mesh with circular outline as shown in Figure 5.1. 
The resistance between adjacent electrodes varies between 131 Q and 174 Q 
depending on the position. This does not create problems since the mesh is fixed 
and stable.

To enable measurements of sensitivity and resolution it is necessary to create 
changes in conductivity and permittivity at any region within the phantom. This is 
achieved by shunting the resistors in the region with additional resistors and/or 
capacitors respectively. These components are mounted on small boards containing 
sockets so as to enable them to be plugged onto the pins in the mesh.
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Figure 5.1 A layout of a two-dimensional resistor-mesh
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5.1 A Two-dimensional Resistor-mesh Phantom Using SMT

The first version of this phantom was produced by using conventional resistors 
mounted on "Veroboard". Despite the tedious manufacturing process, the phantom 
does give several advantages for BIT development work. These advantages are 
summarised below:

* accurate knowledge of the impedance distribution within the test object;
* the ability to effect precise changes in conductivity and permittivity;
* high electrical stability with respect to time and temperature (0.005%/°C);
* reproducibility.

The total number of resistors in the mesh is limited only by physical size. This type 
of mesh is anisotrophic. When a finite element method of reconstruction algorithm 
is employed, the resistor-mesh is therefore not ideally suited to investigations of 
image reconstruction algorithms. Nevertheless, it is a suitable phantom for 
hardware development.

In view of the difficulty of small quantity manufacture, few centres employ such a 
phantom. To redress this, a surface mount technology (SMT) version was 
developed and implemented. The prototype was presented at the EEC EIT 
Workshop at Cardiff on 23th-24th November, 1990. This phantom has been 
accepted as a standard test object for assessments of system performance within the 
CAIT research programme of the EEC. A photograph of the phantom together with 
a plug-board is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The SMT resistors are mounted on a 22 
cm x 22 cm printed circuit board. Turret tags are used for electrode contacts. 
Veropins are used to allow a small plug-board containing resistors and/or capacitors 
to be plugged onto the mesh, as shown in Figure 5.2. This provides the means to 
change the conductivity and/or permittivity values locally. The plug-board is also 
constructed using SMT. Terminal jack sockets (Farnell Electronic Components) 
are used in this case. Both the mesh and the plug-board are protected by perspex 
covers. The whole unit is rigid, robust, and therefore suitable for transferring 
between centres. The total weight of the mesh is approximately 0.5 kg.

To obtain pure conductivity changes only resistors are required to form the 
plug-board. Consider that the electrical conductivity in the four pixels illustrated 
in Figure 5.3(a) to be increased by a factor of m, then the inner resistors Ri and
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Figure 5.2 A two-dimensional resistor-mesh using SMT

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3 Plug-boards for resistive and reactive shunting 
B Plug contact
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outer resistors R2 may be evaluated according to Equations 5.1 and 5.2 [12], where 
R is the resistor value in the phantom.

Rl = R/(m-l) ....................... (5.1)
and

R2 = R(m+l)/(m-l) ................... (5.2)

For the configuration illustrated in Figure 5.3(b), the reactive current can be 
increased by n times the resistive current. The required component values can be 
calculated using Equations 5.3 to 5.5 [12], where co is the angular frequency of the 
applied current.

Ci = n/(coR) ........................ (5.3)

and
€2 = 2n/[coR(4+n2)] ................... (5.4)

R3 = R(l+4/n2) ...................... (5.5)

In the case that n is much smaller than one, Rs can be omitted.

There are two additional advantages of using the surface mount version. More 
resistors may be included without significant increases in the overall size. Also, 
stray capacitance is relatively small in comparison with the conventional version 
in which a large amount of copper tracks and metal wires are present. In order to 
maintain the performance consistency between SMT phantoms, ±1% or better 
tolerance resistors must be used. With a high consistency, it has an advantage that 
one set of theoretical data may be adequate for all phantoms. Effects due to stray 
capacitance are constant as the track layout is identical for all boards.

5.2 A Computer Model of the Phantom

Software phantoms (computer models) are used to generate a set of vectors which 
represents boundary measurements for a given set of drive configurations. The 
usual means of producing software phantoms employs conventional programming 
language techniques. Broadly speaking, these models can be divided into two 
categories viz analytical models and numerical models. The shape of an analytical 
model cannot be arbitrarily defined and it must be the same as the physical model; 
the shape of a numerical model can be arbitrarily defined to suit individual
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applications. The computer model discussed in this chapter is an analytical model 
based upon an electronic circuit CAD tool. Such a technique has not previously 
been reported.

5.2.1 An ASTEC3 Simulator Model

A Fortran model of the phantom has been developed by Griffiths but has yet to be 
reported. This program is capable of providing the necessary data for system 
performance characterisations. However, due to the nature of the hardware 
phantom, it was considered that the development of an alternative computer model 
using an electronic circuit simulator could prove advantageous. A computer model 
was therefore implemented using the SIA-ASTEC3 analogue circuit simulator 
running on a VAX11/785 mainframe computer. It is, however, not confined to the 
ASTEC3 simulator as long as a simulator which is capable of handling large 
numbers of components and connection nodes is used, e.g. PSpice (Extended 
memory version) would possibly provide a suitable alternative. The model is a 
significantly large resistor network whose configuration is identical to the hardware 
phantom. The current drive circuitry can be in any form. In an ideal situation, ideal 
current sources may be used. The use of actual or equivalent circuits of practical 
current sources is also possible. In the case of simulating a multiple drive system, 
it is suggested that a modelling technique described in [66] should be employed. 
The modelling technique is a method used to ease the circuit descriptions in the 
program, and is particularly useful when a circuit is frequently used throughout the 
program. Once a drive circuit is modelled, it can be used anywhere without the 
need to duplicate circuit descriptions. Figure 5.4 shows a sample arrangement of 
such computer model. Note that the model described here is a software 
representation of the resistor-mesh only. A model is created by entering a netlist 
via the interactive programming language specific to ASTEC3. This is however 
similar to that employed in other industry standard simulators.

The model when exercised produces data sets which replicate a physical system. 
Two sets of data are required for image reconstruction. The first set of data, known 
as reference data Vi, is obtained without any perturbation, i.e. only simulating the 
resistor-mesh. The second set of data, known as image data \2, is required to have 
a certain amount of perturbation. As an example, a reconstructed image illustrated 
in Appendix F shows an increase in conductivity in the perturbed region. The image 
was produced based on the simulated data. Additionally, the logarithmic ratios of
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Electrode 
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Figure 5.4 A sample arrangement of the ASTEC3 computer model
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these two sets of data, i.e. ln(Vi/V2), have been compared with the data generated 
from Griffiths's computer model. Only a small discrepancy (at the fourth 
significant figure) between any corresponding ratios resulted. This could be 
probably due to the rounding errors of different types of computers.

5.2.2 Use of the ASTEC3 Model

In addition to the capability of generating sets of theoretical data, this kind of 
computer model also offers two major functions. One is the statistical analyses of 
the performance of the hardware phantom. The other is the study of various drive 
topologies which are currently under general debate.

Firstly, using sophisticated analogue simulation, the model allows component 
tolerances existing in the physical item to be included in the computations. The 
mean value and standard deviation of data from simulated experiments can then be 
evaluated for a given set of component tolerances. This is important as each 
practical measured potential is not only contaminated by electrical noise but also 
deviates from the true value due to the component tolerances. The estimated 
standard deviation would indicate the degree of variation between physical models, 
and also indicate whether or not one set of reference data may be employed for a 
set of phantoms; as opposed to the need to generate a reference data set for each 
individual.

Secondly, circuit interactions in the current drive and peripheral voltage 
measurement systems are also able to be simulated. Since the phantom is just a 
passive component network, there is no reason why the practical behaviour of 
various drive and measurement topologies cannot be studied using this model. It 
was the intention that the creation of the modelling process would produce a 
platform for future work.

In the statistical analyses executed by the author, a component tolerance of 1% 
(Gaussian) was assigned to each resistor. Two analyses, with and without the 
plug-board attached, were carried out. Results of the simulations are shown in 
Appendix F. The results showed that values of SD/mean are within the 0.1% 
accuracy. Therefore the simulated peripheral voltages data using nominal resistor 
values can be applied to all SMT resistor-mesh phantoms whose resistor tolerances
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are less than 1% (SD). This is of particular value where a number of test objects 
are used as a standard.

5.3 System Performance Characterisations

To test whether an imaging system is functional it is only necessary to perform 
voltage measurements on the SMT phantom and to display the reconstructed image 
based on the measured data. A visual comparison between the theoretical and 
practical images is adequate for this purpose. When adopting this visual 
comparison method, both images must be reconstructed using the same algorithm, 
otherwise, the reconstructed images cannot be compared. However, the visual 
comparison method may not be adequate for system performance characterisations 
since the comparison is subjective. Quantitative methods are thus essential for this 
particular task. Since the reconstructed images are created from sets of boundary 
measurement data, it is wise to use the un-processed measurement data as a basis 
for the comparison. Basically, system performance characterisations can be put 
into two major categories.

* system characterisation - this provides a means to compare systems which may 
not have identical configuration, and

* comparison between practical and theoretical data - this allows a single system 
design to be evaluated.

5.3.1 System Characterisation

To assess system performance only the real parts of the measured signals were used 
for comparisons. A figure which is used to evaluate system performances with 
respect to various comparison methods is called the performance index. Three 
performance indices were defined. The comparison methods suggested here are 
based on a 16-electrode HIT configuration employing the Sheffield data collection 
method with adjacent current drive and voltage measurement. These indices are:

(a) random noise (Era)

Random noise, which occurs in the front-end electronics and is defined as 
electrical noise in this context, effects the accuracy of the measured peripheral 
voltages; and hence effects the quality of the reconstructed images. The
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evaluation of random noise considering here does not include any noise 
introduced into the image through the reconstruction processes. To evaluate 
the random noise level in the measured data it is necessary to collect two frames 
of data taken on a uniform resistor-mesh in the shortest possible time. For a 
perfect system, both sets of data would be identical. Suppose that the level of 
random noise (Em) is indicated by a root-mean-square (rms) value. If x is a 
variable representing the difference between two peripheral voltage 
measurements at a single electrode pair, then

2 (Vi,i - V2,i)
Xj = ———————————

Vi,i + V2,i

where Vi,i and V2,i are the ith voltage data in the first and second measurements 
respectively. Since 208 voltage measurements are taken, the mean value of x 
is

1 x = ——
208

The value of rms is

= rmsofx = v'[ ——Zxi2] .................. (5.6)

Typically, the noise level is high at positions opposite to the drive electrode 
pair. This statement is only valid for the adjacent drive and measurement data 
collection method. Results of such tests are shown later in this section.

(b) systematic error - reciprocity error (Ere)

Reciprocity error, which does not vary with time, is inevitable and is produced 
by small mismatches between drive or measurement electronics. This error is 
defined as the proportional difference between reciprocal measurements. For 
example, considering two pairs of system electrodes, when a current is injected 
into one pair a voltage results across the other. If the stimulus and measurement 
are reversed, the voltage measurement should be the same.
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To evaluate the reciprocity error one data set is required to be taken on a 
uniform resistor-mesh. This error is constant in time for a given set-up and 
therefore its rms value can be calculated. In practice, different measurement 
channels would have different attenuation factors in the collection system, so 
only the reciprocity channels with the same attenuation factors are used in the 
comparisons. If y is the reciprocity error and is defined as

2(Vd,m - Vm,d) 
yd,m= Vd,m + Vm,d

where suffixes d and m denote the channel number of the drive and 
measurement electrode pairs. The rms value of y can then be expressed as

re = rmsofy=v'[^-22yd,m2] ................. (5.7)

where N is the number of reciprocity channels with the same attenuation 
factors. The size of the rms value is mainly dependent on the front-end 
architecture of the data collection system although the random noise would be 
involved in the calculation. For a system not involving matching difficulties, 
a smaller reciprocity error would be expected; in comparison with a system 
which suffers from matching problems. The results of tests using this index 
are shown later in this section.

(c) systematic error - frequency dependent error (Efde)

This comparison was intended to give a measure of the systematic errors arising 
when changing the frequency of the stimulus, e.g. from 40 kHz to 80 kHz. Two 
sets of measurements are needed on the uniform mesh but they are collected at 
two different frequencies. Suppose V(fi) and V(f2) are the measured voltage 
data obtained at frequencies fi and f2. Let zj be a variable of the ith voltage 
measurement which is defined as

. V(fi) 
Zi = In V(f2)
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and the rms value of z is

1 -> 
Efde =rmsofz = V [ —— Z zfl ................ (5.8)

208 J V

If a system has a flat frequency/phase response, then Efde will be zero. Since 
it was not the intention of this programme to develop dual-frequency work, 
this index was not developed beyond this stage. Note that this error estimation 
is applicable only for systems intended to perform multi-frequency operations.

Use of Performance Indices

Having defined these performance indices, it was intended to use (a) and (b) to 
quantitatively compare two data collection systems of different front-end 
architectures. One was constructed by Griffiths using the serial drive and 
measurement configuration - the UHW system. The other one was constructed by 
the author using the parallel drive and serial measurement configuration - the POW 
system. Two frames of data were collected at 40.96 kHz in both systems on a 
uniform two-dimensional resistor mesh.

Random Noise Reciprocity Error
rms rms (xO.1%) 

_____(xO.1%)__________1st set 2nd set

POW system 2.37 58.45 58.67
UHW system 0.62 0.70 0.64
POW system* 1.25 58.48 58.51

Table 5.1 System performance assessments of the UHW system and the 
POW system - evaluations of Ern and Ere using two successive 
frames of measurements 
* : average of five frames

From the results shown in Table 5.1, it can be seen that the rms value of random 
noise of the UHW system is lower than that of the POW system. This is possibly 
due to the employment of longer integration time in the demodulation process. 
Although the noise level was lower, the UHW system exhibits a larger settling time
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for each voltage measurement. By using the same integration time as the UHW 
system, the rms value of random noise of the POW system can be estimated as 
approximately 0.49 (xO.1%) which is close to the UHW system. Note that the 
integration time is approximately 0.85 ms for the POW system and 20 ms for the 
UHW system.

As far as the reciprocity error is concerned, the UHW system showed better results. 
This may be because the UHW system employs a serial drive and measurement 
configuration - no devices need to be matched. In the POW system, using parallel 
drive configuration to avoid stray capacitance effects between drive and 
measurement electrodes requires the current sources to be matched.

By averaging five frames of measurements, it is possible to reduce the noise level 
in the POW system. However, the reciprocity error showed approximately the same 
value. This provided an indication that serial type collection systems may provide 
better performance, in terms of reciprocity error, than parallel type systems with 
present technology. Unless the problem of device matching is solved, otherwise, 
the reciprocity error would be a hindrance to the parallel type system developments. 
Further discussion of this error can be found in chapter six.

5.3.2 Comparisons between Practical and Theoretical Data

The three performance indices described in the preceding section are useful for 
comparisons between systems. However, they do not indicate how close a system 
performs in comparison to its theoretical limits. In order to evaluate the 
discrepancy between practical and perfect systems, it is necessary to use sets of 
theoretical data which are free from electrical noise and systematic errors, for 
comparisons. With these theoretical data, two comparison methods were proposed 
and are discussed below:

(a) Comparisons based on a uniform mesh

This comparison was intended to evaluate the absolute error (defined as the 
difference of the computed and measured voltage data) resulting from the data 
collection system. One measured data set is adequate and is obtained by 
performing voltage measurements on the uniform mesh without a plug-board 
attached. Suppose that a single data comparison is defined as
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Vm>i - Vc,i pi = -
Vc,i

where suffixes m and c denote measured and computed values of the ith 
peripheral voltage data respectively. Due to the reciprocity theorem, only 104 
data are generated and compared although 208 voltage measurements are 
usually taken in practice. It is however possible to effect comparisons for all 
practical data by re-arranging the 104 computed data to form a set of 208 
computed data. The first performance index Ei is now defined as the rms 
absolute measurement error and is given by

Ei= V[ —— 2 pi2] x 100% ................ (5.9)

(b) Comparisons based on a perturbed mesh

This comparison was intended to evaluate the relative error of the image 
reconstruction data, i.e. the difference of the ratios of the computed and 
measured voltage data. Two sets of measured data are needed. One is a 
reference data set (Vi) obtained from measurements taken on the uniform 
mesh. The other is an image data set (¥2) obtained from measurements taken 
on a perturbed mesh, i.e. with the plug-board attached. When the Sheffield 
image reconstruction algorithm is employed, uncertainties in the gain of the 
data collection system will be rejected from the calculations since ln(Vi/V2) 
is the quantity to be backprojected. These uncertainties are due to the setting 
of the attenuation factors (section 4.2.2, p.74). Thus, each entry for the 
evaluation of the second performance index E2 is defined as

qi=
V2,m,i V2,c,i 

Hence, the performance index £2 is

E2= V[ —— 2qi2]xlOO% ................ (5.10)
104
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Both Ei and £2 indicate the percentages of total errors (random noise and 
reciprocity error) produced from the data collection system. These values thus 
provide a means to benchmark a data collection system.

Use of Performance Indices

The value of EI was calculated as approximately 5.5% on the POW system. This 
5.5% deviation from the theoretical prediction data was attributed to the presence 
of reciprocity errors and the variations of true attenuations in the data collection 
system. It was assumed that the attenuation was reduced by a factor of two along 
the resistor chain (section 4.2.2, p.74). It should be noted that precision 
attenuations were difficult to achieve although these could be measured. When 
evaluating Ei, each reading needed to be converted back to its original value by 
multiplying the measured value with its associated attenuation factor. Thus, a slight 
variation in the practical attenuation would produce a significant error in the 
estimation of EI. However, this is the prime objective of EI - to trace the possible 
cause of errors which leads to the deviation of measured data from the ideal. A 
similar estimation of EI could not be performed on the UHW system since the 
individual gains relating to each set of measured data had not been recorded.

As far as £2 is concerned, two sets of measurements were performed using the UHW 
system and the POW system. One was taken on a uniform resistor-mesh and the 
other was taken on a perturbed mesh. The amount of the conductivity changes was 
same as that used in the computed model and in the same location (Appendix F). 
Values of £2 are shown in Table 5.2.

E2

POW system 0.3089 0.2258* 
UHW system 0.0816

Table 5.2 System performance assessments of the UHW system and 
the POW system - evaluation of £2 
* : average of five frames

From the results, it reveals that the UHW system produced data which were much 
closer to the theoretical data than those produced by the POW system. The
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discrepancy between the practical data and the theoretical data was calculated as 
approximately 0.08% for the UHW system and 0.23% for the POW system. These 
results were logical as the UHW system showed better performances in the previous 
assessments. The stray capacitance effect in the current multiplexing circuitry was 
the sole difficulty exhibited in the UHW systems; no device matching was required. 
Thus, the small deviation was attributed to random noise and the stray capacitance 
effects. In contrast, the POW system suffered from the problem of device matching 
in addition to the above two difficulties. A larger deviation from the theoretical 
data was therefore expected. Further discussion concerning the problem of device 
matching is given in chapter six.

To summarise, it was identified (section 2.2, p. 12) that a low noise system (less 
than -60 dB) should be used in order to produce in-vivo images, e.g. lungs images. 
Using the performance index (Em) would be adequate to estimate the noise 
performance of a system and hence to justify whether or not the system is capable 
of performing in-vivo imaging. The estimation of reciprocity error would indicate 
the effects of employing serial or parallel drive and measurement system 
configurations. The manifestation of reciprocity error in reconstructed images will 
be discussed in chapter six. Using the reciprocity error index (Ere), the drive and 
measurement configuration may be quantitatively compared.

Using Ei and £2, the discrepancy between the theoretical and practical system 
performances can be evaluated. These provide an indication of how a system 
performs in comparison to its theoretical limits. Hence, it is possible to justify 
whether improvements could be made for a particular front-end architecture. All 
these indices are thus useful for BIT hardware development work.

Measurements of errors for comparing different systems using the standard Cardiff 
test phantom are still under discussion in CAIT. The evaluation of Era, Ere, EI and 
£2 contained in this thesis (this chapter and chapter six), to the author's knowledge, 
are the first documented attempts at specifying error measurements in two data 

collection systems.
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Chapter 6

Relative Permittivity Imaging

In addition to imaging spatial distributions of resistivity, another parameter of 
tissues, namely permittivity, may also be evaluated by means of BIT. Some 
preliminary work was conducted by Griffiths [11,12] and the reported images have 
shown the possibility of separating conductivity and permittivity contained in the 
measured data. Scaife et aL [58] showed phase images but they called them 
permittivity images. Under an ideal situation such as in computer simulations, 
perfect data for image reconstructions can be obtained. In practice, however, 
undesired phase displacements in the data collection electronics are a major 
problem since permittivity manifests itself as phase in the measured data. Problems 
exhibited in conductivity imaging, such as the effects of stray capacitance in 
multiplexers and matching of current sources, would also appear in relative 
permittivity imaging but to different extent. Additionally, the author's system has 
been designed specifically as a basis to investigate relative permittivity imaging, 
in particular in-vivo work. Thus, the effect of skin contact impedance on the 
measured data would also be investigated.

Before the in-vivo imaging studies, experiments on the resistor-mesh would be 
essential in order to confirm correct system operation and performance. Human 
forearm and lung imagings were intended to be performed as in-vivo studies. Some 
measurements were also performed with the UHW system in order to make 
comparisons between systems in in-vivo relative permittivity imaging.

The image reconstruction algorithm adopted is that described by Barber [23] but 
has been modified according to Griffiths's suggestions [11] so that reconstructions 
of relative permittivity images are possible. The detail of this is provided in chapter 
two. For a convenience, the important equations are repeated below.

s' = — In 
2

2(0)E°e2) • (2.6)
(COEoEl)

s" = tan'Veoez/oz') - tan'^coEoEi/oi') .......... (2.7)
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conductivity : a • In (o2'/oi') = s' + In cos s" ........ (2.12)
and

permittivity : p * In (coe0E2/oi') = s' + In sin s" ....... (2.13)

6.1 Effect of Contact Impedances on Relative Permittivity Imaging

In in-vivo conductivity imaging, the effect of skin contact impedance on the 
measured data is well-known. Using a four-electrode system technique would 
minimise this effect in conductivity imaging [5]. As mentioned in chapter two, the 
stray capacitance between drive and measurement electrodes creates parasitic 
current paths which produce measurement errors. In the previous discussions, the 
influence of the stray capacitance between the measurement electrode pair was not 
considered which is quite acceptable when dealing with conductivity imaging. 
Figure 6.1 shows a simple four-electrode system which models the object (R & C) 
to be imaged, and takes the effective capacitance Cxm between the measurement 
electrode pair into account. The stray capacitance Cx (Figure 2.4, p. 18) is not 
shown in Figure 6.1 as it is assumed that Cx can be neglected when a parallel applied 
stimuli method is adopted.

Suppose that an object to be imaged contains conductivity and permittivity 
components. These components are represented by R and C in the four-electrode 
system (Figure 6.1). For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that all electrodes 
have equal contact resistance Re and the effective capacitance between 
measurement electrodes is Cxm . Using this simplified model, a value for Cxm can 
be evaluated. The true value of equivalent impedance of R and C, denotes as Ztrue, 
may be expressed as R/(l+jcoRC). When passing a unity constant amplitude 
alternating current at an angular frequency CD and measuring the voltage developed 
across a and b in Figure 6.1, the magnitude |Mtrue| and phase 9true of the true voltage 
signal can be written as

|Mtrue|= -——-———2~ ................... (6.1)

etrue = - tan' 1 (coRC) .................... (6.2)
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I O- Re

VQ-

I O- Re

Cxm RJJ 
Re

Figure 6.1 A four-electrode system taken into account of the 
stray capacitance between measurement electrodes
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In the presence of Re and Cxm, the magnitude |MZc| and phase 0Zc of the voltage 
developed across x and y can be written as

R2+(2(oReRCXm)2 
|MZC| = V [————-—————-————————————————-] . . (6.3)

(l-2wzReCCxm) +(a>RCxm+o>RC+2coReCxm)

! i a>RCxm+wRC+2a>ReCxm 8Zc = tan" 1 (2coReCxm) - tan" 1 [———————————————] . (6.4)
l-2co2ReCCxm

Now, to evaluate the effect of the contact impedance on the measured voltage it is 
necessary to let Re = 0. In the absence of Re, the capacitance Cxm can be considered 
to be a part of the reactive component of the object. If the magnitude and phase 
are denoted as |MC| and 6C, then the voltage developed across x and y is

|Mc| = ——————-—————— .............. (6.5)
V [l+(<oRC+o>RCXm) ]

6C = - tan" 1 (toRC+coRCxm) ............... (6.6)

As an example, assuming that the reactive current is 1/1 Oth of the resistive current 
(i.e. n = 0.1), values of C can be calculated for R = 200 £2. Using Equations 6.1 to 
6.6, values of magnitude and phase for two different object reactances are calculated 
for I = 1 mA. Results are shown in Table 6.1. With reference to Table 6.1, it can 
be seen that the effect of contact impedance Re on the true and detected magnitude 
values is small. The changes in magnitude, i.e. (l-|M|/|Mtrue|)xlOO%, are evaluated 
as 0.063% (with Re) and 0.026% (without Re) for C = 800 pF. The value of |M| is 
referred to either |MZc| or |Mc| in Table 6.1. It can be seen that |M| are approximately 
equal to R to within 0.1%. If |M| is used for conductivity imaging, CXm can be 
ignored.

However, Cxm and Re are significant in relative permittivity imaging. For a perfect 
system with a 100% increase in C, a phase change of about 100% is calculated. 
When taking CXm into account, a phase change of only 95.7% results, although the 
actual phase shift of 5.63° is shown. The situation is worse if the contact impedance 
is non-zero. With a contact impedance of 1 kQ, a phase change of 76.9% can be 
detected for a 100% increase in the object's capacitance.
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C(pF) Re(k«) |Mtrue|(mV) 9true(in deg.) |Mzc|(mV) 9zc(in deg.) |Mc|(mV) 0c(in deg.)

800 
1600 
800 
1600

1 
1 
0 
0

198.9969 
196.0760 
198.9969 
1 96.0760

-5.74 
11 T7

-5.74 
-11 V7

198.8714 
195.9066

-7.32 
-12.95

198.9460 
1 os Q«n->

-5.88 
11 <;i

Table 6.1 Theoretical true and detected values of magnitude and phase for 
R = 200 Q and Cxm = 20 pF at frequency f = 100 kHz

From this analysis, it shows that, in the presence of contact impedance, the 
capacitance effect on the measurement pair cannot be ignored in relative 
permittivity imaging, unlike conductivity imaging. The presence of Re and CXm 
reduces the detectability of phase changes and hence makes the collection of phase 
information very difficult.

To investigate the effect of contact impedance and effective capacitance on 
reconstructed images two experiments of different set-up were conducted by means 
of the computer simulation. The model used was the one described in chapter five. 
Experiment I was performed without contact resistance Re connected nor the 
effective capacitance Cxm. Experiment II was performed with Re = 1 kQ connected 
to each electrode and Cxm = 20 pF connected between measurement electrodes. 
With reference to the resistor-mesh layout (Figure 4.14, p.98), conductivity and 
relative permittivity changes in regions A and B were defined and are shown in 
Table 6.2.

Region A RegionB

ratio of final to initial conductivity (o2'/oi') 1.0 2.0 
relative permittivity parameter ((oe0£2/oi ; ) 0.1 0.1

Table 6.2 Simulation set-up for evaluations of the effect of contact 
impedance, Re = 1 kQ, f = 100 kHz

When using the results obtained under a homogeneous condition, the magnitudes 
of the peripheral voltages in Experiment II were found to be different from those
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in Experiment I by (0.02 ± 0.15)%, mean ± SD. The phase shifts from Experiment 
II were 0.12° ± 0.74°. From these figures, it can be seen that the differences in 
magnitude and phase were insignificant. The reconstructed images are very similar 
to those obtained in practice (refer to Figure 6.2) and hence are not shown. Note 
that the images illustrated in Figure 6.2 are mirrored along the horizontal plane 
relative to Figure 4.14 (p.98), and the darkness of the image increases in the positive 
direction. It can be seen that features of both images were clearly and correctly 
shown in regions A and B.

In addition to the computer simulation, the effect of contact resistance was 
evaluated practically. Using the identical set-up (Table 6.2), measurements were 
performed at 40.96 kHz. The reconstructed images are shown in Figures 6.2 and 
6.3. Note that these images are mirrored along the horizontal plane relative to 
Figure 4.14 (p.98). The same limits of the display window were used in 
corresponding images for comparison purposes. It can be noticed that the 
appearance of s' image with contact impedance (Figure 6.3(a)) is very similar to 
that without contact impedance (Figure 6.2(a)). However, the image of s" with 
contact impedance (Figure 6.3(b)) was contaminated by noise and systematic errors 
in addition to the image distortion of the two plug-boards. The effect of contact 
impedance can be significant in the images of p1 (Figure 6.3(d)). Minimum and 
maximum image values for Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are summarised in Table 6.3.

Figure 6.2 Figure 6.3 
__________s' s" a p s' s" a p

minimum -0.037 -0.01 -0.037 -23.1 -0.038 -0.023 -0.038 -23.1 
maximum 0.181 0.033 0.181 -3.40 0.176 -0.035 0.176 -3.35

Table 6.3 Image values of Figures 6.2 and 6.3

For the practical system without contact resistance connected, the phase variation 
was found to be 11.65° ± 2.34°, and the minimum and maximum phase shift were 
1.9° and 19.12°. With contact resistance connected, the phase variation was 11.50° 
± 6.24°, its minimum and maximum phase shift were -8.2° and 31.6°. It can be 
noticed that a large discrepancy between the simulated system and the practical 
system is resulted. This indicates that the model illustrated in Figure 6,1 was 
probably too simple to explain the phenomenon. Nevertheless, the model shows 
that the detectability of phase change does decrease.
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(b)

(d)

Figure 6.2 Images without contact resistance 

(a) s', (b) s", (c) a and (d) p

Figure 6.3 Images with contact resistance of 1 

(a) s', (b) s", (c) a and (d) 0
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Identical experiments were repeated using the UHW system, similar results were 
obtained. With contact resistance connected, a "noisy" image of s" was obtained. 
This implies that the contact resistance does affect the quality of relative 
permittivity images. However, no practical solution to this problem is yet derived. 
To ensure good electrode-surface contact, i.e. to reduce contact impedance, would 
be the sole method at the present time.

6.2 Difficulties of Multiple Current Source Systems

It was thought that the multiple current source systems would provide a better 
solution for relative permittivity imaging, since the effect of stray capacitance 
between the drive and measurement electrodes reduced to a minimum. However, 
employing multiple current sources would create other difficulties, e.g. the flow of 
unbalanced current results from mismatched current pairs. A high standard of 
current source matching is therefore required. Figure 6.4 shows a simple equivalent 
circuit of a multiple current source system. Single-ended current sources are 
usually employed in this application. Zs and Z4 in the T-network represent the 
object impedance and Zjmb provides a path for the unbalanced current. Suppose 
that Zi and Z2 are their output impedances and Ii and Iz are their output currents 
to be delivered to the loads (Zs and Z4). To ease the analysis a Norton equivalent 
circuit can be used as illustrated in Figure 6.5. It can be seen from Figure 6.5 that 
iNort must be equal to zero in order to make limb = 0. From Figure 6.4, iNort, ZNort 
and limb can be derived and written as

<«>

(Zi+Z3)(Z2+Z4) 
Z1+Z2+Z3+Z4

and

ZNort limb = ———-=——INort ................ (6.9)
Z,Nort

It is anticipated from Equations 6.7 and 6.9 that limb would always appear in the
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Figure 6.4 A simplified circuit for investigations of unbalanced current 
using two non-ideal single-ended current sources in BIT
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V

Figure 6.5 Norton equivalent circuit for two single-ended current 
drives
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Figure 6.6 A simplified circuit for investigations of unbalanced 
current using double-ended current sources in BIT
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BIT applications even if perfect matching of current sources was possible. Since 
Z$ and Z4 are usually not equal to each other in reality, limb would thus be non-zero. 
For instance, assuming that h = \i = 1mA, Zi = Zz = 1 MQ, and Zimb = 1 kQ, AZ 
= |Zs - ZA| = 1 kQ and Zs and Z4 are much smaller than Zi. limbZjmb was calculated 
to be approximately 1 mV. Although the common mode voltage of 1 mV is 
tolerable in the EIT applications, this is however for a situation where current 
sources were perfectly matched. Difficulties of matching of current sources was 
shown from the previous statistical analyses. Thus, limb would be expected to be 
significant. In the POW system, limb for sixteen channels varied from 0.8 jxA to 
10.6 \iA for a drive current of 1 mA at 40.96 kHz when a uniform resistor-mesh 
was used as a test object.

However, if near ideal double-ended current sources are used, limb would be 
negligible as can be seen from Figure 6.6. Although it seems that double-ended 
current sources would be better in that sense, it however poses other problems when 
monolithic analogue multiplexers are used. Employing multiple double-ended 
current sources may be an alternative, but this requires further investigations.

To have a zero unbalanced current in all cases Ipush must be equal to Ipull. Now, 
assuming that Ipush = ASin(o)t) and Ipull = BSin(o>t+<|>), where o> is the angular 
frequency and <(> is the phase difference between Ipush and Ipull. The unbalanced 
current limb can then be written as

limb = - 2ASin(<l>/2)Cos((ot+<|>/2) ± AASin(o>t+<|>) ..... (6.10)

where AA = |A - B|. Considering that a unity load (Za = Z4 = 1 Q) is used (Figure 
6.4). The voltage developed across Zs and Z4 is

¥34 = 2ACos(<|>/2)Sin((flt+<|>/2) ± AASin(o>t+(|>) ...... (6.11)

In an ideal situation where AA = 0 and ty = 0, the true voltage value is 2ASin(wt). 
However, due to the presence of limb, the accuracy of the magnitude of the detected 
voltage is dependent upon AA. In conductivity imaging, to maintain a 0.1% 
accuracy for AA * 0.1% of Ipush, ty must not exceed 2.5°. In relative permittivity
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imaging, considering that magnitudes of currents are perfectly matched and <j> = 
2.5°, the erroneous value of the imaginary part signal would be approximately 4% 
of A; ideally this should be zero.

In order to show the effect of unbalanced currents in the BIT applications with all 
sixteen sources connected to a phantom, computer simulations were performed. 
The changes of conductivity and permittivity were the same as shown in Table 6.2 
(p. 126). However, the current sources were deliberately made to be imperfect. The 
mean and SD values of the magnitude of unbalanced currents were set to 4.4 \iA 
and 3.4 pA for a 1 mA drive. The mean and SD values of the phase of unbalanced 
currents were set to 6.8° and 0.73°. These were the values quoted from the author's 
system for 100 kHz (Table 3.2, p.59).

Reciprocity error (Ere) was evaluated as 1.6% for the simulated system with 
unbalanced current sources, and 0.09% for the simulated ideal system with identical 
sources. For the practical system, it was 5.8% (p. 117). The discrepancy of Ere was 
partly due to difficulties of current source matching, and partly due to stray 
capacitances within the front-end electronics. The possible source of errors could 
be in the multiplexers at the receiving end although signals were buffered.

As a figure of measurement accuracy comparing against a theoretical ideal system, 
Ei was evaluated as 1.8%. This value was obtained by taking the simulated voltages 
with balanced sources as Vc,j and the simulated voltages with unbalanced sources 
as Vm,i in Equation 5.9 (pp. 118-9). With practical measurements of Vm,i on the 
phantom, a value of 5.5% was obtained. The discrepancy of Ei could be due to the 
characteristics of the attenuation network, and unbalanced current sources. 
However, both systems successfully produced data for image reconstructions. The 
reconstructed images were very similar to those illustrated in Figure 6.2, and thus 
are not shown. From this simulation study, it can be noticed that the unbalanced 
current does produce significant reciprocity error but they seem to be cancelled out 
with the Sheffield algorithm. Even so, the unbalanced current should be minimised 
to prevent deterioration of the image quality.
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6.3 A Proposed Configuration for Low Crosstalk and Low Feedthrough 
Analogue Multiplexers and Demultiplexers

It was indicated from the preceding discussion that employment of double-ended 
current sources would alleviate the effect of unbalanced current and hence the 
accuracy of magnitude and phase measurements would be improved. However, 
using double-ended circuits would require the currents to be multiplexed which in 
turn poses the problems of crosstalk and feedthrough. This is the hindrance of using 
multiplexed current methods. If an analogue switch which features low crosstalk 
and low feedthrough, it would be ideal for BIT applications since device matching 
would be no longer required. In view of this, the author has proposed a 
configuration for such analogue switches.

It was considered that both multiplexer and demultiplexer should be made up of 
discrete components, such as 2N4858 which has a small channel capacitance of 10 
pF and a leakage current of 250 pA. Although 16-channel analogue multiplier and 
demultiplexer such as HI506-5 and DG526CJ are available in the market, the 
switches are all built on a common substrate and so crosstalk remains due to the 
stray capacitance. If discrete components are used to implement a 16-channel 
multiplexer and demultiplexer, the problems of crosstalk between channels may be 
considerably reduced.

It is not thought to be possible to tackle the problem of feedthrough with just a 
careful selection of devices. Some special circuit topologies may be required. The 
proposed circuit configuration of a single switch is shown in Figure 6.7. A sample 
connection of a single channel in the BIT application is illustrated in Figure 6.8. A 
simplified ac-coupled voltage follower described by Lidgey [37] is used and the 
current is ac-coupled using Ci for safety reason.

With reference to Figure 6.7, two switches (Si and 82) which are connected in series 
are gated by a common signal (G) while the third one is controlled by the inverse 
of G, i.e. G. When Si and 82 are closed, a signal can pass through these switches 
to reach the output since 83 is open. On the other hand, when Si and 82 are open 
and 83 is closed, the output is floating. Since the input of 82 is at zero potential, 
the output of 82 should not contain a fraction of the input signal resulting from 
feedthrough of Si. A logic control unit is required to ensure a break-before-make 
action for all switches. Note that since this circuit configuration is used for 
multiplexing a current which generated from a current source, the channel
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resistance of each switch is therefore not critical.

6.4 Difference between Phase and Permittivity Images

As mentioned in chapter two, phase images are different from permittivity images. 
By definitions [12], phase images represent the distribution of the difference of 
phase angles (i.e. tan" (tOE0e/o')). Permittivity images represent the distribution of 
In(o)80e2/oi'). Thus, phase images are obtainable in all circumstances. 
Permittivity images, on the other hand, can only be produced when the reference 
has negligible reactance. Furthermore, the features of these two kinds of images 
are not identical.

This can be shown by re-considering the previous experiments (Table 6.2 and 
Figure 6.2). According to the set-up, the values of s', s", a and (3 were evaluated 
using Equations 2.6, 2.7, 2.12 and 2.13 and shown in Table 6.4.

a p

Region A 0.00498 0.0997 0 -2.30 
Region B 0.694 0.0500 0.693 -2.30

Table 6.4 Images values for (A) n = 0.1 and m = 0.0; 
(B) n = 0.1 and m = 2.0, at f = 40.96 kHz

As anticipated, the simulated permittivities of the two plug-boards were designed 
to be equal but an increase in conductivity was also simulated in region B. From 
the reconstructed image of s' illustrated in Figure 6.2(a), only changes in 
conductivity in region B was observed as consistent with the true values of s'. The 
image of a showed similar features as can be noticed from their true values in Table 
6.4. Figures 6.2(b) and (d) illustrate the distinction between imaging s" and p. The 
image of s" in Figure 6.2(b) shows changes in permittivities in both regions but the 
board in region B is fainter than that in region A as consistent with the true values 
of s". On the image of p as illustrated in Figure 6.2(d), much closer local maximums 
are obtained in both regions A and B and thus have the similar intensity.

A similar experiment was performed using the UHW system. Similar results were
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produced. This indicates that images of s" are definitely different from images of 
P. This work has been accepted for publication [67] and will be presented in an 
international conference held in Florida. 1991.

6.5 In-vivo Imaging

In practice, in-vivo imaging poses additional problems for reconstruction since the 
distribution of equipotentials is not confined to the plane of electrodes; it also 
extends to the third dimension. As a result, the reconstructed image is distorted 
such that the features of the object are compressed toward the centre of the image. 
This is true for all reconstructed images using this two-dimensional reconstruction 
algorithm when the data has been acquired on a three-dimensional object. This 
phenomenon was investigated by making measurements on two metal rods each of 
diameter 18 mm immersed in a cylindrical tank containing saline solution of 
conductivity 0.1 S/m. The diameter of the tank was 19 cm and the separation 
between the two bars was 10 cm approximately. The reconstructed image was 
shown in Figure 6.9. It can be seen from the image that the bars tended to merge 
together when using a two-dimensional image reconstruction algorithm. To 
improve the image quality three-dimensional image reconstruction algorithms 
would be required.

Although this difficulty of measurements and reconstructions exists in in-vivo 
imaging, some static in-vivo conductivity images on a forearm [2,15,68] and thorax 
[68] have been reported. The image of a human forearm was obtained by taking 
two frames of measurements. One of them was taken from a homogeneous 
reference such as saline solution. This kind of imaging benefits from minimum 
electrode contact impedances. The lung imaging produced an image representing 
the changes in resistivity of the lungs between expiration and inspiration. 
Electrodes are required and hence contact impedances were a major problem in 
measurements. Another kind of static in-vivo conductivity images can be obtained 
by means of the dual-frequency imaging technique [13,34]. This image is 
reconstructed using two frames of data which are collected at two different 
frequencies. An in-vivo image was reported using this technique [33]. All these 
published in-vivo images represent the distribution of resistivity of different tissues. 
In the followings, several experiments were carried out and intended to display the 
distribution of relative permittivity of the human tissues as well as conductivity. 
An alternating current of 2.5 mA r.m.s at 40.96 kHz was used in all in-vivo
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Figure 6.9 A conductivity image of two metal bars immersed in a saline tank
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measurements performed with the author's system.

6.5.1 Forearm Imaging

The experiment was carried out using an array of sixteen electrodes mounted on a 
cylindrical tube of diameter 90 mm. The tube was immersed in a saline bath. The 
conductivity of the saline was 0.1 S/m. The first frame of data was collected with 
the saline solution alone and was used as a reference frame. The second frame of 
data was collected with a human forearm positioned in the middle of the electrodes. 
Images of s', s", a and p were then reconstructed. Using the reported values of 
electrical conductivity and permittivity for mammalian tissues, the values of s', s", 
a and p are calculated and shown in Table 6.5.

a
muscle 1.34
muscle(T) 1.61
muscle(L) 0.51
bone -2.51
fat -1.12

0.307
0.66

0.038
0.161
0.012

1.28
1.37
0.51

-2.53
-1.12

0.131
1.12

-2.76
-4.34
-5.54

Surowiec et al. [8]
Zheng et al. [74]
Zheng et al. [74]
Smith and Foster [7]
Smith and Foster [7]

Table 6.5 Image values of different tissues at 40.96 kHz with reference 
to a saline solution of conductivity of 0.1 S/m; T : transverse; 
L: longitudinal

Figure 6.10(a) illustrates the image of s'. The boundary of the forearm was clearly 
defined. The image was dominated by the muscle which appeared as increased 
conductivity. The minimum and maximum image values were 0.00623 and 1.27. 
A lower conductivity region was detected in the positions of the bones. However, 
two bones were not clearly separated in the image which could be probably due to 
the perturbation of equipotentials outside the plane of electrodes as was evident for 
the metal rods in Figure 6.9. On the left hand side of the image, reconstruction 
artifacts did occur when the separation between the surface of the forearm and the 
electrodes reduced. Similar features were obtained in the image of a, Figure 
6.10(c). Its image values were -0.106 and 1.18.

Figure 6.10(b) illustrates the image of s". The boundary of the forearm was still
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clearly defined. The image values were 0.104 and 0.723. According to the figures 
shown in Table 6.5, an increase in phase angle was resulted due to the perturbation 
by muscle. Again, the image was dominated by muscle. Since muscle with electric 
field transverse to the fibres exhibits a much large phase change than with electric 
field aligned with the fibres across the BIT frequency band [74], the un-even phase 
change appearing in the image could be probably due to the complex structure of 
fibres in the plane of electrodes. The location of bones did not show distinctly 
although a slight increase in phase angle was expected.

The image of |3 was illustrated in Figure 6.10(d). Muscle was the dominant 
substance appeared in the image. The central region showed a reduction in 
permittivity could be partly due to the electrical property of bones, and partly due 
to the difficulty of measurements performed on a three-dimensional object.

In comparison with other reported conductivity images of the human forearm, better 
images were shown when data was collected using serial drive methods although 
this may have been due to a better electrode arrangement [68,73]. In addition, some 
kinds of geometric correction processes were performed on the reported data but 
the method of the correction was not reported [68].

6.5.2 Lung Imaging

A ring of sixteen ECG electrodes was attached around the thorax 2 cm below nipple 
level on a volunteer. The attenuation factors were set after inspiration. Two frames 
of measurements were taken after expiration and inspiration. Images were 
reconstructed from data measured at total lung capacity referenced to a 
measurement after expiration. Both the UHW system and the POW system were 
used to collect the data with the same set of electrodes in order to make comparisons.

Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(c) show the reconstructed images of s' obtained from the 
UHW system and the POW system respectively. The lungs themselves were well 
visualised as two regions of increased conductivity. In Figure 6.11(a), the lungs 
seemed to merge together at the anterior position. Figure 6.11(c) illustrates a 
similar feature at that position. Therefore, this could be due to the actual shape of 
the lungs of the volunteer. Image values of all images are shown in Table 6.6.

Figures 6.11(b) and 6.11(d) illustrate images of s". The boundary of the lungs was 
clearly defined in Figure 6.11(b). According to the reconstructed image, both
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Figure 6.11 Lung images
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Figure 6.11 Lung images
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minimum 
maximum

UHW system 
s' s"

-0.0418 -0.248 
0.423 0.1

POW system 
s' s"

-0.0749 -0.363 
0.558 0.345

Table 6.6 Image values of s' and s" of lung

positive and negative changes of significant magnitude in comparison with the 
value of s' were detected. There is a central negative region surrounded by a 
positive region extending out to the boundary of the lungs. In contrast, Figure 
6.11(d) just managed to show the boundary of the lungs. In the central region, the 
appearance was slightly different from that illustrated in Figure 6.11(b) since 
negative changes were also detected. If Figure 6.11(b) indicated the true changes, 
the un-even changes in Figure 6.1 l(d) might be explained due to the higher random 
noise level of the POW system. In addition to random noise, this could also be due 
to inconsistent expiration and inspiration between measurements.

UHW system POW system
s" s' s"

minimum -0.0327(78.2%) -0.0209(8.4%) -0.181(242%) -0.0907(25.0%) 
maximum 0.0568(13.4%)-0.0143(14.3%) -0.105(18.8%) 0.128(37.1%)

Table 6.7 Image values of s' and s" of noise in lung imaging

Noise estimations of these lung images were performed by reconstructing images 
of two measurements which were taken after inspiration. Image values together 
with a coarse estimation of noise for both systems are shown in Table 6.7. The 
reconstructed images were not displayed as they do not contain any useful 
information. A large percentage error occurred at the minimum image value of s' 
is because the smallest change in conductivity is close to zero, and hence the size 
of these signals is comparable to that of noise. With reference to the figures of s', 
both systems contained error of less than 20%. Thus, the reconstructed images were 
comparable. However, when comparing s", a much larger error was obtained with 
the POW system. The image shown in Figure 6.11(d) could therefore be a "noisy" 

version of that in Figure 6.1 l(b).
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A few experiments were carried out on a group of volunteers using the UHW 
system. Images of s" show similar features on all volunteers but cannot be fully 
interpreted due to lack of information on the permittivities of tissues in this 
frequency range. This work has been accepted for publication [75].

Finally, similar experiments were also performed using the POW system. However, 
the results were not consistent. This could be due to the combinational effect of 
skin contact impedances which makes detectable phase changes smaller, and 
random noise.

From all experiments conducted, it seems that the effect of skin contact impedance 
together with the effective capacitance between the measurement electrodes creates 
difficulties in in-vivo imaging. The unbalanced current due to device matching does 
cause a significant increase in reciprocity error. However, it was evident by means 
of computer simulation that the reciprocity error does not seriously affect the 
quality of the reconstructed images. The effect of unbalanced currents seems to be 
cancelled out in the reconstruction processes.
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Chapter 7 

Discussion

At the outset of the project, a number of aspects of work were projected. They were 
(i) to review BIT system development, (ii) to investigate constant amplitude current 
source circuits, (iii) to design and develop a complete impedance tomography 
system, (iv) to develop methods for the assessment of system performance, and (v) 
to study various aspects concerning complex impedance imaging. These have been 
addressed as follows.

(i) Literature review

A comprehensive literature survey has been maintained throughout the project. 
From the review of the BIT system development, it was found that the front-end 
architecture employed by the Oxford group was suitable for the proposed 
system. It was thus adopted and modified to suit relative permittivity imaging. 
During the course of studies, one recently reported ac-couple voltage follower 
[37] seems to be useful in BIT applications. The circuit requires only one VOA 
and a few passive components. Although its input impedance does vary with 
frequency, under a screen driven condition, its value is in the order of MQ 
within the BIT frequency band. It incorporates safety precaution and benefits 
from a high input impedance. Thus, it can be expected that it could be the best 
buffering circuit presently available for use in BIT. The author's system did 
not employ this circuit. It is because the circuit was reported at the later stage 
of the project.

(ii) Investigations into current source circuits

A current source circuit review was conducted. In the light of the reviewed 
circuits, the VOA current supply sensing circuit [63] was found to be the best 
one among the others due to its anticipated high output impedance, relatively 
wideband performance, and bilateral single-ended output configuration. A 
replica of such circuit was tested but unsatisfactory results were obtained. 
Consequently, a new single-ended current source circuit was designed and 
developed based upon the supply current sensing technique.
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Development of a new single-ended current source - this work was presented 
in an EEC workshop in Copenhagen in 1990 [64]. The circuit adopted the VGA 
supply current sensing technique but replaced the VGA with a resistively 
biased complementary emitter follower. With this substitution, the d.c. offset 
at the circuit output was found to be insensitive to changes of input drive 
voltage. This is important when a current source was chosen as a stimulus 
circuit in the EIT applications. This is especially so when a current source is 
intended for use in adaptive current tomography. This circuit, however, 
required a highly stable power supply.

Under an ideal situation where transistor parameters are perfectly matched, the 
output impedance was found to be approximately 2.5 M& at 10 kHz and 100 
kHz. In practice, typical output impedances of 830 k£2 and 2.0 M£2 were 
obtained. The better performance occurring at the higher frequency could not 
be explained logically. The sole explanation for this rare phenomenon was the 
transistors became more closely matched at the higher frequency.

In addition to functional studies, statistical analyses were also performed. The 
simulation results revealed that a variation of output impedance of 55% was 
obtained at 10 kHz in comparison with 26% at 100 kHz. In practice, 
percentages of the output impedance variation were found to be 12.9% and 
2.6% at 10 kHz and 100 kHz.

Within the sixteen current source circuits, a mean phase shift of about 6.8° was 
obtained. It was found to be due to the characteristics of the complementary 
emitter follower. It was also found that the phase difference between the output 
of the emitter follower and the output of the current source was negligible at 
10 kHz and 100 kHz. This indicated that the output impedance of the current 
source contains negligible capacitive component.

(iii) Design and development of a complete impedance tomography system

Completion of the design and construction of an electrical impedance 
tomography system - a fully functional instrumentation system for 
investigations of electrical impedance tomography was developed. The 
architecture of the author's system has been designed in such a way that future 
studies on other aspects, such as dual-frequency imaging, will be possible. 
Since the data collection system is under microprocessor control, emerging
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ideas may be implemented without significant changes in hardware. The 
system operations are fully controlled by the user via a host computer. The 
system is capable of applying stimulus, collecting peripheral voltages, and 
reconstructing and displaying impedance images.

Completion of the design and construction of a user interface program - an 
ninterface program used to control the data collection system was developed 
on a IBM compatible PC. The program is menu driven and simple to use. 
Thus, only limited expertise is required to operate the system. A modular 
programming structure is employed for ease of future developments.

Since data transmissions between the data collection system and the PC are 
required, a novel data checking scheme was proposed and implemented. 
Basically, the scheme generates three additional bytes of data based upon the 
transmission data. Both the data collection system and the host computer 
perform the same arithmetic checking operations. If these three additional data 
generated in the data collection system are consistent with those generated in 
the host computer, the transmission is considered to be successful. Otherwise, 
it would be thought that data corruption has occurred in the transmission 
process. No limitation on the word length and virtually no extra transmission 
time are the merit of this checking scheme.

(iv) Development of methods for the assessment of system performance

In order to address this aspect, a suitable phantom was required. As a result, 
hardware and software phantoms were developed. The methods for the 
assessment of system performance were then devised.

Fabrication of a two-dimensional resistor-mesh phantom using surface mount 
technology (SMT) - in view of the advantages of the two-dimensional 
resistor-mesh phantom and its difficulty of low volume manufacture using 
conventional technology, an improved version was fabricated by means of 
SMT. The advantages of this SMT phantom are numerous - reliability, 
resistance to shock and relative ease of production. In addition, more resistors 
may be included without significant increases in the overall size. Stray 
capacitance is small and its effects are identical for all boards.

This phantom was presented in the EEC EIT Workshop at Cardiff in 1990 and
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was accepted as a standard test object for the assessment of system performance 
within the CAIT research programme of the EEC.

A novel application of analogue circuit simulator - since the phantom 
mentioned above is made up of electrical passive components, it was 
considered that a sophisticated analogue circuit simulator might be used in 
order to develop a computer model. Such a model offers additional capabilities 
which other reported software models cannot be readily achieved, e.g. 
statistical analyses relating to parameter variation. This is a useful feature as 
evaluations of the percentage variations of the predicted peripheral voltages 
for a given component tolerance value are often required. If the variations are 
within an allowable tolerance (0.1%), a set of computed data may be adequate 
for a set of manufactured resistor-mesh phantoms provided that the same 
tolerance is used throughout.

Development of criteria for assessment of system performances - by virtue of 
the hardware and software phantoms, some criteria for system characterisations 
were devised. Random noise and systematic errors are the quantities to be 
measured. In addition to these quantities, a measure of the deviation of 
recorded data from the theoretical expectation was also defined. The author 
has used these criteria to benchmark two data collection systems; Griffiths's 
system and the author's system. It was found that Griffiths's system produced 
better results in both the random noise and systematic error estimations. Lower 
random noise level in Griffiths's system was due to longer integration time in 
the demodulation process. Smaller systematic errors were due to the 
employment of a multiplexed current configuration.

According to these results, it indicates that a serial type drive configuration 
(e.g. Griffiths's system) gives better noise performances in comparison to a 
parallel type drive configuration (e.g. the author's system). If the effect of 
stray capacitance exhibited in the analogue demultiplexers can be reduced, the 
serial type system should be the best front-end drive configuration.

(v) Various aspects concerning complex impedance imaging

A few investigations relating to this issue were performed. They are 
summarised as follows.
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Effect of contact impedances (resistance) on complex impedance imaging - the 
effect of stray capacitance between the drive and measurement electrode pairs 
is well known in impedance imaging. The influence of the stray capacitance 
between the measurement electrode pairs on the detected voltage is negligible 
in conductivity imaging. This has been confirmed by means of theoretical 
analyses and practical experiments. However, it is not the case when relative 
permittivity imaging is intended. The degree of influence was found to be 
dependent upon both the contact impedance and the effective capacitance 
between the measurement pair.

The author has investigated the influence on the detected voltages. From the 
theoretical analyses, an approximate 77% of the true phase change could be 
detected for typical contact impedances and stray capacitance values. In a 
physical phantom study, the reconstructed images showed that the appearance 
of the conductivity images were similar with or without the simulated contact 
impedance. However, the phase and permittivity images were contaminated 
by noise as well as systematic errors when contact impedances were added.

According to the theoretical and practical investigations, it is evident that good 
quality in-vivo permittivity images would be very difficult to obtain with the 
present technology unless the skin-electrode contact impedance could be 
reduced to a few hundred ohms.

Identification of the difficulties of multiple current source systems - in addition 
to the problems of the stray capacitance and contact impedance, topologies of 
the drive methods were found to significantly influence the quality of the 
detected peripheral voltages. Using a multiple current source system, stray 
capacitances between the drive and measurement electrode pairs were, in 
principle, reduced to a minimum. However, the production of identical current 
sources was understood to be impossible due to variations of electrical 
characteristics in electronic components. Even though good matched 
single-ended current sources may be produced, problems are still present in the 
BIT applications. When two sources combined to produce a sink/source 
current pair, an unbalanced current was produced unconditionally due to finite 
output impedances of the current sources.

It was evident from the computer simulation and practical experiment that the 
reciprocity error increased from 0.09% (ideal system) to 1.6% (simulated
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system) or to 5.8% (practical system). Fortunately, the quality of reconstructed 
images seems not to be affected. This is due to the normalised feature of the 
reconstruction algorithm adopted which virtually eliminates the common 
errors.

On the other hand, a double-ended current source could, in principle, produce 
a good sink/source current pair and negligible unbalanced current. When one 
current source is used and a multiplexing technique is employed, stray 
capacitance will be the sole problem to be tackled. Thus, if good 
demultiplexers were found to be available, a single current source operating in 
a multiplexing mode seems to be the best configuration.

In-vivo imaging - measurements were also performed on human subjects. 
Experiments were carried out using two different data collection systems. As 
a result, the system developed by Griffiths produced better images as compared 
to those of the author's system. For images of s', a noise estimation showed 
that both systems contained noise of less than 20% of their maximum image 
values, and so images of s' produced by both systems were comparable. 
However, the image of s" produced by the author's system was noisy. This 
could be due to the difference of dwell time between the two systems. The 
dwell time of Griffith's system was about 20 times longer than that of the 
author's system.

In addition, the following aspects were addressed during the course of studies.

Proposal for two alternative data collection methods - two methods of data 
collection were proposed. Neither methods require analogue nor. digital 
multiplication processes. One uses sample-and-hold and counter type circuits to 
extract the peak and phase information contained in the peripheral voltage signals. 
The other uses sample-and-hold circuits only; samplings at quadrature intervals 
produces the real and imaginary information. These kinds of data collection 
method potentially provide a means for fast information extraction since no 
low-pass filtering is required. Additionally, "noisy" multipliers are not needed and 
thus accuracy of the measured voltages would be improved. Due to the time 
constraints, these two methods have not be implemented in the author's system for 
further investigations. One consideration in implementing these methods is the 
quality of the sample-and-hold circuits. The author suggested that the monolithic 
type sample-and-hold circuit (AD683) is used due to its low droop rate, short
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aperture time and small feedthrough.

Proposed arrangement for low crosstalk and low feedthrough analogue 
multiplexers and demultiplexers - a special arrangement for low crosstalk and low 
feedthrough analogue multiplexers was proposed. The proposed arrangement is to 
use discrete analogue switches, e.g. field effect transistors, to construct a 
multiplexer in order to minimise the crosstalk. To alleviate the effect of 
feedthrough three switches are connected in such a way that the effect of the 
channel-off capacitance becomes insignificant. Thus, when the switch is open, the 
undesired signal which will be present at the output due to feedthrough is negligible.

Note that the stray capacitance effect is still present in the proposed topology since 
parasitic capacitance to ground can never be removed completely in practice. 
Nevertheless, it is a constant quantity and will be eliminated in the BIT applications. 
This proposal may provide a solution to the problem of stray capacitance effect in 
the analogue multiplexers and demultiplexers. Therefore, the serial type drive 
configuration may be re-considered in relative permittivity imaging.
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Appendix B Operating Codes for the Polytechnic of Wales System

'01' 
'02' 
'03' 
'04' 
'05' 
'06'
'07' 
'ff

to alter stimulus settings
to start voltage measurements
to start data transmission
to initialise data storage
to transmit verification codes
to initiate dual-frequency measurements
to initiate cardiac gated imaging
a special code for completion of operation
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Appendix C Memory Map for the Data Collection System

OOOOie 

001F16

002016

002116

002216

002316

002416

0025i6

002616

002716

002816
002916 

008016

OOFFie

OFFFie

5FFF16

EFFFie

FEFFie

FFFFie

internal registers

sc start conversion

ub load upper byte from the ADC

Ib load lower byte from the ADC

latch latch the attenuation factor

mO select drive pair

ml select measurement pair

m3 switch to the real part signal

m2 switch to the imaginary part signal

m4 set frequency and amplitude of stimuli

not used

internal rams

not used

data storage

not used

operation program sequences

interrupt/reset vectors
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITOOl;

FROM Window IMPORT
WinType,Color,WinDef.11tleMode,SingleFnine,DoilbleFrame,Open,
SotTitle,QoM,a>>r.CariorOB,CgnoiO(r,TextColar,Uw,Hide,Uied,
CenterUpperTIUe,PntOnTop,GotoXY,FiillSerBenDef,arEol,SetFnine;

FROM 10 IMPORT
WrInl,WiSlr,WrLn,RdCn«,RdInt,RdKey,Rdltem,KeyPKiied,WrShtHex; 

FROM Ub IMPORT D«l«y; 
FROM QTCom IMPORT

lniull,lnit,RxComt,S«d,Receive,Even,None; 
FROM HTUlll IMPORT

Alum,CbColor,QrKeyBgffor,ClrRxCougt;

IMPORT FIO;

CONST cr - 15C; etc - 33C; 
TYPE PtrType = (imp.freq);

VAR pnne : CHAR;
Yposition,ounioi : CARDINAL; 
Pint : BOOLEAN; 
ngmfm : INTEGER; 
pnnmeler : PtrType; 
Mlgpcode,ccode,fcode: BYTE; 
work_wlndow : WinType; 
tenipjwindow : WinType; 
cur.fttr: ARRAY (1..78) OF CHAR;

PROCEDURE InitDita;
VAR cd«t»,fd.u : CHAR; initflle : FIO.File;
BEGIN

inltfile « FlO.Open('iniUiUtr);
cdau:= FIO.RdChu(inltfilo);
fdiu:» FIO.RdcWinllfile);
CASE fd.t, OF
I'l •: (code :. 08H; f*r x '10' |'2': fcode :. 10H; fur := '20';
1'3': fcode :» OOH; far :» '40' '4': Ccode :» 18H; fur :=• '80';
END;
CASE cd.u OF
I'l': ccode :» OOH; air:- '0.00' |'2': ccode :> 01H; atr := '0.00';
'3': ccode:- 02H; air :> '0.00' '4': ccode :- 03H; atr := '0.00';
'!': ccode := 04H; atr:- '1.00' '6': ccode :=. 05H; atr:- '1.50';
I'? 1 : ccode :« 06H; an-:- '2.00' |'8': ccode :- 07H; atr:- '2.50';
END;
FIO.ao«e(iiiitfile); 

END IniiDatt;

PROCEDURE SeiAmp;
VAR Hkd: CHAR; imp window: WinType;
BEGIN

imp window :=. Open(WiiDef(47,10,77,24,UghtGny,BI>ck,TRUE,FALSE, 
FALSE,TRUE,SingleFrine,UghtGr>y,BI«ck));

SetTide(>mp window," Amplltade Set Up ".CenterUpperTitle);
U«<imp window); de»r, WrLn;
WrSlrC Selection of implitudw'); WrLn; WrLn;WrSlr(' 
WrSlrC WrSlr(' 
WrStrC 
WrSlrC 
WrSlrC 
WrStrC 
WrStrC

'); CbColorCr.Brown.LigbtGny); WrStrC 
'); ChColorC2',Brawn.LigbrGray); WrStrC 
'); ChColorC3',Brown,LigbtG«y); WrStr(' 
•); CbColor('4',Brown,lJghtGr.y); WrSnf 
'); CbCo)orC5'.Br<iwn,UgbtGr«y); V " " 
'); ChColorCe'.Brawn.LigbtGny); \ 
'); ChColoi<'7I ,Brown,lJgblGny); •

0.00 mA rm>'); WrLn;rm»'); V 
rmi');V0.00 mA rmi'); WrLn; 

0.00 rnAimi'); WrLn; 
0.00 mA rmi'); WrLn; 
1.00mA rmi-); WrLn; 
1.50m Arms'); WrLn; 
2.00 mA mi'); WrLn;

'); CbColorC<',Brown,LigbtGny); WrSlrf] 2.50 mA not');
LOOP
GotoXY(3,13); WrSR('Pleue enter...'); 
gelect := RdKeyQ; 
CASE ielect OF 
T: ccode ;= OOH; atr := '0.00'; EXIT
•2': ccode := 01H; atr:- '0.00'; EXIT 
'3': ccode :* 02H; atr :* '0.00'; EXIT
•4': ccode :- 03H; air:- '0.00'; EXIT 
'5': ccode :« 04H; atr:- '1.00'; EXIT 
'6': ccode := OSH; air:- '1 JO'; EXIT
•7': ccode :« 06H; air :- '2.00'; EXIT
•8': ccode :« 07H; atr:- '2JO'; EXIT
we: EXIT
!LSEAUrm(3500,100,2);

END;
END; ('LOOP') 
•etapcode ^ ccode-ffcode; 
Clou<>mp window); 

END SetAmpf

PROCEDURE SetFreq;
VAR select: CHAR; Cna_wlndow: WinType;
BEGIN

frao window :.Open(WinDef(47,14,77,24,LigbtOrny,BI«ck,TRUE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,SingleFrnmet UghtGi»y.BI»ck)>; 

SetTltteffiW) window," Frequency Sel Up ".CenttrUpperTltle); 
Ui«(fre<i_wlndow); deer; WrLn; 
WrSltr Sel^o. of fr.q..»«i«:); WrLn; WrLji

wrsm i ijuitoion j ,DTOW»,I^JU.VFI«J;, "•—n —""-'•' 
WrSBC O; CbColorC4',Brown,UgbtGr«y); WrStrC)»<™i);
LOOP 
OoloXY(3,9); WrSlrCPIeMe enter... •);
•elect:» RdKeyQ;
CASE lelecl OF
V: fcode :- 08H; fur :• '10'; EOT
•2': fcode ;« I OH; fur :• '20'; EXIT 
'3': feode :• OOH; fur:« '40'; EXIT
•4 1 : feode :- 18H; f«tr :• 'Wi EXIT
aec:EXIT
lLSEAIirra(3300.100,2);
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END; 
END;
Htupcode:• ccode+fcode; 
aote(fnq window); 

END SelFreq;

PROCEDURE SendSigMlfoadcode: BYTE); 
BEGIN

QrRxCount; Send(iendcadc,l) 
END SendSignil;

PROCEDURE Increment (VAR input: PtrType); 
BEGIN

IFYpotition = 2THEN
GotoXY(20.Ypoiition)iCbColor(atr,Yellow,UghtGny) 

ELSE
GoloXY(22,YponJtion);ChColor(fitr,Yellow,UghtGray) 

END;
CASE input OF
Ump: Input t« freq; Ypaiidon := 3; 
Kreq: Input:» imp; Yporition :» 2; 
END; 
IFYpotition = 2THEN

GotoXY(20,Ypoiit!on);ChColor(cilr,IJgbtRed,LightGr.y) 
ELSE

GotoXY(22,Ypo.idon);CliColor(ritr,UghtRed,UghtGr.y) 
END; 

END Increment;

PROCEDURE Decrement (VAR input: PtrType); 
BEGIN

IFYp«ition*2THBN
GotoXY(20,YpoBldon);ChColoi(citi,Yell<iw,LigntGny) 

ELSE
OotoXY(22,Ypo«lion>,ChColai<fitr,Ycllow,UgbtGr.y) 

END;
CASE input OF
jimp : input x Ereq; Ypoiltion :« 3; 
jfreq: input:•imp; Ypaiition := 2; 
END; 
IFYpo.lHon = 2THEN

GoloXY(20,Ypo»tlon);ChColor(c«tr,UihtRid,UghtGriy) 
ELSE

GataXY(22,Yporitioii);ChCaloi(ritr,LightRed,LightGray) 
END; 

END Decrement;

PROCEDURE CGlSetrJngt (VAR nnmfm : INTEGER);
LABEL Alter,
VAR ut,Mlect: CHAR;

exit window: WinType; BEGIN" 

InilDiu; 
exit window :=Open(WnDcf(47,22,63,24,Cy«n,Bl.ck,TRUE,FALSE,

FALSE,TRUE,SingleFnme,LightGay,BlKk)); 
WrStrC <•); OiColorC«ic>,UghlRed,Cy>n); WrStr('> to exit1); 
work window :> Open(WinD«f(0,12,79,15.LigtitOriy.Bloe,TRUE,FALSE,

FALSE,TRUE,SingleFnme,UghiGr>y,Blu)); 
SetTiUe(work window,* CirdlicGnted In>ging*,CenterUpperTide); 
letup window":* Open(WlnDef(0,19,3«,24,LightGray,Black,FALSE,FALSE,

FALSE,TRUE.SingleFr.iiie,UghtGr.y,Blick));
SetTirJe(Ktiip window," Cirdinc Oiled Iniging Set Up ".CenlerUppcrTitle); 
PmOnTop<Hlup window); CunorOn; 
GotoXY(B,2); WrStrCAmplitude = '); 
ChColor(citr.Yellow,LiglitGny); WlStrf mA'); 
GotoXY(B,3); WrSrrCFraquency - >, 
ChColor((itr,YeUow,LiglitGny); WrStr(' kHz'); 
pnnmeter :m freq; 

Alter
PnrOnTop(»ttip window); CunorOn; 
LOOP

CASE ptnmeter OF
|»mp : GotoXY(20,2); TextColor(LightRed); WrSu<c»tr); 

SetAmp; GotoXY(20,2); WrStr(citr); Ypoeition := 2; 
jfreq: GoloXY(22,3); TextColor(LightRed); WrStr(fitr); 

SetFraq; OotoXY(22,3); WrSt^frtr); Ypolidon :< 3; 
END; (* of CASE •) 

PutOnTop(iehip window); CunorOn; 
•elect:» RdKeyQ; 
REPEAT
IF wtect * CHR(0) THEN 

•elect :> RdKeyO; 
CASEHlectOF
fCHR<aO) : Increment(pinneter); iclecl :•> RdKeyQ; 
|CHR(72): DoctementO»»m«ter); telect := RdKeyQ; 
END; (* of CASE*) 

ELSIF nlect • OK THEN EXIT; 
ELSIF wleet • cr THEN GOTO Alter, 
ELSE .elect:-RdKeyO; 
END;

UNTIL FALSE; 
END; (• of LOOP*)

PntOnTop(work_wlndow);

WrStrT Chuge meuonnienti ietdngi7 [Y/NJ...'); in :« RdKeyQ;
IFniw-VTHENini^T'END;
IF «ni» 'V' THEN GOTO Alter END;

Qe.r GotoXY(3,l); WrStK'Number ofd.tl Mtt [nax^S]:"); 
nunwt:- RdlntQ;
IF^rmieb..!) AND (num«t<-5) THEN numfm ;. 2*numiel; EXIT ELSE

Al.rm(3300,100,2); OoloXY(34,l); QrEol; nuniet !• RdlnlQ 
END; 
END; Clow(exlt_wi>dow);
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END CGISettjigi;

PROCEDURE Acknowledgment (e : INTEGER; VAR error: BOOLEAN); 
VAR rdbuffor: BYTE; 
BEGIN 

LOOP
IF KeyPreieedO ™EN drKeySofter, error := TRUE; EXIT END; 
IFRxConnlQffOTHEN 

Receive(rdbgffer.l); error :- FALSE; 
CASE n OF
10: IF rdbgffer # BYTE(7) THEN error:- TRUE; END; 
1: IF rdbgffer * BYTE(nora«0 THEN error:» TRUE; END; 
P : IF rdboffer » letgpcode THEN error := TRUE; END; 
END; EXIT 

END; 
END; 

END Acknowledgment;

PROCEDURE Cirdi«cG.todImigii.s
LABEL Error.EndMeMarenent;
VAR rdboffer: BYTE; error : BOOLEAN:
BEGIN

PorOnTop(work window); CnnorOn; error := FALSE;
(• hritiete Cmrditc Oiled longing routine in ETT lytfem •)
SendSigul(07H); Ack»wledgmeBt(0,error);
IF error - TRUE THEN GOTO Error END;
SemlSi(n>l(BYTE(nnmnl)); Acknowledgment(l,error);
IF error - TRUE THEN GOTO Error END;
SendSign*l(eenpcode); Acknawledgaent(2,error); 

Error:
IF error = TRUE THEN 

Qew; WrSoC ERROR in RS23Z link1); GOTO EndMeunranent;
END;

(•wiit for completion") 
GotoXY(3,2);
WrStr('C«rdi«c gtled inoging etirt, pleue wiil._ '); 
LOOP

IF KeyPrewdQ THEN QrKeyBiiffer, error :> TRUE; EXIT END; 
IFRxConntO'OTHEN 

Receive(rdbgffer.l);
IF rdboffer . BYTE(2J5) THEN EXIT ELSE error :- TRUE; EXIT END 

END; 
END;

EndMeuarement:
IF error * FALSE THEN

GotoXY(3,2); OrEol; Te»iColor{Yellow);
WrStrCCerdiec geled imaging b« been completed.*);
Al«nn(4000,100,l); Deliy(lOOO); 

ELSE
GotoXY(3,2); QrEol; TexlColorfLightRed);
WrStrCPnceB iborud!'); Alinn(3500.100,2); pioK := RdKeyQ: 

END; ao«j(Ktop window); aom(work window); CanorOn; 
END CirdiacGetedlnTiginc

BEGIN
Pint r- TRUE;

lnil(9«00,«,None,TRUE,FALSE), 
COISening^nonifro); 
C»rdi>cG>ledIra>ging; 
CanorOn;

*)
END HTCGl.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITConi; 
IMPORT SYSTEM. Ub. IO;

CONST Coml -3P8H;
ComllNr »4;
Com2 > 2F8H;
Com2INr = 3; 

VAR IOB.«=,ComINr : CARDINAL;

CONST
TXBuffec ::» [OB.*; 
RXBoffer ::> lOB.ie, 
DivitorLib ::>IOB«B;

BuffwSiie = 256;
TRMu = BuffeiSiu-16;
NoiH .FALSE;

VARWorkSp.w : ARRAY(0..7FFH] OF CHAR;
MiinProc : ADDRESS;
IP : ADDRESS;
OWC : PROC;
Tern : PROC; (*$W+«)
TXReidy,CTS,CrSH : BOOLEAN;
DTR : BOOLEAN;
TXCount,TXl,TXO : CARDINAL;
RXCount,RXl,RXO : CARDINAL;

IBuf.OBuf : ARRAY[O..BufferSizc-l] OF SHORTCARD;

PROCEDURE TX; 
BEGIN

IF CTS OR NOT CTSH THEN 
TXRndy w FALSE; 
SYSTEM.Oat( TXfluffer.OBuflTXO] ); 
TXO := (TXO-f 1) MOD BufferSini; 
DEqTXCooal); 

END; 
ENDTX;

PROCEDURE RX;
TYPE k « SET OF SHORTCARD[0..?1; 
BEGIN

IF RXCooot >= TRMn THEN
SYSTEM.O»I( IOBiH-i.4 (•ModemConf), SHORTCARD( b(SYSTEM.In(IOB>ie+4 CModemCoot»)))-b(0,l ) ) ); 
(• DTR.RTS :» FALSE *) 
DTR :- FALSE; 

END;
IBof(RXIl := SYSTEM Jn( RX Buffer ); 
IF Noi» AND (Ub.RANDOM(500)=0) THEN

IBoflRXI) :. SHORTCARD(Lib.RANDOM(256)); 
END;
RXI :- (RXI+1) MOD BnffetSizo; 
INORXCoonl); 

ENDRX;

VAR GolBmk : BOOLEAN;

(•$C FF,J+«) 
PROCEDURE Int;
TYPE b = SET OP SHORTCARD[0..71; 
VAR I : SHORTCARD;

i :b; 
BEGIN
(• SYSTEM.EI; •) 

LOOP
i :- SYSTEMJn( 10B«o+2 (•[mid*) );
IF i=l THEN EXIT; END;
CASE i DIV 2 OF
| 0 : (• Modem ititui •)

• :< KSYSTEM.In( IOBwf« CMod.mSurai') ));

IF 0 IN • THEN (• CTS dunged •)
CTS :>4 IN i;
IF CTS AND (TXCo»Bt >0) AND TXRwdy THEN TX END; 

END;

| I:CTXEnply •) 
TXRc.dy:»TRUE; 
IF TXCoonl > 0 THEN TX; END;

|2:CRXReidy •)

RX; 

| 3:(*UnSlatm •)

• :. b(SYSTEM.I»( IOBuM-1 (•UoeSutiii*) ));

IP I IN • THEN IO.WrSB<'OR-Em>O; END; 
IF 2 IN i THEN lO.WrStrf'PE-Eiror')] END; 
IF 4 IN » THEN IO.WrS»<'Bt(ak'); 
ELS1F 3 IN i THEN lO.WrSttCPE-Ertor'); END;

SYSTEM.O»l(20a20H): 
HALT;*)

ELSE (•IO.WtS<K'UBknow» Uf): HALT; •) 
END; 

END;
SYSTEM.O«I(2*H,20H); 

END lit;
(•$CFO,J--)
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PROCEDURE RxCooniQ^ARDINAL; 
BEGIN

RETURN RXCoo.l; 
END RxCoqnt;

PROCEDURE TxConitOiCARDINAL; 
BEGIN

RETURN TXCeo.t; 
END TxConat;

VARIczSHORTCARD;

PROCEDURE Ini< Bud : CARDINAL; 
WordL»gib : •); 
P.rlty : ft.
OneStopBit : BOOLEAN; 
H»«ISb»k« : BOOLEAN);

VARd : CARDINAL; 
BEGIN

CTSH := HndShtke; 
Ic := (WocdUoglh-5) MOD 4; 
IF NOT OneSiopBit THEN Ic := lc+4; END; 
CASE P.rlty OF

None :;
Even : Ic :* lc+18H;
Odd : Ic:. lc+8H;
Hut : Ic := lc+38H;
SDK* : Ic :« lc+28H;
ZND;

SYSTEM.O.H IOB»e+3 (•UneCont*),80H )'• 
d := CARDINAL^ 115200 DIV LONGCARD( Brad ) ); 
SYSTEM .Out( DiviiorUh, SHORTCARD(d));
SYSTEM.Chil( IOBiH+1 (•DiviurMib*), SHORTCARD(d DIV 100H)); 
SYSTEM.O«t( IOBuc+3 («LiiieConf),lc ); 

END Ir.it;

CSV-')

PROCEDURE Renlve(VAR Bnf : ARRAY OF BYTE; Leu : CARDINAL ); 
TYPE b » SET OF SHORTCARDI0..7I; 
VARi: CARDINAL; 
BEGIN
FORi:»OTOUn-lDO 

WHILE RXCoont » 0 DO END; 
Bufli] » IBoflRXOl; 
DEC(RXOiant);
RXO :- (RXO+1) MOD BafforSizc; 

END;
IF NOT DTK AND (RXCount < TRMu-16) THEN

SYSTEM.On< IOBue+4 (*ModeraCoDt*), SHORTCARD( b(SYSTEM.!n(IOB.M+4 (•Modem Cent*)) >+b( 0,1 > ) ); 
DTR:-TRUE; 

END; 
END Rocwvo;

PROCEDURE Send( Bat : ARRAY OF BYTE; Un : CARDINAL ); 
VARI: CARDINAL; 
BEGIN 

FOR i := 0 TO Len-1 DO
OBnf{TXI] := Bnf|i]:
INCfTXCount);
TX1 ~ (TX1+1) MOD BoffcrSiie;
IF TXR««dy THEN TX; END; 

END; 
END Send;

TYPE dp=POINTER TO PROC;

PROCEDURE aowDo«n;
BEGIN
(• IO.WtShtHei( SYSTEM.lu( IOBue+5 CUneStttni*) ),4 ); •)
|ft4*(8+ComlNr) dp]" :* OldQ
SYSTEM.Om( lOBue-f 1 (•lntE»ble'>),OOH );
Term; 

ENDQoMDown;

PROCEDURE Io»l*IIZ( Portlntr : CARDINAL; VAR 6r« : BOOLEAN); 
TYPE bt . SET OF SHORTCARDI0..71; 
VAR i : SHORTCARD; I : CARDINAL; 
BEGIN

IOBu« :- Port;
ComlNc :• litr,
SYSTEM.Oot( IOBue+1 (*lntEo.ble*),OOH );
SYSTEM .Oot( IOBuM-5 (*LJo<Sutgi*),0 >,
TH :-0;
TXO ^0;
RXI :-0;
RXO ^0;
RXCaaDt:-0;
TXCooot :- 0;
OldC :.[0:4'(8+ComINf)dpr;
IO:4*(8+ComINr) dp)" :• PROC(ADR(Im));
IF 5m -TRUE THEN 

Ub.Tmnin.t<< QoieDowa,T<nn ); Gnt :- FALSE
pun.
SYSTEM.NewPrioril>( CARDINAL(BITSET( SYSTEM.C«m.tPrioiityO )-{ComINr) ) );
FORi:«lT010DO 

i :- SYSTEM .!•( RXBiffet ); 
• :. SYSTEMJ«< IOBm+5 CUB^ttt™') )-,

END;

DTR :• TRUE;
SYSTEM.Oil( IOBu.tl (•talEnible*),03H );
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SYSTEM .Out< IOBue+4 (•Mo4enCoDt*),OBH ); 
END ln.l.112;

PROCEDURE I»oll( Port: CARDINAL; VAR fir«t: BOOLEAN ); 
BEGIN 

IF Porto 1 THEN
lniUII2( Conl.ComllNr.fint); 

ELSE
l»t»ll2(a>m2,Coa2INr,fint); 

END; 
END Inull;

BEGIN
Ic:. SYSTBM.ln( IOBw+3 CUn«Cor.f)); 

END EITCom.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITDFreq;

FROM Window IMPORT
WinType.Color.WinDef.TideMode.SingleFnme.DoiibleFnnie.Open,
SetTiMe,ao»e,aeir,Conofd,diMfOrT,TextColor,UM,Hide,UMd,
CenterUpperTitle,PnlOnTop.GotoXY,F«HScreenDef.arEol,SeiFnme;

FROM IO IMPORT Wrlnt,WrStr,WrLn,RdCku,RdInt,RdKey,RdItem,KeyPreued WrSbtHex;
FROM EITCom IMPORT l»l>ll,Inii,RxCognt,Send,Receive,Bven,None;
FROM Lib IMPORT Deity;
FROM HTUtil IMPORT Al.rm,CnColor,arKeyBuffer,ClrR»Coiint;
IMPORT FIO;

CONST cr = 15C; etc * 33C;
TYPE PtrType »(»mpl,fraql,inp2,rrei)2);

VAR puie : CHAR; 
Fim : BOOLEAN; 
nnmfm : INTEGER; 
Ypoiition.numwt : CARDINAL; 
pmmeter : PtrType;
*ctnpcode,ccode,fcode: BYTE; 
»empcodel,»etapcode2: BYTE; 
ccodel,ecode2,fcodel,fcode2: BYTE;
*etnp window,work window :WinType; 
atr,atrl,atr2: ARRAY 11.41 OF CHAR; 
htr,fitrl.filr2: ARRAY [1..4] OF CHAR;

PROCEDURE InitDtu;
VAR cd.tt.fd.ta : CHAR; Initfile : FIO.Flle;
BEGIN

initfile :-FIO.Opcn('inidiUit');
cd«n ;- FIO.RdCbnr<inltflle); Ed.Ui :- FIO.RdOiir(inirIile); 
CASEfdrtiOF
T: fcodel:- 08H; filrl :•= '10'; fcodeZ:- 08H; fitr2 ;= '10'; 
'2': fcodel:- 10H; fitrl := '20'; fcode2:- 10H; fttr2 := '20'; 
'3': fcodel := OOH; fitrl:« '40'; fcodeZ := OOH; f«r2 :* '40'; 
'4': fcodel := 18H; furl :» '80'; fcodeZ :• 18H; fttr2 :- 'BO'; 
!ND; 

CASE cdiu OF
*I 1 : ecodel :» OOH; atrl:- '0.00'; ccode2 := OOH; c»tr2 :- '0.00';
'2': ccodel := 01H; atrl := '0.00': ecode2 := 01H; atr2 :> '0.001 ;
'3': ccodel :- 02H; atrl ;= '0.00'; ccodeZ := 02H; alr2 :« '0.00';
'4': ccodel :« 03H; atrl := '0.00'; ccode2 := 03H; atr2 :« '0.00';
'S': ccodel :- 04H; alrl :=> '1.00'; ccode2 :- 04H; atr2 := '1.00';
'6': ccodel :- 05H; atrl:- '1.50'; ccode2 :< 05H; alrZ := '1 SO';
'T: ccodel := 06H; atrl := 'ZOO'; ccade2 := 06H; c»tr2 :* '2.00';
'8': ccodel :« 07H; atrl:- '2.50'; ccode2 := 07H; cur2 :- '250';
!ND;

FIO.C)OM(initfile); 
ccode :a ccodel; (code :• fcodel; 
•etnpcode :e ccode+fcode; 
dtvpcodel :» Ktnpcode; Mtupcode2 := lorupcode; 

END InitDiU;

PROCEDURE SetAmp;
VAR lelect: CHAR; imp window: WlnType;
BEGIN

imp window:- Open(WinDef(47,10,77,24,UghlGny,Blick,TRUE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,SingleFnme.UghiGny,Blick)); 

SetTitle(imp_window,- Amplitude Set Up ".CenterUpperTide); 
U>e(>mp_window); Cletr; WrLn; 
~'~ <' Selection of amplitude.1); WrLn; WrLn;

~ '); ChColor('r,Brown,UghtGray); WrSn('l 0.00 mA mi'); WrLn; 
'); CbColorC2'.Brown,LightGny); WrStrC] 0.00 mA mi'); WrLn;

WrSb(' 
WrStrC 
WrStrC WrS&(' 
WrShC

WrStrC 
WrStrC

'); ChColorC3',Brown,LightGny); WrStrC
•); CbColor('4-,Brown,LiglitGriy); WrSnf 
'); ChColor('5>,Brown,UglitGriy); WrStrC
•); ChColor('B",Brown,UghtGriy); WrStr(' 
); CbColor<'7-,Brown,U|htGriy); WrStr(' 
); ChColorC8',Brown,LightGriy); WrStr(''

0.00mA rail'); WrU; 
0.00 mA mi 1); WrLn; 
1.00mA mi 1); WrLn; 
1.50 mA nni'); WrU; 
2.00 mA mi 1); WrLn; 
2.50 mA rro.');

LOOP
OoloXY(3,13); WrStrCPIeuc enter...');
•elect:-RdKeyO: 
CASE .elect OF
'1': ccode := OOH; atr:» '0.001 ; EXIT
'2': ccode := 01H; atr := '0.00'; EXIT
'3': ccode :• 02H; air 7 'O.OO 1 ; EXIT
'4': ccode r- 03H; atr:- '0.00'; EXIT
'5': ccode :» 04H; atr :* '1.00'; EXIT
'«': ccode :- 05H; cur:- '1 JO'; EXIT
•7': ccode :• 06H; cur:- '2.00'; EXIT
'8': ccode :> 07H; atr :- '2JO'; EXIT
nc:EXIT

ELSEAI.rm(3500,100,2);
END;

END; (• LOOP*) 
Ktnpcode:» ccode+fcode; 
ao«<nnip window); 

END SetAmp;

PROCEDURE SelFrea;
VAR (elect: CHAR; fna_wlndow: WlnType;

fro. window:. Opon(WlnDel<47,14,77,24,LighlGr.y,Blick,TRUE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,SlngleFrnme,UgBtGiny,Bliek)); 

SetTlde(freq_window.' Frequency Set Up ",CeMerUpp«Tiae); 
Uioffreq window); Qenr; WrLn; 
WrSnC Selection of rnqnenda'); WrLn; WrLn; 
WrSlrC •); CbColorCl'.Brown.UibtGrny); WrStK'j 10 KH.;); Wrb,; 
WrSlrC '); CnColor('2'.Brown,U|lilOr.y); WrSlK'J 20 KHz'); WrLn; 
WrStrC '*• ™-r*->"''*' n~~- ' i.nf.r.i.v WrSirf'l 40 KHi'1: WrLn: 
WrStrC

^^ • tf,
'); CbCol*r('J'.Bwwii.U|bcGrny); WrStr(' 40 KHi'); WrLn; 
•); ChCol«r('4>.Brown.bibrGr.y); WrSnC) 80 KHz');

LOOP
OoloXY(3,9); WrStr('r1et«» enter...'); 
•lecl:-RdKeyO; 
CASE mind OF
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'I': (code :. MH; fttr :- '10'j EXIT 
Z- : fcode :. 10H; Ha :«= '20'; EXIT

'3': fcode :. OOH; fitr:« '40'; EXIT
'4': fcodo :< 1JH; to:• '80'; EXIT
•c: EXIT
ELSE Al.nn(3500,100,2);

END; 
END;
Htopcode :« ccode+fcode; 
Qou(fraq window); 

END SolFreqf

PROCEDURE SendSigntKjnndcodo: BYTE); 
BEGIN

QrRxCannt; Send(tendeode,l) 
BNDSendStgnil;

PROCEDURE Increment (VAR input: PtrType); 
BEGIN

IP (Ypoiition » I) OR (Ypoiition « 4) THEN
GotoXY(26. Ypoiition); CbColorfcttr.Yellow.UghtGny) 

ELSE 
Goto XY(28,Ypodlion);diColor( fitr, Yellow.LigbtGriy)

CASE input OF
hmpl : input :« freql; Ypoiition :• 3; fitr := fitrl;
jfreql: input := emp2; Ypostion := 4; citr := cttrZ;
Ump2 : input:- froq2; Ypoiition :» 5; Cm := tm2;
ftenZ: input:- impl; Ypodtion :» 2; ear:- aul;
END;
IP (Ypoiilion * 2) OR (Ypoiition . 4) THEN

OotoXY(26,Ypo>idon);CnColor(c»tr,Li|blR«d,[JihtCr«y) 
ELSE

GotoXY(28,Ypotition); ChColoi(fiti,UghtRBd,UghtGriy) 
END; 

END Increment;

PROCEDURE Decrement (VAR Input: PtrType); 
BEGIN

IF (Ypoiition « 2) OR (Ypoiition - 4) THEN
GotoXY(2«;Yporition);ChColoi(c«tr,Yellow,LightGny) 

ELSE
GoloXY(28,Ypoillion);CbColoi(fitt,Y«llow,lJglilCriy) 

END;
CASEinpntOF
hnpl: inpgt:» froqt Ypoiition :- 5; fitr := fitr2; 
Iraqi: input:« nmpl; Ypoiition :- 2; car := citrl; 
Iuip2 : inpgt :* froql; Ypoiition :- 3; fitr :« Citrl; 
(freq2: input:» «mp2; Ypoiition :- 4; cto :•= cm2; 
END; 
IF (Ypoiition « 2) OR (Ypoiition « 4) THEN

GotoXY(26,Ypoitioo); ChColor(c.ti,LlghtR»d,UgbtOtiy) 
ELSE

GotoXY(2B,Ypoiition); CkColor(fitr,UghtRed,LightGr.y) 
END; 

END Decrement;

PROCEDURE DnilFraqSettingi(VAR nnmfm : INTEGER);
LABEL Alter,
VAR mmeloct: CHAR;

exit window: WinType; BEGIN* 

InilDitn; 
exit window ^Open(WlnD«((47,22,63,24,Cy«n,Blick,TRUE,FALSE,

FALSE,TRUE,SingleFnme,LightGny,Blick)); 
WrStif <'f, ChColorC<»c',LightRod,Cyin); WiStr('> to exit 1); 
work window:- Opti,(WioDef(0,12,79,15,LighlGny,Bliie.TRUE.FALSE,

FALSE,TRUE,Singl<>Fnnie,UghtGny,Bliie));
SetTllle(work window,* Dud Frequency Meunremenu ".CentetUpperTitle); 
letup window*:- Open(WinDef(0,17,36,24,LightGny> BI>ck,FALSE,FALSE>

FALSE,TRUE,SingleFnme,LigbtGny,BI>ck)); 
SctTillo(K.nip window.' Duil Frequency Set Up ".CenterUpperTitle); 
PotOnTop(Mt«p window); CunorOn; 
GotoXY(4,Z); VVrSufFirtt set tmplitude = '); 
OiColor(citrl,Yellow,UghtOriy); WiStr(' mA 1 ); 
GotoXY(14,3);WcSttCfreqoency« '); 
ChColoi<C>trl,Yellow,UihtGny); WiStrC kHz'); 
GotoXY(3,4); WrStrf'Second Mt inplltude = '); 
CnColor(utr2,Y«llow,UghtGny); WtStrC mA 1); 
GotoXY(14.5); WiStrCfrequency • '); 
CnColor([ur2,Yellow,UghtGray); WiStr(' kHr'); 
panmeter :• nmpl; 

Alien
PmOnTopfietgp window); CunofOn; 
LOOP

CASEp.rim«torOF
jimpl: GotoXY(26,2); T«tColor(LI(btR<d); WrStr(cBrl); 

htr»fitrl;citr:-curl; 
fcode v fcodel; ceode ff ecodel; 
SelAmp;
htrl ••* fttr, otrl :- atr; 
fcodel v fcode; ecodel :- ceode; 
Mtupcodel :• Mtapcode; 
OotoXY(26,2); WiStt(crtr); Ypoiition :• 2; 

ql: GoloXY(28,3); TnlColer(LigbtRod); WrStr(fitrl), 
fttr :• fttrl; ctlr:» citrl; 
fcode :• fcodel; ceode :« ecodel; 
SelFreq;
btrl :• fur, ctirl:» citr; 
fcodel:» fcode; ecodel :» ceode; 
tntnpcodel !• Hnpeode; 
OoloXYfM,3); WrStr(ftli); Ypoiition :• 3; 

|inp2 : OotoXY(26,4>, TatColorfLif btRed); WrStr(citr2); 
htr :• fitr2; atr:. cnr2; 
fcode :• fcode2; ceode :- ccodeZ; 
SetAinp;
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f»tr2 :• fun t»u2 :» att; 
fcode2 :m fcait; ccode2 :• ccode; 
•eUpcodeZ :« Mtopcode; 
GotoXY<26,4); WrStr<e«tr); YpoHtion :» 4; 

(frea.2: GoloXY(28>S); TearColorfUghtRed); WrSlr(fitr2); 
(code :• fcode2; ccode :> ccode2; 
htr ^ fttr2; cut :» c«r2; 
SelFrcq;
bn2 :- fur, catr2 :» eatr; 
fcode2 :• fcode; ccodc2 :• ccode; 
Mtupcode2 :« lenipeode; 
GotoXY(28,5); WrStrffMr); YpoiltioD :. 5; 

END; ('of CASE*) 
PvlOnTorXienip window); ConorOn; 

•elect :> RdKcVO; 
REPEAT
IF tolwt - CHR(0) THEN 

•elect :» RdKeyO; 
CASE .elect OF
|CHR(80) : lncr«ment(p«™meter); Hlecl :•= RdKeyQl 
|CHR(72) : Doctcm«it|>iniD<itef); ulecl := 
END; (• of CASE*) 

ELS1F Mlect - «c THEN EXIT; 
ELSIF Klect - cr THEN GOTO Alter;

END; 
UNTIL FALSE; 

END; (* of LOOP*)

PutOoTop(woik_wiadow); Qe«r,
WrStK' Cbinge mouureorao tmtaftf [N]... '); >» x RdKeyO;
IF am - V THEN tat :* "f END;
IF tn > TT THEN GOTO Alter END;

Cle«r GotoXY(3,l); WcStrfNumberof dittteb (on.-S] : ');
nnmiel :* RdlnlQ;
LOOP
IP (nomiet>=.l) AND (numiet<=S) THEN nomfm :<: 2*numMl; EXIT ELSE

Al.rm(3500,100,2); OotoXY(34,l); QrEol; nom»t := RdlnlQ 
END;
END; QoieCraiit window); 

END DuilFraqSettlngi;

PROCEDURE Ackoowledgmeot (n : INTEGER; VAR error : BOOLEAN); 
VAR rdbuffer : BYTE; 
BEGIN 

LOOP
IF KeyPreiMdO THEN drKeyBuffer, error :* TRUE; EXIT END; 
IF RxCogn 10*0 THEN 

Rec«ive(rdbuff(>r,l); 
CASE n OF 
|0 : IF rdbuffer < BYTE(6) THEN

error :•= FALSE; EXIT ELSE error :« TRUE; EXIT END; 
|1 : IF rdboffer > BYTE(niimi«t) THEN

error :» FALSE; EXIT ELSE error :> TRUE; EXIT END; 
(2 : IF rdbgffer = Mtapcodel THEN

error := FALSE; EXIT ELSE error :« TRUE; EXIT END; 
|3 : IF rdbuffer = ietupcode2 THEN

error :- FALSE; EXIT ELSE error :• TRUE; EXIT END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END Acknowledgment;

PROCEDURE DDilFreqMeiinremenbi;
LABEL Error .EadMeamrwnonl;
VAR rdbuffer : BYTE; error : BOOLEAN;
BEGIN

PurOnTop(work window); OinorOn; error » FALSE;
(• inltijle Dual F"rcq Routine In EIT»y»tem •)
SendSig»l(06H); Acknowledgm«nt(0,error);
IF error " TRUE THEN GOTO Error END;
SendSign.l(BYTE(nuon<0); Acltoowledgment(l,enor);
IF error • TRUE THEN GOTO Error END;
SendSignal(aerupcodcl); Acknowledgn!ent<2,error);
IF error » TRUE THEN GOTO Error END;
SendSignalCtetopcodel); Acknow)edgraent(3,error); 

Error:
IF error. TRUE THEN 

dear; WrStr(' ERROR in RS232 link 1); GOTO BndMeMorement;
END;

(• will for completion •)
GoloXY(3,2); WrSrj('Dn»l frequency meuurement(i) ittrt, pleue wiiu. •); 
LOOP

IF KeyPiraedO THEN drKey Buffer; error :- TRUE; EXIT END; 
IFRxCoontpHOTHEN

IF rdbTffer ^BYTE(253) THEN EXIT ELSE error :- TRUE; EXIT END 
END; 

END;

EndMeuiirement:
IF error* FALSE THEN

GotoXY(3,2); QrEol; TextColor(Yellow);
WrStrCDoal frequency neiioremen<i) b«ve been completed. );
Alarm(4000,100,l); Delay(lOOO); 

ELSE
GotoXY(3,2XCIrEol;T««Coloi(LI«HRed);
WrStrfProceM •borledl'); AJara(3500,100,2); paote :« RdKeyO; 

END; Cloie(Mnp window); Ctow(worlc window); ConorOe; 
END DualFrtqMeeaoTementi;

END EITDFreq.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EirDiap; C ')

PROM Window IMPORT
WinType,Color,WlnDef,TitleMode,SingleFraaie,DoubleFreme,Open,
SetTitie,aoBfiaear,CfereorOn,CenoiOrT,TextColor,UM,Hide,
CenlerUpperTlde,PatOnTop,FBllScreeaDef,GotoXY,arEol;

IMPORT IO.PIO,Ub,Slorage,GrapliTnEITUtil,EITOraph,Graph;

CONST null * OC; eac » 33C; numberofcolor » 16;

VAR • : ADDRESS; 
porunin : CARDINAL; 
comport : CARDINAL; 
l,j,k : CARDINAL; 
*.y,lx,ly,color : CARDINAL; 
x«urt,y«,rt : CARDINAL; 
barutart,barlx : CARDINAL; 
b«yitart,bariy : CARDINAL; 
freq : CARDINAL; 
paaae,redo : CHAR; 
monitor : CHAR; 
mix.mln : REAL; 
antomax,nulomln : REAL; 
lowinlev.npwinlev : REAL; 
reaolotion : REAU 
acaleddata : REAU 
ecnlefaclof : REAL;
mapindex : ARRAY 1 1 ..1936] OF CHAR; 
imagodata : ARRAY [1..193«] OF REAL; 
inagocolor : ARRAY [1..1W6J OF CARDINAL; 
filename : ARRAY U ••TO) OF CHAR; 
iafilejmagefHe: PIO.File; 
neni)_windowlgraph_wiadow,FtillScreen : WinType ;

PROCEDURE DiapleyData;
VAR cbange,defatilt : CHAR; graylevel : INTEGER;

wioltd : REAU 
BEGIN 

REPEAT
OoloXY(l,9); drEol; GotoXY(l,ll); OrEol; GotoXY(l,12); 
GotoXY(3.9); lO.WrStK'Do yon want to altar the window limits? IN] '); 
change :. IO JUKeyO; 
IF (change « 'Y') OR (change - V) THEN 

GotoXY(l,9); OrEol;
OotoXY(3.9); IO.WeStr('Do yon want to ate default window llmiti? [Y] '); 
defioll :« lO-RdKcyQ; 
IF (defanll « 'N') OR (dofiull . 'n 1) THEN

GotoXY(3,H); lO.WrStrCWindow upper Unit * '); opwlnlev :> lO.RdRealQ; 
GotoXY(3,12); lO.WrStrfWiodow lower Unit - •}; lowinlov :. ID-RdRealQ; 

ELSE
npwinlev :« antomax; lowinlev :« aotomin; 

END;
GoloXY(40,«); IO.WrSrr('Windaw maxinnm < *); IO.WrReal(apwinlev,4,9); 
GotoXY(40,7); lO.WrStrCWindow minimum - '); IO.WrReal(lowlnlev,4,9); 

END; 
UNTIL (change » >') AND (change » -Y'X
•calefactor :- (upwinlev-lowinlwyrcnolutlon;

IF ABS(max) > ABS(mlii) THEN winlul :» mu ELSE winltd :. ABS(min) END;
lowinlev :- -winltd«0.9;
Dpwial<v:-winlld*0.9;
•cilefictor := (opwinlev-lowinlwyreaoludon;

*)
FOR i :- 1 TO 1936 DO 

IF mapindex[i] * '0' THEN
•caleddata ^ (Inagedata(i)-lowinlcvyacaletactor; 
graylevel := TRUNQicaleddiu); 
IF graylevel > IS THEN imagecolor[l| :« 15 
ELSIF graylevtl < 0 THEN imageeolor|l) :« 0 
ELSE imagecolor|i] :- graylevel 
END 

END; 
END; 

END DlaplayData;

PROCEDURE PrintData;
VAR l.graylevel : INTEGER; printflle : FIO Jlle;
BEGIN
(• N.B. lowinlev and apwinlev are the tame aa In the monitor dlaptay mode

lowinlev :. mln*{max-m!n)*0.05;
Dpwinlev :» «in+(mii-nin)*0.95;

•)
acalefactor :- (apwlnlev-lowinlcvyreioliition; 
FORi:- 1T0193SDO 

IF miplnd«[il » '0' THEN
•cal«(WiU:.(inia«cd.ti(l]-lowinlevyK.loftclor; 
gnylevel n. TRUNC(iealoddata); 
IF graylevel > 1] THEN imageeolor[i] :» 15 
ELSIF graylevel < 0 THEN lmagecolor[l] :- 0 
ELSE lnateeolor[i] :• graylevel 
END

ELSE imigecolor[l) :• 16 
END 

END;
Gear, lO.WrU; IQ.WrSlrC Encoding Image data for printing. '): 
lO.WrStrCPIewe wall... '); 
prialfilo :• PIO.CnateClniaKe.pni'); 
FOR I:- I TO 1936 DO 

FIO.WtCaro(printf1le,lnagecolor|lp); 
F10.WrLn(prlntflle); 

END;
FIO.CIotn(prinlfila); 

END PrintData;
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:. 0|
r:- 9| 
r := 141 
r :* HJ

PROCEDURE G«lnia»eData; 
VAR wlnltd : REAL: 
BEGIN

rau :« -999.; mln := 999.; 
FOR I := 1 TO 1936 DO inagecolorfl]:- 16 END; 
imagcflle := FlO.Opm(filooiroe); 
Qe.r; IQ.WrU;
lO.WrSrrC Imago data .re being read from '); 
T«lColor(Yellow); IO.WrSrr(fllenanie); TexrColor(White); 
lO.WrLn; IQ.WrLn; IO.WrStr(' Pleawwait...'); 
FOR I :=1 TO 1936 DO 

imigediuli]:- FIO.RdReal(inagenie); 
IFm»pbdex[i]*'0-THEN 

IF im«gedata[i] > max THEN max :- imagedita[i] 
ELSIF jmagedata[i] < min THEN min :- imagedita|i] 
END; 

END;
END; ElTUtil.Alann(3500,100,l); 
FIO.CIoM(imagefile);
IF ABS(mu) > ABS(mln)THBN wtnltd :> nu ELSEwinltd :- ABS(mia) END; 
aoiomln :» -wlnlld'0.9; lowinlev := antonin; 
automax:« wioltd'0.9; ipwinlw:- antonax; 

END GetlmageData;

PROCEDURE MonilorColor(di«pl.ycolor CARDINAL); 
BEGIN

IF monitors'T THEN 
CASE diiplaycolor OF

0: color := 01
1:color:- 3
2:color:-12(
3: color :-
4:color:- l|
5:color:- :
6: color :»
7: color:- 13
8: color :-
9:color:- 6|
10: color: '
U: color:
12: color:
13:color:- 21'
14: color:- 8|
15: color := 10|
16: color:- 0 

END 
ELSE 

CASE dliplaycdor OF
0: color:- 17|
1: color:- 288
2: color :> 305
3: color:-313
4: color:- 307
5: color:» 377
6: color:- 355
7: color:- 383
8: color:- 190(«495*)|
9: color:- 191(«510-)|
10: color := 447
11: color:-445
12: color :* 444
13: colors 412
14: color := 404
15: color:- 400|
16: color:- 0 

END 
END 

END MonilorColon

PROCEDURE ColorBar;
VAR xmln,xmax,ymiB,yiiiax: CARDINAL;
BEGIN

xrain :- barxatart-2;
ymin:- baryilart-2;
xmax:- bamtart+barlx+2;
ymax:- banr»tart+bariy*niinb«rofcolor+2;
FOR i:- 0 TO (nnmberofcolor-1) DO 

y:- baryiurt+berly'i: Monl«orColor(niiiBborofcolor-i-l); 
EITUtil.Piize(banauit,y,barlx,barly,color)

END;
EITGraphJJne(xmin,ymin,xinax,ynin,15);
EITGnpb.Une(xmax,ymio,xoax,ynax,15)i
EITGnph.Lin<(xmax,ymax,xmii,yaiax,15);
EITGrtph.Line(xinin,ymax,xinin,yniln,15); 

END ColorBar;

PROCEDURE Mak.lm.go; 
BEGIN

ColorBar.
FORi:-OTO43DO
FORJ»1T044DO

x :• xitart+J*lx;

Mo>itorColor(!i»gecolor[k|);
EITUdl.P»lce(x,y,lx,ly.color); 

END; 
END; 

END Mtkelm.1.;

PROCEDURE WlodowSettlng;
BEGIN
END Wl«dowS«lting;

PROCEDURE S«lUpMode;
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VAR N.ndgr,ph: BOOLEAN;

endgraph := TRUE; reeolotion := 15.;
PgtOnTop(gnph window);
REPEAT
dear, OoloXY(3,2); IO.WrStr('Poanble monitor typet: 1);
GotoXY(3,4); ErrUiil.ChColor('r,Brown,Yellow); IO.WrStr('. CQA1);
GotoXY(3,S); EITUtil.ChColor('2',Brown,Yellow); lO.WrSttf. EGA');
GotoXY(3,6); EITUtil.CfcColorC3',Brown,Yellow); IO.WrStr(', VGA');
GotoXY(3,7); EITUtll.ChColorCS'.Bfown.Yellow); lO.WrStri 1 . Print imige 1 );
TextColor(Wblte);
GotoXY(40,4); lO.WrStr('Maximum value = '); IO.WrReal(max,4,9);
GoloXY(40,S); IO.WrStr('Mlnimam value - '); lO.WrRnl(min,4,9);
GoloXY(40,«); IO.WrStr('Window maximum - '); IO.WrReal(lipwinlev,4,9);
GoloXY(40,7); lO.WrStrTWindow minimum » '); IO.WrRe»l(lowinlev,4,9);
GoloXY(3,9); IO.WrStr('Pre» <•); EITUtil.ChColor<'eac',LightRed, While);
lO.WiStr('> to quit graphic] mode');
GotoXY(3,ll); lO.WrSuCPIetie enter ... '); monitor :> IQ.RdKeyO;
IF monitor* etc THEN
CASE monitor OF
|T : EITGnphJnilCGA; Displ»?D>t>;

b>rntirt := IS; biryitirt :» 1$;
b.rlx := 10; b.riy :n TRUNqi60./(roolutioi+l.));
xiUrt := 50; yitart := 10; Ix := 5; ly :• 4;
Graph.IoitCGA; Graph .GraphMode;
Mtkelmige; ptnie :• lO.RdKeyQ;
ElTGrapb.TexlModo; PulOnTop(puMScreen); 

|7' : EITGr.pb.InitEGA; DiiplayDiU;
biruttrt := 50; baryiltrl := 45;
barli := 20; bariy :« TRUNC(240./(raiolution+l.));
xitut :' 150; yttirt := 30; Ix := 8; ly :• 6;
Grapb-InitEGA; Gnph.GraphMode; Mikelntge;
GrapbTxt.UgWrStrCmix',48,26,2);
GrapbTxt-LigWrStrCmin ',48,294,2);
GrapbTxliigWfStr('|l]',322,25,2);
Gr.pbTxt.LrgWrStr('|51 1,142,l«2,2);
GraphTxt.LrgWrStr('{9] ',322,294,2);
G«pbTxtLrgWrStr('il3)',502.162,2);
paQH :- lO.RdKeyQ;
EITGraph.TextMode; PulOnTop(FullScreen); 

|'3' : ElTGriphJnitVGA; DiipUyDiu;
birnlart :•= 50; buyilart := 52;
b>rlx := 20; txriy :- TRUNC(3«0./(re«olotion+l.));
uttrt ••" 150; yiurt :- 30; Ix :* 9; ly :* 9;
Graph .Init VGA; Grapb.GnpbMode; Makelmage;
GrapbTit.LrgWrSlrCm.it', 48,34,2);
GrapbTxt.LrgWrStrCmio',48,420,2);
Gr«pbTxt.LrgWrSll('[ll',346,25,2);
Gr«pbTxt.LrgWrStrC (5 j ', 144,228,2);
Graph rxl.LrgWrStrC[91',346, 426,2);
Gr«pbTxt.LrgWrStrC[13]',546,228,2);
pauie :> [O.RdKtyQ;
EITGraph.TextMode; PorOnTop(FullScreen); 

|'B' : PrintOala;
Storage J\L1X)CATE(«, 65535);
i := Lib.Execut<<-hcopy.exe",",«,65535 DIV 8);
IF i *OTHEN IQ.WrStiCFailed'); END;
Stonge.DEALLOCATE(a,65535);
EITGrapb.T«lMode;PnrOnTop(FDllScre«n) 

l'9' : WlndowSetting; 
ELSE EITUdl.Alarm(3500,100,2) END; 
ELSE endgraph ~ FALSE END; 
PotOnTopOnenu window); PurOnTop(graph window); 
UNTIL endgraph% FALSE; Hide(graph window) 

END SetUpMode;

PROCEDURE Main(portnum : CARDINAL); 
BEGIN

comport :* portnam;
FullScrcen :- Open(FullScreenDcO;
EITUtil.Bnner(comport); TextColoc(White);
inHle ~ FIO.Open(' ipt01.dat1);
FOR i:-l TO 1936 DO mipindexll) :- FlO.RdCbar(infile) END;

.oMne; 
menu window := Open(WinDer(0,l,79,9,White,Bli)e,TRUE,FALSE,

FALSE, TRUE,DonbleFrame,Wblie,Bloe)); 
SetTltle (menu window, 1 Graphic. Routines ".CenterUpperTitle); 
graph window". Ope»(WinDef(0,10,79,25,Whit«,Blue,TRUE,FALSE,

TRUE.TRUE.DonWeFrame.White.Blue)); 
SalTide (graph_wlndow," Gnphica Window ".CenterUpperTitle); 
PutOnToB(m«nu window); 
REPEAT 
dear; lO.WrU;
lO.WrStrC Pleaae enter Ike name of the Image information file... '): 
lO.Rdltem(filen.me); 
IF FIO.E»lf»(rileoame) THEN

GetlmlgeDalt;
SelUpMode; 

ELSE
dear; GotoXY(3,2);
BrrUtll.ChColor('ERROR: '.Red.Yellow); IO.WrStr(filename);
EITUtil.CbColorf' doea not exiatl'.Rod, White); lO.WrLn;
EITUtll jWnrm{3500, 100,2); 

END; PulOnTop(menu window); OotoXY(3,4); 
10. WrSoC Another go?"|Yl '); redo :- lO.RdKeyQ; 
UNTIL(redo« "N") OR (redo- 1 n 1)OR(redo»e«c); 
Ooi^nieno.wiiidow); doae(grapn_window); Ooa«(F»IIScreen); 
ConorOa; ~ 

END Main;

BEGIN Maln(l)
*)
END EITDiap.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITGnph: 

IMPORT Ub, SYSTEM;

(•SN.V..I-.R..A..S.*)
TYPE

tinylnl > [0..71;
bl » SET OF tinylnt;
bp = POINTER TO bi; 

VAR
EGAScroeD (OAOOOHrO] : ARRAY[0..0) OF bi;

(• «- COA Vgcific coodnoi — •)

PROCEDURE CGACriphModc; 
VAR r : SYSTEM.Rcgiiten; 
BEGIN

rAX :- 5;
Lib.Inlr(r,10H); 

END CCAGnphMode;

PROCEDURE CGATextMode; 
VAR r : SYSTEM.R«giitan; 
BEGIN

rAX :» 3;
Ub.Imr(r,10H); 

END CGATextMode;

PROCEDURE COAP1ot(x,y:CARDINAL;c:CARDINAL);
VAR ofF.ug.tnp : CARDINAL;
BEGIN

IF (x >« CGAWidlh) OR (y >= CG ADepth) THEN RETURN END;
off :x x » 2;
IF ODD(y) THEN INC( off, 2000H • 40 ) END;
INC(y,y«2);
INC(off,y«3);
x := 3 - CARDINA1X BITSET(x) • BITSET(3) );
x:*x«l;
top :« OB800H; HE :« hup;
(tegioff bp]" :- ( (Mg:off £p]" - bt(3«x) ) + bK«<x); 

END CGAPIot;

PROCEDURE CO AHUn ( x,y,x2 : CARDINAL; ciCARDINAL ); 
VAR off,Kg,trop,n : CARDINAL; w,muk : bi; fillc: SHORTCARD; 
BEGIN

IF y > CGADepA-1 THEN RETURN END; 
IF INTEGER(x) >= INTEOER(CGAWidth) THEN RETURN END; 
IF INTEGER^) < 0 THEN x :« 0; END; 
IF x2 » COAWidth THEN x2 :- CGAWIdlh-1 END; 
g:»(x2-x)+l; 
off := x » 2; 
IFODD(y)THEN
INqoff, 2000H-40);
c :» ( c » 2 + c « 2 ) MOD 16; 

END;
c := c + c * 16; 
INC(y.y«2); 
1NC( off, y « 3 );
x :- 3 - CARDINAL/ BITSET(x) • BITSET(3) ); 
x :» x « 1 ;
Imp :- OB800H; Hg :» trap; 
w :- (Kg:off bp]"; 
REPEAT
nuk :> b^3 « »);
w ^ ( w - muk ) + b<c)*nuk;

DEC(x,2);
UNTIL (n=0) OR (x-CARDINAL(-2)); 
(tcg.off bp]*:»w; 
INC(off);
Lib.Fill( lieg:oft], n » 2. SHORTCARD(c) ); 
INC(off,ii»2); 
D :» . MOD 4; 
x:-«;
w:>(Mg:offbp]"; 
WHILE n*0 DO
nuk^bi(3«x);
w :« ( w - mask ) + b<c)*muk;
DEC(o);
DEC(x,2); 

END;
[•egioff bp]":=wj 

END CGAHLJm;

PROCEDURE InltCOA ; 
BEGIN
Width :- COAWidlh ;
Depth :«CGAD«Bth;
NaraColor :- 4 ;
TextMode :- COATexlMode ;
GnphModo :- CGAGr.pbMod. ;
Plot:. CGAPIot;
HLtM :» CGAHLine ; 

END InltCGA ;

(• — EGA/VGA ipedHc rontinM -* •)

PROCEDURE EOAOriphMode; (• Alw VOA •)
VAR r : SYSTEMJUghten;
BEGIN

IF D.ptb-480 THEN rAX :- 12H ELSE rAX :« 10H END ;
LJb.l«tr(r,10H); 

END EGAGnphMode;

PROCEDURE EOAPIo< x,y,e : CARDINAL); (• Alto VOA •)
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VAR t:b« p,b,»:CARDINAL; 
BEGIN 

IF (x < EGAWidth) AND (y < Depth) THEN
b :- 1 « (7^x MOD 8));
p:-y*80+(x DIV8);
SYSTEM.Out( 3CEH,8);SYSTEM.Om( 3CFH,SHORTCARD(b));
SYSTEM.Ont( 3C4H,2V,SYSTEM.Ont( 3C5H.OFH);
l :• OAOOOH;

ta();
SYSTEM.O»t( 3C4H,2);SYSTBM.Out( 3C5H,SHORTCARD(c)); 
li:pbpl" :=bs{0..7> :
SYSTEM.Oat( 3CEH,8);SYSTEM.Oai( 3CFROFFH); 
SYSTEM .Oal( 3O»H.2);SYSTEM.Oot( 3C5H.OFH); 

END; 
END BGAPIot;

PROCEDURE EGAHLjne ( x,y,x2 : CARDINAU c:CARDINAL );
VAR cl.c2.nc : CARDINAU
BEGIN

IF y > Depth-1 THEN RETURN END;
IF INTEGER^) > EGAWidth-1 THEN RETURN END;
IF INTEOER(x) < 0 THEN x :- ft END;
IFx2 > Wldih-1 THEN x2 :« Width-1 END;

(*oc
(•DC
(*oc 
(* nc
(*nc

2A
8 
1C

16 colon*)
32 colon*)
64 colon *) 

; 128 colon •)
32; 256 colon •)

BC := 32; 
cl :=cMODnc; 
c2:-cDIVoc; 
WHILE (x<=x2) DO 

IF ODD(x+y) THEN
Plol(x ,y.cl); 

ELSE
Plot(x ,y.c2); 

END; 
INC(x ); 

END;
IF lNTEGER(x) > INTEGER(x2) THEN RETURN; END; 
SYSTEM.Ont( 3CEH,8);SYSTEM.Out( 3CFH.OFFH); 
SYSTEM.Ont( 3C4H,2);SYSTEM.Oot( 3C5H.OFH); 
SYSTEM.O«t( 3CEH,3);SYSTEM.Out( 3CFH.2); 
y:=y*80; 
x := x DIV 8; 
x2:=x2DIV8; 
WHILEx<=x2DO 
EGAScrecn[y»] := b«(c); 
INC(x); 

END;
SYSTEM.Out( 3CEH,3);SYSTEM.Out( 3CFH,0); 

END EGAHUne;

PROCEDURE InilEGA; 
BEGIN
Width :- EGAWidth;
Depth :- EGADopth ;
NumColor :. 16;
TextMode :- CGATntMode ;
GraphModc :> BGAGraphMode ;
Plot := EG A Plot;
HLine :- EGAHUoc; 

ENDlnltEGA;

PROCEDURE InitVGA; 
BEGIN

InilEGA;
Depth := VGADepth ; (• Width »ne u EGA *) 

END InitVGA;

Device lndopcnd«nt roodnet ———— *)

PROCEDURE Lioe(xl,yl,x2,y2: CARDINAU c: CARDINAL); 
VAR dx,dy,e,tnp : INTEGER; 
BEGIN

IF xl > x2 THEN (* emdre thil x2 >= xl •) 
tmp:*xl;xl := x2;x2 := trap; 
tmp:»yl;yl :«y2;y2:-mip; 

END;
dx:« x2-xl; 
e :>0;
IF yl <- y2 THEN (• cue where y iicraun •) 
dy:-(y2-yl); 
IF dx >- dy THEN 

LOOP
Plot(xl,y l,c);
IF xl-x2 THEN EXIT END; 
INqxl); 
lNC(e,dy); 
INC(e,dy); 
IF e > dx THEN 

DEC(e,dx); 
DEC(e,dx); 
INC(yl); 

END; 
END; 

ELSE 
LOOP
Plot(xl,yl,c); 
IF yl-y2 THEN EXIT END;
INC(yl);
INC(e.dx); 
INC(e,dx);
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IFodyTHEN 
DEqe,dy); 
DEC(e,dy); 
INCXxl); 

END; 
END; 

END; 
ELSE

(* cu« where y decrease! *) 
dy:=(yl-y2); 
IFdx>«dyTHEN 

LOOP
Plor(xl,yl,c);
IF xl = x2 THEN EXIT END; 
INC(xl);

INC(e,dy); 
IF « > dx THEN 

DEC(e,dx); 
DBC(e,dx); 
DECfrl); 

END; 
END; 

ELSE 
LOOP
Plot(xl.yl.c);
IF yl - y2 THEN EXIT END; 
DEC(yl); 
INC(«,dx); 
INC(e,dx); 
IFe>dyTHEN 

DBC(e,dy); 
DEC(«,dy); 
INC(xl); 

END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END Line;

END EITGnpb.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITNoiM;(* •)

FROM Window IMPORT
WinTypc, Color, WinDef, Ti lleMode.SinglcFr.nl e,Doubl«Fr.mc,Op«r],
SotTide.aoK.aetr.CunotOn.CDnoiOfr.TailCblor.Uie.Hide.UHd,
CeDlerUpp«rTille,PiitOnTDp,GaloXY,FallScrMDDe(arEol,S«lFnne;

FROM 10 IMPORT
WrInt,WrStt.WrLr,,RdKey,Rdltem,KrvPreMed;

FROM Lib IMPORT Deliy;
FROM EITUdl IMPORT 

Allra.Cb Color, WrDec;

IMPORT FIO.MATHLIB; 

CONST cr.l5C;«e»J3C;

VAR inwp : CHAR; ibort : BOOLEAN;
optd.u : ARRAY [l..l«l OP ARRAY [1..161 OF REAL;
dium.p : ARRAY |1..1«] OF ARRAY 11.. 16] OF CHAR;
filol,filc2: FlO.File.
fllenimel,nieninie2: ARRAY [1..78] OF CHAR;
menii_window,woric_window,op<ion_window,reiiilt_window: WinType;

PROCEDURE DiipOpl I; 
VAR dMa,n,n : INTEGER; 
BEGIN

GoloXY(7,l);
FOR m :> 1 TO 16 DO TexrColor(Green); Wclnt(m,4) END;
FOR.:. 1 TO 16 DO

GotoXY(l,n+l); TratColorfGrocn); Wrlnt(n >4); WrStrf' '); 
FORm:«lT016DO 

d>t>:» TRUNC(opld.l«[in,n]);
IF dtumiplm.nj. T THEN TextColor(Blick); WcSB(' —') 
ELSIF dit>nup[m.n] > '2' THEN TeirColorffcllow); WrSlrC NNN') 
ELSE

IF (n.l) AND (m«16) THEN T«xlColoi<Bl.ck); WrStrT —•) 
ELSIF m>-n+2 THEN 
IF (dm >= 999) OR (dm o -999) 
THEN T«lColor(UghtRed); WcSitC XXX1) 
ELSE 
IFmMOD2»OTHEN

Te«O>loi(Cy»); Wrint(d>u,4) 
ELSE

Te«tColor(U|htGr»y); Wrln<d«tt,4) 
END 
END

ELSE TcxtColar(BlKk); WrStrf —') 
END 

END;

END; GotoXY(7l.n+l); T«tCo1or(Gnen); Wrlnl(n,4); 
END 

END DlipOpU;

PROCEDURE RteiEmr;
VAR skip : BOOLEAN; may: CHAR; ro.n.nuraber: INTEGER; 

dab : ARRAY I1..16J OF ARRAY (1..16J OF REAL;
•ttfictor: ARRAY (1..16) OF ARRAY (1..16) OF INTEGER;
•innqenar.dengmenlot.RMSwnt: REAL; 

BEGIN
Se(Tide(opdon window,* Reciprocity Erron ".CentcrllppecTitlc); 
SclFranie(aptian wifidow,SlngleFr«mo,IJghrGr>y.Blue); 
PotOnTopfoplioiT window); Qeir, iklp :> FALSE; 
LOOP
GatoXY(3.1); WrSnCEnter • d.u file:'); Rdllen(filen«mel); 
IF FIO.Exiin(rilenimel) THEN 

filel:- FIO.Open(filen«nel); GotoXY(23,l); 
ChColor(fll«n.mel,Yellow. White); 
Go»XY(3,3); WiStrCPI«M« w»it...'): 
EXIT 

ELSE Alirm(3500.100,2); deir;
CbQ>loi(' File do« not eniitl'.UghtRed,White); 
WrStr(' Try tgtitit (Y]'): >«>try :* RdKeyQ; Ottr, 
IF (innry - 'a') OR (wntry > 'N') THEN ikip:« TRUE; EXIT END; 

END;
END; (• of LOOP*) 
IF tkip - FALSE THEN 
FORn:-1T016DO 
FOR n :> 1 TO 1C DO

diulm.nl :* F1OJURnl(niel); >ttf>dor|D,n]:- FIO.RdInt(Glel); 
IF •ttf>ctor(n,n) > OTHEN d.uni«p|m,n):. T ELSEdtuoup[a,n] :< '0' END; 

END; END; FIO.a«e(filel); 
number:« 0; 
FOR n ;« 1 TO 14 DO 
FORm :-n+2TOl*DO 

IF tttf«clor[m.n] - •ttfutor[n,n) THEN 
IF NOT ((».!) AND (m-16)) THEN 
namber :• namber+1; 
IFdiUmiplm.nj-'O'THEN 

denamenlor :• d«U[m,n]+dit«[n,m]; 
IF de numerator « 0. THEN

optdiU[m,o] :• 0. 
ELSE 

oplditi|m.n] :• 2.B3'(diU[m,n]-d.u|n,m|)/den«neT.tor
END; 

END; 
END;

ELSE d.umipfm.n] :•'2' 
END; 

END END;
•amiqerror :• 0.; 
FORn :«1 TO 14 DO 
FORm :. 0+2TO16DO 

IFd.Um.p|n.,n).'0'THEN 
IF NOT «n«l) AND (m-16)) THEN 

•omiqetror:. Mmiqemif4{opld.U|m,n]< opld«l«l'».»D
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END; 
END; 

END END;
RMSonor :« REAL(MATHUB&)rt(LONGREAL(nmiqeiTor/REAL(niimber)))); 
GotoXY<1.2);a,Eo|; ^^ 
GaloXY(3,2); ChColorCNmnber of unn compared =. ', White, Yellow); 
WrInt(nnmber,-3);
GotoXY<49,3); ChColorCRMS error (xO.1%) = ', While/Yellow); 
WrDec(LONGREAIXRMSemr),2); 
PutOnTap(niall window); dear; DilpOptl; 
PmOnTop(option"_wmdow), Alirm(4000,100,l); 
OoloXY(3.3); TextColorfWhite); WrStrCSlrike my key to continue'); 
CnnorOn; anitry :~ RdKeyQ; 
Hidc(rc»oll window); Hide(option window) 
END; (• of IF iklp •) 

END RedError;

PROCEDURE DiipOptl; 
VAR data,i,j,ni,n : INTEGER;

vditi : ARRAY [1..13] OF ARRAY [1..161 OF INTEGER; BEGIN ' 

FOR o :c 1 TO 16 DO 
FOR i :> 1 TO 13 DO 

m :s n+l+i; 
IF m <= 1« THEN

vdiu[i,n] :- TRUNC(optdat»lin.ol) 
ELSE

vdiu[l,o| :. TRUNC(opld»la[m-l«,n]) 
END

END END; 
GotoXY(ll,l);
FOR m :« 1 TO 13 DO TextColor(Gnen); Wrlnt(m,4) END; 
FOR n := 1 TO 16 DO

GotoXY(4,n+l); TextColor(Green); 
IF n . 1 THEN Wrlnl(l«) ELSE Wrlnl(n-l,2) END; 
WrStrC-'y.Wrlntfn.-Z); 

FORm:-lT013DO
IF (vditi|m,n) >. 999) OR <vdita(m,n] « -999) 
THEN TextColor(LlgbtRed); WrSrr(' XXX') 
ELSE 

IFm MOD2-OTHEN
TextColor(Cyan); Wrlnt(vd»u[in,n],4) 

ELSE
TextColor(LighrGray);WrInt(vd»ulra,nU) 

END 
END; 

END;
GoloXY(65,n+l); T«tColor(Greeg); 
IF n - 1 THEN Wrint(16,2) ELSE Wrlnl(n-l,2) END; 
WrSnC - •); WrIni(n.-2); 

END 
END DiipOpt2;

PROCEDURE NoiMUvel;
VAR m.n.ittficlor : INTEGER; anitry : CHAR; (kip : BOOLEAN; 

d.ul.d.u2 : ARRAY I1..16J OF ARRAY [1..16] OF REAL; 
iqdiff5D.SUM,MEAN,RMSenor,deaumenior : REAU 
ootfile : FIO.File; 

BEGIN
SelTille(opd on window,* Nolle Level on Imigei Data ".CenterUpperTltle);
SctFr>rac(opdon wlndow.Sin(l<Fnme,LightGny,Blne);
PutOnTop(option" window); Clear, ikip := FALSE;
LOOP
WrStrC Enter the Tint data file : '); Rdltem(fllenanel);
WrSlr(' Enter the aecond data file: '); Rdltem(filenaino2);
IF (FIO.EiiMXfilenimel)) AND (FIO.Exiat>(filenane2)) THEN

niel :» FIO.Open(filenamel); file2 :•= FIO.Open(nienane2); Dear,
WrStrf Data file, are '); ChO>lor(filenamel,Yellow. White);
WrSlrC >Bd '); ChColor(filename2, Yellow, White); WrLn;
WrSlrC Pleaae wait... '); EXIT 

ELSE Alirm(3500, 100.2); Qear,
ChColorC File(a) do not exiul'.UghtRed, White); 
WrStrC Try again? [Y] ~)\ anatry := RdKeyQ: Qear, 
IFfinBry - V) OR (anitry • r N') THEN akip :• TRUE; EXIT END; 

END;
END; (• of LOOP*) 
IF ikip 'FALSE THEN 
FOR n :• I TO 16 DO 
FOR a :«1 TO 16 DO

datal[m,n) :- FIO.RdReil(filel); attfaclor := FIO.Rdlnt(filel);
data2[m,n] :- FIO.RdReal(nie2); attfactor :* FIO.RdInt(file2);
IF attfictor-0 THEN datamapfm.n) :« '!' ELSE datamap|ni,n] := '0' END; 

END END; FIO.CIoM(filel); FIO.QoK(rile2); 
SUM:»0.; 
FORn:- 1T016DO 
FOR m :• 1 TO 16 DO

deinmerator :- datal[n,n|+data2[m,n];
IF dennmerator • 0. THEN optdata|n.n] :• 0.
ELSE opldata[m.n] :- 2.B3*(dalal[o,n]-data2(m,n|V(lennetator
END;
SUM:'SUM40ptd*U|m,n); 

END END;
MEAN :- SUM/208.; SUM :- 0.; 
FOR n :« 1 TO 16 DO 
FOR m:- I TO 16 DO

SUM :-SUM*opldala(iii,a]*optd>ta[m,n]; 
END END; 
RMSerror :. REAL(MATHUB5qrt(LONOREAL(SUM)/206.)); SUM :• 0.;
FOR n :- 1 TO 16 DO 
FORm:» 1 TO 16 DO 

•idirT :- (MEAN-optdila|m,n))*(MEAN-optdata|m,n));

END END;
SD:» REAL/MATHUB5art(LONGREAL(SUM)/20>.));
GoloXY(l,2); OrEol; GotoXY(49,l);
ChCoM'Me.n (»0.1%) • •.Whlle.Y.llow); WrD«(LONOREAMMEAN),2);
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GotoXY(49,2); diColorTRMS (xO.1%) = '.White. Yellow); 
WrDoc<LONGREAL{RMSerror),2); 
GotoXY(49,3);CaColorCSD(x0.1*) = '.White, Yellow); 
WrDec<LONGREAL(SD),2); 
PurOnTop(ret<ilt window); deer, DiipOpti 
PitOnTorfoption' window); Al>nrj(4000,100.1); 
GoloXY{3,3); TextCotorfWhite); WiStrCStrike «ny key to continue'); 
CnraorOn; uttry ;• RdKeyQ; 
Hide(renolt window); Hlde(option window) 
END; (• ofiF «kip •) 

END NoieeUvel;

PROCEDURE mein; 
BEGIN

man window :- Open(WigDof(0,l,79,10,White,Blue,FALSE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,DoobleFrimc,Wliilc,Blue))-,

SetTlr)e(nenn_window,* Syltem Performuce Anilyia ".CtnterUpperTlde); 
work window :* OMo(WlnDe((0,ll,79,M,Whire.Hue,TRUE,FALSE,

FALSE, TRUE,SingleFnme,White,BlQe)); 
S«tTille(work window/ Working Window -.CenterUpperTitle); 
mult window := Opra(WinDef(0,6, 79,24, Whito,Bluo,TRUE,FALSE,

TRU&TRUE,DoableFnme,Y.llow,Blu»));
SelHde(reiolt window,* Proportionti Erron (xO.1%) ",CenterUpperTide); 
option window :» Open(WinDef(0,l,79,S,White,Blue,TRUE,FALSE,

FALSE, TRUE,Sin{leFrane,Wnite,Blge)); 
PotOnTop(mcmj window);
GotoXY(3,2); WTstrCSelecdon of poiiible operation!: *); 
GoloXY(3,4); ChCotorCl'.Brown, Yellow); 
WrStt<'. Reciprocity Erron1 ); 
GoloXY(3,5); ChCo)or('2> ,Brawn, Yellow); 
WrStrC. Noite Level on Im.gct D.U');
GotoXYp.T); ChColorCPrau <', White, LightRed); WrStr('etc'); 
TextColoifWIiite); WrStr('> to quit Syitem Performuce Anilyioi'V, 
REPEAT
PotOiTop(menu window);
P«lOnTop(work window); TexrColorfWhite); CnnorOn; 
GotoXY(3,l); WrStrCPIeew enter../); nup :» RdKeyQ; 
GotoXY(l,2); QrEol; 
CASE UKp OF
IT: Hide(roeno window); HidoTwork window V, Red Error; 
'21 : Hide(menu>indow); Hido(work"window); NolnLevd; 

IHC: ensop ^ esc
ELSE Al«m(3500,100,2); GotoXY(3.2); WrStrCEitber <1> or <2>.'); 
END;
UNTIL iniop > cmc;
QoK<mmu_window); Qote(work_window); doie(re»illt_wigdow); 
Qoie(option window) 

END main; ~

BEGIN 
mtii ') 

END HTNoiie.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITSetUp;

FROM IO IMPORT WrCbBr,WrLn,WrSlr,WrSblC>rd,WrShlHex,RdCbir,RdKey,KeyPreiied;
FROM EITCom IMPORT ]B»ull,In!l,RjiCoilBI,TllCoonl,Send,Reee!ve,Even,None;
FROM Window IMPORT

WlnType,&lor,WinDef,TideMod«SingleFrime,DonbleFrBme,Open,SelTide,aoie,CleM, 
CBnoiOB,CunotOff,Te«Calar,Uie,CotaXY,CeBlerUppecTillc,PutOBTop,ClrE<il;

FROM Lib IMPORT Deliy;
FROM EITUdI IMPORT Alann.CbColor.drRxConnt;
IMPORT HO;

TYPE ch«r_«my > ARRAY [1..78] OF CHAR; 
PtrType»(Bmp,freo.);

CONST «»-33C;er.l3C;

VAR Ypotitian : CARDINAL; 
ccode,fcode,Mrapcode : BYTE; 
pirimeter : PtrType; 
code window.tetup window : WinType; 
initfik : FIO.Flie; 
cdtia,fd>u,pmie : CHAR; 
au.far : ch»r_«rr«y;

PROCEDURE laitDUi; 
BEGIN

initfile:- FIO.Open('inlli»l.d»r);
cditi » FIO.KdCbtr{initfile); fdtu := FIO.RdCb»r(initfile);
CASEfdiuOF
IT: fcode :• 08H; f«tr:- '10' |'2': fcode » 10H; far := '20';
|'3': fcode :=. OOH; fur :« '40' |'4': fcode :•= 18H; fitr :* '80';
END;
CASEcdtuOF
T: ccode :» OOH; atr :- '0.00'
•3': ccode := 02H; atr := '0.00'
•5': ccode :- 04H; air !> '1.00'
•T: ccode :» 06H; atr := '2.00'

'2': ccode := OIH; atr :« '0.00' 
'4': ccode := 03H; atr:» '0.00' 
'6': ccode :• 05H; atr := '1.50' 
'8': ccode :• 07H; atr := '2.50'

END; FIO.doK<iBittlte);
code window:. Op«n(WidDef(0,22,35,24,lJghtOriy,BI>ck.FALSEFALSE,

FALSE,TRUE,SiBgleFnnie,Ugbr&ny,Blick)); 
SetTitle(code window," Trraimiuion Code ".CeBterUpperTitle); 
Un(code window); Qe.r; WrLn; 
WrSlrC f be (erring code (in HEX) e'); 
•etupcode :• ccode-ffcode;
TcxrColor(Cy»n); WrShtHei(»rapcodc,l); TextCalor(UgbtCriy); 
Send(«iupcode,l); 

END lnitD.U,

PROCEDURE SetAmp;
VAR Mlect: CHAR; tnp window: WinType;
BEGIN

imp window := OpeB(WinDef(47,10,77,24,UghtOny,Blick,TRUE,FALSE, 
FALSE, TRUE,SingleFrimc,LJghlGriy.BI«ck));

SetTllle(inp window," Amplitude Set Up ".CenterUpperTitle);
U»e(imp window); deir, WrU;
WrStrC Selection of implltodci'); WrLn; WrLn;
WrStrC [•); CbColor('r,BrowB,LigbtGny); WrSnf] 0.00 mA rmi'); WrLn;
WrStr(' 
WrStrC 
WrStrC WrStr{' 
WrStr(' 
WrSlrC 
WrStrC

•); ChColor('2',Browti,UghlOr.yj; WrStt('j 0.00 mA mi 1); WrLn; 
'); ChColor('3',BrowB,UgbtGray); WrStr('; 0.00 mA rail'); WrLn;
); CbColorC4',Brown,LighrGray); WrStrC 
); CbColorCS'.Brown.UgblGrBy); WrSlrC

'); ChColor(>6',BrowB,LigbtGray
•); CbColorCT.BrowB.UgbtGray
•); CbColor('B',Brown,LightGray

0.00 mA rmi'); WrLn; 
1.00mA rmi'); WrLn; 
1.50 mArrni'); WrLn; 
2.00 mArmi'); WrLn; 

i; WrStrC) 2.50 mA rmi');

i; WrStr("

LOOP
OotoXY(3,13); WrStrC Fle»K «"»'•••');
Beloct :•> RdKeyO;
CASEielectOF
T: edit. :- T; ccode :» OOH; atr := '0.00'; EXIT
'2': cd«u := 7'; ccode :» OIH; atr:- '0.00'; EXIT
'3': cdBU :- '3'; ccode :« 02H; atr :- 'O.OO'; EXIT
'4': cdBU :- '4'; ccode :» 03H; atr := '0.00'; EXIT
•S": edBU :» '5'; ccode :» 04H; air := '1.00'; EXIT 
'«': cdBU :- '6'; ccode :» 05H; atr :- 'UO'; EXIT 
'7': cdBU :> '7'; ccode :« 06H; atr :~ '2.00'; EXIT 
'8': edBU :* '8'; ccode :« 07H; atr := '2JO'; EXIT 
etc: EXIT
!LSE Al«rm(3500,100,2); 

END; 
END; ('LOOP*)
•eropcode := ccodo+fcodc; 
Send(tenpcodB,l); 
Qoie(imp window); 

ENDSetAmpr

PROCEDURE SetFreq;
VAR wkct: CHAR: fr.q_wlndow: WiBType;
BEGIN

freq window :»Open(WinD«f(47.14.77.241 LJghrGriy.BI«ck,TRUri,FALSE, 
FALSaTRUE,Singl«Frame,UgbtGny,BlBck));

SetTide(freq window," Frequency S«t Up ".CenterUpperTltle);
Uie(fnq window); Qeir; WrLn;
WrStrC Selection of freqoendei'); WrLn; WrLn;
WrStrC ['); ChColorCr.Brown.UghtCr.y); WrStrC) 10KHz'); WrU;
WrStrC '); CbColorC2',Brown,UghlGrBy); WrStrC] 20 K"*'): WrLn;
WrStrC '); ChColorC3'.9rown,UghtGtiy); WrStrC] 40 KHz'); WrU;
WrStrC I'); Cl,ColorC4T,Browii,UghtGr.y)i WrStr('j 80 KHz');
LOOP 

GotoXY(3,9); WrStrCPIene enter...');
•elect:» RdKeyQ; 
CASEidloclOF 
T: fdiu:- '!'; fcode:» 08H; f«tr :• '10'; EXIT
•T: fdBU:- '2'; fcode :• 10H; fitr:« '20'; EXIT
•31 : fdiu :» '3'; fcodo :• OOH; frtr:. '40'; EXIT 
'4': fdiu :• '4'; fcode:» 18H; fitr:» '80'; EXIT
•c:EXIT
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ELSEAI.rmfMOO.lWW);
END; 

END;
Mtnpcode :* ccode+fcode; 
Scnd(ienipcode.l); 
Cloie(rrea_window); 

ENDSctFnq;

PROCEDURE SendSlgnil(iendcode: BYTE); 
BEGIN

OrRxCount; Send(»endcode,l) 
ENDSendSignil;

PROCEDURE Increment (VAR input: PtrType); 
BEGIN

IF Ypo«ilion « 2 THEN
GotoXY(24Ypotilion);CliCalor(citr,YeMaw,LlghtGny) 

ELSE
GotoXY(22,Ypoiition);CllColor(fitT,Yellow,LightGrBy) 

END;
CASE input OF
lamp : input :• freq; Ypoairion :x 3; 
peq: input :» amp; Y petition := 2; 
END; 
IF Ypotiiion « 2 THEN

CotoXY(20,Ypo«tion);ChColor(citr,LightRad,lJghtGr.y) 
ELSE

GoloXY(22,Ypolltlon);CliColor(ritr,LighlRed,UghlGray) 
END; 

END Increment;

PROCEDURE Decrement (VAR input: PtrType); 
BEGIN

IF Ypoiidon = 2 THEN
GotoXY(20.YpoBUi an);ChColor(citr,YeMow,LJihiGray) 

ELSE
GotoXYr22,Ypo>llion);CbColoi(fitr,Yellow,LightGr«y) 

END;
CASE input OF
lamp : inpnt :a freq; Ypoiition :•* 3; 
jfreq: inpnt :• amp; Ypoaition := 2; 
END; 
IFYp<nition»2THBN

OoloXY(20,Ypoiirion);QiColoit;c.tr,IJghtRed,LlghtGr«y) 
ELSE

GotoXY(22,Yp<»itlan);CbColor(fitr,LightRed.UghtOny) 
END; 

END Decrement;

PROCEDURE SelUp;
LABEL Alter,
VAR >n,ielect: CHAR;

ait window: WlnType; 
BEGIN"

wit window := Open(WinDef(47,22.63,24,UghlGray,BI«ck,TRUE,FALSE,
FALSE.TRUE,SingleFnnie,L>gbtGny,BI>ck)); 

WrSlrf' <•)-, ChColor(<e>c>,LigBtRed,LigbtGniy); WiStrC> to exif); 
ietnp_window :> Open(WlnD«f(0,15,35,20,LiShlGn>y,BI»ck,FALSE,FALSE,

FALSE,TRUE,SingleFranie,LigbtGny,Blick)); 
SetTitle(Htiip_window,' Meuotemenl(i) Set Up ".CenterUpperTide); 
Uie(Htip window); CnnorOn; 
GotoXY(C2); WrStrCAmplinide » '); 
OiColor(citr.Yellow,IJghlGny); GotoXY(25.2); WrSbCmA'); 
GotoXY(B,3); WrStnfFreqneney - '); 
ChColor(fEtr,YeHow,LightGriy); OotoXY(25,3); WrStrCkHi 1); 
panmeter :• freq; 

Alien
PgtOnTop(ietup window); CinorOn; 
LOOP

CASE ptrameter OF
jimp : OotoXY(20,2); TextColor(LightRed); WrStr(citr); 

SctAmp; GaloXY(20,2); WtStr(dtr); YpoiiHon :- 2; 
Ifrcq: GotoXY(22,3); Te»tColor(LightRed); WrStr(r.tr); 

SetFreq; GotoXY(22,3); WrStr(fitr); Ypo.tion ;« 3; 
END; (• of CASE*)

PotOnTop(code window); GotoXY(31,l); QrEol; 
TexrColorfYellow); WrShtHex(wnipcode,l); 
PutOnTop(ienip window); ConorOn;
•elect :.RdKeyOi 
REPEAT
IFielect-CHR(0)THEN 

•elect:- RdKeyQ; 
CASEMlectOF
|CHR(80): lncremenl(pinmeter); Kleci:» RdKeyQ; 
|CHR(72): Decrenem(piramei«r); «elecl :• RdKeyQ; 
END; C of CASE') 

ELSIF Klect - etc THEN EXIT; 
ELSIF eeloct > cr THEN GOTO Alter; 
ELSE Klect:» RdKeyQ; 
END;

UNTIL FALSE; 
END; (• of LOOP •)
Qoie(ietup window); don<code_wlndow); ao«e(«lt_wlndow); 

END SelUp;

PROCEDURE CurrentSelUp; 
BEGIN

InitDiu; SetUp;
inllfilc :- FlO.CreiteCinllielJW.-);
FIO.WiCbir(lnltfile,cil«u);FlO.WrChit(initflle,fditi);
FIO.ao»(lnitflle); 

END CurreotSetUp;

END BTSetUp.
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IMPLEMENTATION MODULE EITUtil;
FROM IO IMPORT

WiCwd,WrIm,WrSlr,WrLn,RdK«; 
FROM Lib IMPORT

Delay.Sonnd,NoSounrf; 
FROM Window IMPORT

WinTypo, Color. WinDof.TlUoModc.SioglcFriinc.DoDblcFr.mc.Open,
SetTitfe,aoH,ae«,ConarOn,CanorOCf,T«tColorl Uie,
CenlorUpperTitle,PiitOnTop; 

IMPORT EITGnph,n; 
CONST «ic = 33C;

PROCEDURE Alirm(fr«q,perlod,tima; CARDINAL);
VAR i: CARDINAL;
BEGIN

FOR i :•= 1 TO timea DO
Sognd(freq); Dday<50); NoSound; Deliy (period);
END 

ENDAIirm;

PROCEDURE OiColor(tt>aip : ARRAY OF CHAR; new.old : Color); 
BEGIN

T«»lColor(new); WrStr(Mrap); TntColorfold); 
END Cn Color;

PROCEDURE P«iM (x,y.lx,ly,color: CARDINAL);
VAR *2,y2,i: CARDINAL;
BEGIN

x2 :-x + lx;y2 :=y +ly;
FOR i:- y TO y2 DO EJTGrnph.HLino(x,i,x2,color) END 

END Pnize;

PROCEDURE arRxCounl; 
VAR clrbuffer: BYTE; 
BEGIN

LOOP
IF ri.RxCoantQ # 0 THEN n.Receive(clrtii>(r«,l) ELSE EXIT END
END 

END drRxCouin;

PROCEDURE drKeyBuffer,
VAR clrkoyb : CHAR; innpt_window : WinTypc;
BEGIN

intrpt window := Opon(WlnD«f(27,n,53,19,UghH3riy,LlglitRed,FALSE,FALSE. 
FALSE,TRUE,DonbleFrane,UghtOny,LighlRcd));

WrSlrC pran <»c> to continue'); Alirm(3500,100.2);
REPEAT

clrkeyb ~ RdKeyQ;
UNTIL clrkeyb = oc;
QoK(inlrpt window); 

END QrKayBiTff er;

PROCEDURE WrDec(ind.l« : LONOREAU dccimil: INTEGER); 
VAR raidul: LONGREAL; i.inugorl: INTEGER;

data: ARRAY[1..16] OF INTEGER; 
BEGIN

iolegerl := TRUNC(indata);
midgal :> ABS(indata-LONGREAL(int<gerl));
FOR i:=l TO decimal DO 

raidual :- naidaal*10.; 
daUli] := TRUNC(mldual); 
raidua!:- midual-LONGREAL(dau|iD;

END;
IF (indata < 0.) AND (indita > -1.) THEN WrSuf-') END;
WrInt(inlet«rl,l);WrSrrC.');
FOR I ~ 1 TO dednal DO Wrlnt(data[i],l) END; 

ENDWrDec;

PROCEDURE BannerO>ortnnm : CARDINAL); 
BEGIN

WrSbTCOM'); WrCard(portnoni,l): WrStrf ii ia DM ');ChColorCELECTRICALIMPEDANCETOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM '.Yellow.UghlCyaii);
WrSlr('POW/UHW H.T.LEUNG 1); 

END Banner;

END EITUtil.
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MODULE EITSW5;

FROM Window IMPORT
WinType,Col0r,WinDef,T1dcMode,Singl«F™mc,DonbleFriinc,Open, 
Semde.aoae,aear,UnorOn,CanorOff,TextColor,Uae,Hide, 
CenlerUpp«rTitle,PurOnTop,GotoXY,FuMScreenDef,SetFrame,ClrEol, 
TexlBackground;

FROM Lib IMPORT
Sound,NoSound,Deliy,E»cnle;

FROM 10 IMPORT
WiOrdAVram,WrU,WrStr,WrShtHe>[,RdShtHex,RdKey,RdCard,RdChar,RdInl, 
RdIten,RdShdnt,KeyPrei»ed,EndOfRd,WrShtCard,WrIni,WrReal,WrLnelnt;

FROM EITCom IMPORT
tnitall,lnlt,RxCount. Sen d,Roceive, Even, None;

FROM EITUtll IMPORT
Alarm,ChColor,arrUyBnffer,ClrRxCount,BanneT;

IMPORT 10,FIO,MATHLIB,Slorig«,EITSetUp,ErrDiip,ElTNoiKi,HTDFro(),EITCOl;

(•IS AOOOH*)

TYPE file «my = ARRAY (1..7B) OF CHAR;
dit>_imjr = ARRAY [1..8323] OF BYTE; (• 3 byte for verification •) 
m»p_irriy « ARRAY [1.. 30976] OF CHAR;

LABEL ilatm,«it,iiext;

CONST null = OC; «c = 33C: cr - 13C; 
frmdata • 832;

VAR addraaa : ADDRESS; 
clt n count : BYTE; 
U«~ddr~eai : CARDINAL; 
portnnin.currflaga: CARDINAL; 
nmnfm.maidata : INTEGER; 
integer,tttfactor: INTEGER; 
iniop : CHAR; 
choice,confirm : CHAR; 
Pint : BOOLEAN; 
abonmapexiata '.BOOLEAN; 
menu_window : WinType; 
work'window : WinType; 
vpdaie_window : WinType; 
imagemena window : WinType; 
FullScreeo" : WinType; 
DotScnea : WinType; 
mip : map_amy; (• image ra«p •) 
potential : dau_array; (• peripheral voltage! *) 
iofile.outfile : FIO.FIIe; 
R_diu,I_d>u ; ARRAY [1..2080J OF REAU (• 10 frimei •)

PROCEDURE LocalAlam(niename : ARRAY OF CHAR); 
BEGIN

WrLn; Alarm(3500,!00,2);
CnColorC ERROR: '.Red, Yellow); WtSti<filcnimc);
OiColor(' do« not exiitl-.Red, White); WrLn; 

END LoalAlnrm;

PROCEDURE MakoMap;
VAR p,q : CARDINAL; filename : Hie array;
BEGIN

dear. WrLn; WrSuf DIM are being rend from APTn.DAT1 );
WrLn; WrStrC File<tr)i
LOOP
FORp:=OTO15DO 

CASE p OF
0: filenni
2: filennm
4: filenam
6: filenam
8: filenam
10: filename := 'aptlljlat
12: filename :* 'aptl3.dat
14; filename := 'apt!5jlat

:= 'aptOUat 
:= 'apt03jlat' 
:- 'apt05Jat' 
:« 'apl07jjat' 

'.pt09.dat

1: filename := 'apt02.dat' 
3 : filename :- 'apl04.dat1 
5 : filename := 'apt06.dat' 
7 : filename :•= 'aptOS.daf 
9: filename := 'aptlO.daf 
11: filename := 'aptl2.dat'| 
13: niename := Paptl4.dat'| 
13: filename := 'aptlt.du'

END; WrCard(p+l,3);
IF NOT FlO.Existt(nienanie) THEN

LocalAlarm(filename); abort :« TRUE; EXIT 
ELSE

infile :- PlO.Open(filename);
FOR q :- 1 TO 1936 DO m«plp*1936«|] :. FIO.RdCnar(lnflle) END; 
FIO.CIoM(iiifile); 

END
END; Alarm(4000, 100,1); EXIT 
END 

END MakeMap;

C$s+«>
PROCEDURE RPInanging; 

CONST tlimll'l.E-10;

LABEL Cneckl,Cneck2,Check3.Cnock4,
BKkproJeetion.Manipnlation.SelectRecoiiatrocdon.EndRPlmaging;

VAR firat,lma«enag,Rnag,inag,Ri,alFlag : BOOLEAN; 
lt,n,q : INTEGER;
drive,code,i,J,k,l,m,n,attfactor : INTEGER; 
i,ant,lma«eoptloo.eackey,realcon : CHAR; 
Rvl,Rv2,Fvl,Iv2 : REAL; 
npix.oplnreal.agm : REAL; 
vn : LONOREAL; 
B.gnltodel.magBltudeZ.phaael.pbaaeZ.mp. : LONOREAL;
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npixel : ARRAY [1..!«] OF INTEGER; 
»iniy,corr: ARRAY II..WJ OF REAL; 
»g»ew : ARRAY|1..193«J OF REAL; 
vlog.Re.1: ARRAY [1..23«J OF REAL; 
M»gninide,Ph»K: ARRAY II..256] OF REAL; 
*.«.» : ARRAY [1..193C] OF REAL; 
ootnirae,fileiun]e: file irray; 
Rfilel,Rfile2,Ifilel,fflle2: file »my; 
inrilel,infil«2,infile3,lofil«4,oulfile: FIO.File;

BEGIN
FOR i:- 1 TO 256 DO vlog(i] :« 0. END;
FOR i:. 1 TO 78 DO RfUel(i) :. null; Ifilelfi] := gill;

Rflle2[l):- null; If.le2|i]:- gull; 
END;
Qe.r, GotoXY(3,Z);
ChColorCInige RecontractJon Routine',Yellow,White); 
GoloXY(3,4); WrStr('Rcforetice File [Reill: '); 
GotoXY(26,4); Rdllem(RFllel); 

Chockl:
IF NOT FlO.Exita(Rrilel) THEN

GoloXY(10,10); dtEol;
GoloXY(3,9); Loc*IAI»rm(Rfilel); WrLn;
ChColorC <ac> lo «bort the procea'.LightRed.White);
WrStrC Another go 7 (Y]') ; am := RdKeyQ;
IF tni = tK THEN GOTO EndRPIniglng;
ELSEGoloXY(26,4); QrEol; Rdlten(Rfilel); GOTO Checkl END 

ELSE GotoXY(26,4); ChColor(RGIel,Ycllow, White) 
END;
GotoXY(13,5); WrStrCIImiginiryl;'); 
IHIel:. Rfllel; 
LOOP 
FOR i := 1 TO 78 DO

IF Rfilel'i] » V THEN
Ifilelli+1 TJ

. :-OC;
GotoXY(26,5); WrStr(IHIel); nckey := RdKeyQ; 
IF ackey - etc THEN GotoXY(26,5); QrEol; Rdltem(lniol) END; 
EXIT

ELSIF I = 77 THEN GotoXY(2«.S); ClrEol; Rdltem(iniel); EXIT 
END; 

END; 
END; 

Check2:
IF NOT FIO.Exltti<Ifilel) THEN 

GotoXY(10,10); QrBol; 
GotoXY(3,9); Uc«IAl.nn(lfilcl); WrU; 
ChColoiC <e*o lo «bort the proceH'.UghtRed.White);

IF rat = etc THEN GOTO EidRPInnging;
ELSEGoloXY(2«,J); QrEol; Rdllem(Ifllel); GOTO Check2 END 

ELSE GotoXY(26,5); ChColor(]niel,Ycllow,White) 
END;
GotoXY(7,6); WrStrCImnge File [Retl]:'); 
GotoXY(26,6); Rdltcm(R£ilo2); 

ChecU:
IF NOT FlO.Exim(Rnie2) THEN

GotoXYIlO, 10); ClrEol;
GoloXY(3,9); Loc.lAl.rm(Rni«2); WrU;
ChColorf' <ac> to lbon <*" procen'.UghlRed.White);
WrStrC Another go TIY]-);«m := RdKeyQ;
IF ui - eic THEN GOTO EndRPIm.ging;
ELSE GoloXY(26,6); OrEol; RdItom(Rfile2); GOTO Check3 END 

ELSE GotoXY(26,C); CnColor(Rfik2,Yellow,White) 
END;
GotoXY(13,7); WrStrC|Im»gintry]: '); 
IflleZ:- Rfile2; 
LOOP 
FOR i:- 1 TO 78 DO

IF Rtlle2[ll - V THEN

IGIeZfi+2 := Rfile2|l-f2); 
Ifile2[i+3|

GotoXY(26,7X WrStr(Ifile2); e«key := RdKeyQ; 
IF CKkey - eic THEN GoloXY(2«,7); QrEol; Rdlt«n(irile2) END; 
EXIT 

ELSIF I . 77 THEN OoloXY(2«,7); drEol; Rdltem(irileZ); EXIT
END; 

END; 
END; 

Check*
IF NOT FIO£xliKinie2) THEN

GotoXY(10,10); QcBol;
GotoXY(3,9); Loe«IAl«nii(Ifil«2)! WrLn;
ChColoiC <«K> to «boit the proce«'.UghlRed,White);
WrSlrC AoolhergoTJYl^wnwRdKeyO;
IF MI . we THEN GOTO EBdRPImgiiig;
ELSE OotoXY(2ri7); QtEol; RdltMi(Ifile2); GOTO OueM END 

ELSE OoWXY(26,7); ChColor(inie2,Y»llow.WhiUi) 
END;

GotaXY(l,12); OrEol; OoloXY(l.lO); QrEol;
Rfl.. :> FALSE; mi( :• FALSE; Rc.lFl.g :» FALSE;
inHlel :. FIO.Ope«(Rni«l); I«6I«2 :• FIO.Open(im«I);
lnfll«3 :. F10.0pe^RBI.2); lnfil.4 :- FIO.Open(IBIe2);
WfStrf 1 RMdlngreilMdliiiigiiiiry data from fiUi. Plouew.it... );
FORI:»1TO25«DO

Rvl :• FIO.Ri)Reil(lifilel); tttfutor :- FIO.RdIgt(inniel);
Ivl :• FIO.RdRed(inRI«2); irffwor :- FIOJUlnt(iiinie2);
Rvl :- nO.RdRe.l(i«fll«3); •ttfKlor :• FIO.rldlot(innie3);
1*2 :> FIO.RdRed(l.fiM); ittfKlor :• FIOJUli<iiinM);

IFRv2-O.THEN
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GotoXY(l,10); drEol;
ChColorC ERROR: Arithmetic overflowit'.UghtRed.Wtiilc);
Alinn(3500.100,2); Del.y(lOOO); GOTO EndRPImiging; 

ELSIF (Rvl/Rv2)<*0. THEN
GoloXY(l,ll); QrEol; GotoXY(l,12); drEol; GotoXY(l,10);
ChColorC ERROR: MATHUB.LogOI',UgntRed, White);
Alann(3500,100,2); Dolty(lOOO); GalaXY(3,ll);
WrShCError detected! Hul Ftit reconimiction may not be pauible.');
GotoXY(3.12); WrStrCDo 700 want to continue? [Y]');
reilcan :* RdKeyQ;
IF (re.lcon=V) OR(roalcon-'N') THEN GOTO EadRPImaging
ELSE Real'1] :- 0.; WiSlr(' Plow writ... '); END; 

ELSE
Real[i) :. REAL(MATHLlB.Log(LONOREAL(Rvl/Rv2))) 

END;

magnitude! := MATHLIB.Sqrt<LONOREAL(Rvl*Rvl+]vl*lvl)); 
magnitgde2 := MATHLIB.Sqrt(LONGREAL<Rv2'Rv2+lv2< lv2)); 
IF Rvl = 0. THEN

GotoXY(3,12);drEol ;
WcSbjCWarnlng: Real part !i equal la zero!');
phutl :« MATHUB.ACo<0.); 

ELSE
phml := MATHUB.AT.n(LONGREAL(lvl/Rvl))i 

END; 
!FRv2 = 0. THEN

GotoXY(3,12);arEol;
WrStrf-Wirnlng: Rul part ia equal to zero!');
phaw2 :« MATHUB.ACoiO.); 

ELSE
pbiw2 v MATHUB.ATin(LONGREAL(]v2/Rv2)); 

END;

PhaH(i) := REAL(pliaacl-phaae2); 
IF magnitude2-0. THEN 

GoloXY(1.10);arEol;
aColorf' ERROR: Arithaiaticovecflowar.UihtRcd.WhlM); 
Alarm(3500,100,2); Delay(lOOO); GOTO EndRPImiging; 

END;
vn :« LONGREAL(raagoin>del/magnitiide2); 
IFvnoO.THEN 

GotoXY(l,10);arEol;
ChColarC ERROR: MATHUB.LogO''.LightRed.White); 
Alarm(3500,100,2); Dclay(lOOO); GOTO EodRPImaging; 

END;
MagnitDde(i) :- REAL(MATHUB.Log(vn)) 

END;
F10.Qo«(infilel); FlO.doae(igf1le2); 
FIO.Qo«<infile3); FlO.Qoi«(innie4); 
WrLn;

(•added for letting only*)

outflle :> FIO.CrwteCPhate.txt");
FOR! :. 1 TO 236 DO FIO.WrReal(omTile,Phaa<>(i],S,10);
FIO.WrLtt(DDtfile); END; FIO.CI<ne(oiitflle);
ootfile :- FIO.Cre«e('Mag.lxf);
FOR! :» 1 TO 236 DO FIO.WrReal(outfile,Magliitude[l],S,10);
FlO.WrlXootnie); END; FIO.ao«<outfile);

(•end')

FOR drive :« 1 TO 16 DO 
k :« drive-2;
IF k < 1 THEN k :• k+l« END; 
I := drive- 1;
IFI<1THEN1:- 1+16 END; 
m :=drive+l;
IF m > 16 THEN in :- m-16 END; 
n :- drive+2;
IF a > 16 THEN n :- n-l« END; 
I :• l«*(drive-l);
Magnitodelj+l] :- 0.75'Magnitude[j+k|+0.25*M.gniradelJ+n]; 
Magnlrade[j+m] :- 0.25'MagaitndeJj+k)*0.75«MigriitudelJ+n); 
PhaaelM] :- 0. <

END; (• FOR drive END •)

(• « Optiooi for Image reconatnicdon n •) 
SelectRecoiatnclioa:

Al.rm(4000,100,l);
REPEAT
Oear, GotoXY(3.2);
WrSoCSelectioB of Image to be nconatmcted: 1);
GotoXY(3,4); CkCotoO'.Brown, Yellow); WrSd<-. Magait.de );
OotoXY(3,3); ChColorC2',Browii, Yellow); WrSnC- Pbaae 1);
GotoXYO,*); ChColarCS'.Brown. Yellow); WrSn('. Alpha 1);
OotoXYf3,7); CkColorCd'.BtowB, Yellow); WrSn('. Beta 1);
GotoXY(3,g); ChColorCJ'.Bfown, Yellow); WtSn<-. Real Part');
OoloXYO, 10); ChColoi('Pieaa <\White.IJghtR1ad);
ChColoffeac',UgtitRed,Wlilte);
WrSb('> to quit Image recooilroetion rontioei');
OotoXY(3,12); WrSM'Pleaae enter .. ');
LOOP

IF"mTg«Btio* . etc THEN imageflag :. FALSE; EXIT END; 
IF (Imageoptioo > '0') AND (imageoptioB < '6') 
THEN Im.gcflag :- TRUE; EXIT 
ELSE Alim.(3500,100,2) END; 

END;

IF imagenag- TRUE THEN 
Dear, GotoXY(3.2); WcSlrCInap parameler : '): 
CASE Imageoptfoi OF 
('I 1 : ChColorCMagnltadV, Yellow. Wklte); 

IF Rflag - FALSE THEN
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FOR i :« 1 T0 156 DO vlogfl] :- Maggiudep] END; 
ELSE GOTO Muipglibon 
END

\T : CfcColorfPn..^, Yellow. White); 
IF ItUg . FALSE THEN

FOR i :. 1 TO tM DO vlog|ll :« Pki»(l] END; 
ELSE GOTO fcU.ipDl.tioa 
END 

I'}' : aColorCAIpbt', Yellow, While);
IF (Rflig « TRUE) AND (Ifl.g - TRUE) THEN GOTO Miaipgl.tion 
ELSIP ItUg « FALSE THEN

FOR i :« 1 TO 256 DO vlogfl] :. Phiieli] END; 
fim:«TRUE; 

ELSIF Rfl.g « FALSE THEN
FOR I » 1 TO 256 DO vlogji] :. Mignltudell j END; 
tint :• FALSE; 

END; 
|'4' : ChColorCBeu'.Yellow.Whitc);

IF (Rfl.g « TRUE) AND (in.g . TRUE) THEN GOTO M.nipol.tior. 
ELSIF Ifltg •= FALSE THEN

FOR i :« 1 TO 2S6 DO vlog[l] :- Pl»ie[i] END; 
tint :» TRUE; 

ELSIF RHtg . FALSE THEN
FOR I :» 1 TO 256 DO vlogji] :. MagniUide(l] END; 
nm :» FALSE; 

END;
\y : ChColoffRe.1 P.rt'.Ycllow, White); 

IF RulFlig =• FALSE THEN 
Re.lFlig - TRUE;
FOR i :- 1 TO 256 DO vlog|i] :•= Real[i] END; 

ELSE GOTO M»lpoUtion 
END; 

END; (• CASE*)

Btckpraieclioir. 
WrLn; WrLn;
WrStrf' Backptojccdoii routine turn'); WrLn; 
WrStrC llecilc');
FOR i v 1 TO 1936 DO z[i) :> 0. END; 
FOR II ^ 1 TO 3 DO WrCwdOt.3); 
FOR i :- 1 TO 16 DO corr[i] :- 0. END; 
FOR drive :=1 TO 16 DO

FOR i » 1 TO 16 DO ipincl(l] :- 0; «im«y|i) :« 0. END; 
n :- 1936*(drive-l); 
FOR I :. 1 TO 1936 DO 

x :• Bip[o+i); 
IF z * '0' THEN 

code :- ORD(i>48; 
Bpixel(code) :> opi!i«l[cadc)+l; 
Mnaiy[code) :• iamiy[code]+z[i]; 

END; 
END;
n :- 16-(drive-l); 
FORivlT016DO 

npixreil :- REAUBpix«l[l]); 
IFopixel[i|*OTHEN

confi] :» vlag|m-fi]-iomiy(i]/iipixr>al 
END 

END;
FOR i :- 1 TO 1936 DO 

x :- «iip[n+i]-, 
IF x CO' THEN 

code :* ORD(x)-48; 
z[i) ^ z(l|+corr|codej 

END 
END

END (• drive •) 
END; (•!!•)

(• SigFilter')

FOR p :• 1 TO 1936 DO iig»w|p] :. i(p) END; 
FOR q :• 1 TO 3 DO 
FOR p :« 1 TO 1936 DO 

IF a»p[pl * '0' THEN
•an :• z[p); npix :« 1.;
IF ouplp-l) # '0' THEN urn »iom+i[p-l]; npix :- npix+1. END;
IF nu[p+l] * '0' THEN nm :- ium+z[p+l]; npU := npix+1. END;
IF miplp+44] # '0' THEN mm :» «mi+z[pt44]; aplx :« »pix+l. END;
IF onplp-441 » '0' THEN torn :« iDn+z[p-44); opix :• apixt 1. END;
IF miplp-4'1 * '»' T"8" """ " "««lP^l! '&* :m °P™+1 - END;
IF mu,[f-A3] » 'Of THEN nm » Ha-»(p-43|; npix :• npix+1. END;
IF m.p p+45] # '0' THEN mm » m>«(p+45]; aplx :* npix+1. END;
IF ii«pjp+43| H '0' THEN mm s. HB+z|p-f43]; opix :- npix+1. END;
«gnn>(p]:-Mni/np!x 

END
END; FOR p :» 1 TO 1936 DO z|p] :- «tnew[p) END 
END;

IF laugeoptlon » T THEN
FOR I v I TO 1936 DO •[!] :- z(l] END; Rflig :- TRUE; 

ELSIF lo.geoptloD - '2' THEN
FOR I :- 1 TO 1936 DO

END; IHigf TRUE; 
END;

IF ((lm.«eoptloii . 'Y) OR (in»g«>pDog - '4 1)) THEN 
IF tint- TRUE THEN __ ,„ 

FOR I :• 1 TO 1936 DO w(l) !• z(i] END; Iflig :• TRUE; 
FOR i :• 1 TO 256 DO vlog(l] :. Mipllade|l) END; 
Dm :- FALSE; GOTO B«*projactio« 

ELSE
TOR I :• 1 TO 193« DO i[i| :• z[l) END; Rflig :• TRUE; 

END 
END;
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Manipolttion:

FORi:«lTO1936DO 
IF map[i] n -V THEN

tap. :. MATHUaCot(L0NGREAL(M(i])); 
IF on pa oO. THEN

ChColorC ERROR: MATHUB.LogOI'.LightRed.WhiU); 
Alarmf.3500,100,2); Del«y(1000); 
GOTO SelectRecooitroction; 

ELSE
t[i)+REAL(MATHUB.Ug(lmpi))

ELSE «M »<>•: 
END;

END; EXIT; 
END;

|'4' : FOR i := 1 TO 1936 DO 
IFmtp[i]*'0'THBN
tmp. := MATHUB.Sin(LONGREAL<ii(!])); 
IF tmpi<=illnilt THEN tmpi := tlimit END; 

z[i] :« i[i)+RBAL(MATHL)B.Log(tmpi)) 
ELSEz[l):«0. 
END; 

END; 
END;

(•male imago file*)

WrLn; WrLn; WrStiC Crutlig inigc flle: '); 
CASE imignption OF 
|'l':oDtnim«:e'IMAOE.>';

FOR i :- 1 TO 1936 DO z|i] :- i|i] END; 
\'T : oDtnime :<= 'IMAOE.il';

FOR I := 1 TO 1936 DO i(!] :- u[i] END; 
|'3' : outtine :. 'IMAGED; 
l'4' : ootntmc s 'IMAGE.b 1 ;
|'3' : outt 
l'4' : ootn 
I'J'ioani
END;
ChColoi<ootnuie,Y«Uow, While); WiStr(' flute mil... ');
ootfile -f FIO.Cre«te(ootn«m«);
FORi:«lTO1936DO

IF n»p(l] * '0' THEN 
FIO.WrRetl(oiit{Ilej(i],5,8);

ELSE 
FlO.WrRe.l(oortll«,0,5,8);

END;
PlO.WrU(ootfilc) 

END; FIO.aow(autfile); 
WcU; AlKm(4000,100,l);

END; (• IF imtgeflige •) 
UNTIL lnigcfl»g = FALSE;

EodRPImiging: Clor 
END RPlm.ging;

PROCEDURE ScndSignal(»odcode : BYTE); 
BEGIN

ChRxCount; Srad(uidcade,l) 
ENDScndSign.1;

PROCEDURE CknFrmNnn;
VAR tetcodeflig : CHAR; »tflig : BYTE;
BEGIN

WrSlrC Set HtcODition factor cadet? [N] '); tetcodeflag := RdKeyQ: 
IF (ulcodeflig = Tf) OR (Mtcodentg « 'y') THEN 

CbColoi(KtGadeBlg. Yellow, White); 
letflie :• OFOH; SendSignl(tetflig); namfm ;= 1 

ELSE
tetfltg :• OFH; SendSign«l<Mtflag); 
LOOP

GotoXY(3,l); QrEol; 
WrSt<'Numb« of fraraet [mw.=10] : '); 
namfm :- RdlntQ;
IF (namfm > 0) AND(numfw < 11) THEN EXIT 
ELSE Al.rm(3500,100,2); END; 

END; S«odSignil(BYTE(nomfoi)); 
END;
raaxdeti :- oumfm*fcm<l«ti; 

END OmFrraNom;

PROCEDURE IniiBoffer, 
VAR I : CARDINAL; 
BEOIN

WrSlrC loltiilltadoo of Die dab buffer it proceeding. ');
WrStrf'PleM«w«ll...');
TOR I :- I TO 8320 DO potenlial[l) :- OOH END; WtLii;
ChColorC IniHalltiUon eompleted.'.Yellow, White);
AlanD(4000,100,l); Delay(MM) 

END loltBoffen

PROCEDURE WaitAcknowledge;
VAR rdbaffer : BYTE; aunnjwindow : WmType;
BEOIN

•utu window :. Open(WioDef(0,22,79,M.Wbile,Bltck,FALS&FALSE,
FALSE,TRUB,Sl!ijlePrame,White,BUclO);

SetTide<i««nit window," Volttte MeaioremenBSUtot",Ce«lerUppetTltle); 
WrStrC Wilting for to Kkoowledgenienl from the BIT iy«t«B. ');
WrStr('PleiHWilt..'X 
LOOP
IFKeyPreaaedOTHBN 

abort :» TRUE; P«lOnTop(aUt»_wiidow);
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SetFnme(«ntiii window,SingleFnme,U|htRed,BI»ck); dear; 
Te*rColor(UghiOr»y); WrStrC CommnniMtiou htve been Interrupted! 1); 
ClrKeyBnfterjEXiT 

END;
IFRiCountO'OTHEN 

Receive(rdboffer,l);
IF rdbuffer - BYTE(«umfm) THEN Clear. EXIT ELSE 

Alirm(3SOO,100,2); dear, 
WrSlrC ERROR in RS232 link.'); 
Deliy(2000)[ EXIT 

END; 
END; 

END;
doae(alatua window); 

END WaitAckiTowledgc;

PROCEDURE FihMranrement;
VAR rdboffer : BYTE; pau,fln>l : INTEGER; Ualut window : WinType- 
BEGIN 

LOOP
IF KeyPreaaedQ THEN 

itann window := Open(WinDer(0,22,79,24,Whlie,Black,FALSE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,SingleFnme,Whitc,BI»ck)); 

SelTitle(«tttni_window," Voltage Meaeuremenls Sunn ", 
CenterUpperTitle);
•boit :* TRUE; PutOnTopfitanu window); 
SetFrame(itatua_window.SingleFrame,LightRed,Black); Clear; 
TextColorfLJghrGray); WrStrC Communicaliona hive been interrupted!'); 
drKeyBoffer; Qaie(ittnii window); EXIT 

END;
lFRxCogntO*OTHEN 

Rt»lve(rdbufTer,l); 
IF rdbutfer * BYTE(2S5) THEN a«r, 

WrStrC Menurementi have been completed.'); 
Alartn(4000,100,l); EXIT 

ELSE
Our, WrStrC ERROR in RS232 link'); 
Al«rm(3500,100,2); EXIT 

END; 
END;

END; DeUy(lOOO); Dear 
END FihMeuurennit;

PROCEDURE Com Port; 
VAR con port: CHAR; 
BEGIN

FollScnen :* Opeo(FollScreenDef),
uoor
WrStrCPIeaw enter COM-port to be med (1 or 2) •);
comport := RdKeyQ:
CASE comport OF
IT : pornmm := 1; EXIT
|'2' : portnum :- 2; EXIT
ELSE Alinn(3500,100,2); Dear
END

END; dear; Bannerfporttora); 
TextColor(WhiU); Pint := TRUE; 
InalaM(portnam.Firn); 
Inil(9600,B,None,TRUE.FALSE); 

END Com Port;

PROCEDURE InitDiU;
VAR cdata.fd.ta : CHAR; htr.citr : file.imy;

fcode,ccode,ienipcode : BYTE; 
BEGIN

SetFrame(gpdate wlndow,DoobleFrame,UghtCray,Black);
PutOnTop(opdate" window); Clear; WrLn;
innie :o FIO.Open~('lnlt)al J«l');
cd«a := FIO.RdCbnr(infile);
fdala :« FlO.RdChlr(infile);
WrStrC Freqneney » ');
CASE (data OF

•2' : fcode :» 10H; ratr :- '201
'3' : fcode :- OOH; hit := '40'
'f : fcode » 18H; fitr :- '80' 

END;
C*.Color(fatr,Cyan,lJgbtGray); 
WrStrC kHz1); WrLn; WrStrC Amplitude - '); 
CASEcdauOF
T : ccode :. OOH; catr := '0.00'
7' : ccode :» 01 H; citr :• '0.00'
•3' : ccode :> 02H; on := '0.00'
'4' : ccode :• 03H; cut :• '0.00'
')': ccode :.04H; citr :< '1.00'
'«' : ccode :• 05H; citr :» '1.50'
'T : ccode :• 06H; cur :» '2.00'
'8' : ccode w 07H; catr :• '2.50' 

END;
CbColor(cBr,Cyan,LigbtOray); 
WrStrC mA 1); PlO.CIoM(iiinie); 
SeodSlgnal(OlH);
MMpcode :- ccode-ffcode; Send(aetgpcode.l); 
SendSignal(OFFH); 

END InitDiU;

PROCEDURE Meoo.

u window :- Open(WnDrf<0,l,79> ll.White.Blw,FALSE,PALSE,FALSE,
TRUE,DoubleFr«me,Wbite,Bloe));

SetTWeCmeno window," BIT Main Mean ".OnterUpperTllle); Oenr; 
WrStrC Selection of poeilbl. operadoo.t'); T«tColor(UghrGny); 
OotoXY(3,3); WrStr{'<'); ChColorCPr.Brown.UglilGrny); WrStr('>'); 

'oo, .. 
CkColorC Surt Me«Hii.menu',Yellow,LlghtOriy); 
OotoXY(3.4); WrStrC<')l OrCdoi(W.Bn»w.U|lMOiiy)i WrSlr('> ); 
ChColotC Stnrt Tr»nemlaaion',Yellow.U|BrGray);
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GotoXYp.5); WrSu('<'); CnColar{'F3',Browii,LigntGray); WiStr(V);
CnColorf Diipl.y Received DiU'.Yellow.LigbtGrajr);
GotoXYp,6); WrSnC<'); CbColor{'F4'.B«wn,LigntGr.y); WrStt('>');
CkCoforC Output DM la File(aV,Yellow,lJglirGny);
GoloXY(J.7); WiStrfV* ChColor<'P5',Brown,Uf.ntGray); WrSirfV);
CnColor(' Initialiae Data Buffer', Ydlow.UgbtGray);
GoU>XY(3,8); WrStr(V); CbColoi('F«',Brown,UgbtGny); WcSlrC>');
CbColofC Change Stinalu Senmga'.Yellow.UgbtGray);
GotoXY(3,9); WrSoC<'); CbColor('F7',Brown,LigbtGray); WrSti(V);
ChColorC Perform GrapbiciOperadoo»-,Y«Mow,U«ntGny);
GotoXY(41,3); WrStr(V); ChColor('F8',Brown,LiglitGr«y); WrStr('>');
ChColarC Syiiea Perfornuce A»lyHi',Ydlow,|JghtGny);
GotoXY(41.4); WrarC<'); OiCtilorCF9'.Browi,,lJgktGriy); WrStrC>-);
ChColotC Doll Frequency Meraremenli'.Yellow.LigbtGny);
GoloXY(40,J); WiStt('<'); OiColorCF10i ,Browii,UghK3™y); WcSnC>');
CkColocC CirdiK Cued Imlgiog'.Yellow.LighlGny);
Gou>XY(40,8); ChCaloi('Pre» <',UghlRed. White);
ChColorCAIt-D'.WhUe.UghtRed); WrStr ('> to pmk to DOS');
GotoXY(40,9); ChColorCPreu <',UjhtRed,White);
ChColorC A)t-X'.Whlle.LiihlR«i); WrSlt (•> to qail HIT programne');
np<lite_wi«dow :. O|»i(WiiiDefi57,17,79,20,UghtGny,BI*ck,FALSB,FALSE,

FALSE, TRUE.DonbloFrime.LighlGr.y.DirkGriy)), 
S«Tide(apdue_wiDdow,* Slimnlui SettJogi -.CenterUpperTide); 
Uic(ijpdlle window); 

ENDMeoo;

CM**)
PROCEDURE ReoeiveDiu;
VAR i,j,«tprt : INTEGER; d»U window.tUhn window : WmType;
BEGIN "

•Una window :» Open(WinDef(0,22,79,24,Wbite,BlKk,FALSE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,SiDSl«Fnme,Wfcile,Bl.ck)); 

SetTide(it*dii_window.* Tmniminiion Stntui •.CenterUpperTidc); 
PC in now receiving dntt from die EIT iy«ten.'); '... 

ditn window :« Open(WinDef(8,17,23,19,White,BI>ck,FALSE,FALSE,
FALSE, TRUE DoobleFranie,White,Blnck)); 

SetUde (d.U window." Byte Coon I ".CenterUpperTide); 
Uie(dnU window); 
i:=mmxd"iti;j:=l; 
IX)OP

IF RxCo gnlQ *0 THEN 
Receive(potend*l[i),l); 
cntpit :- mndnU-i;
IF catprt- j*100 THEN WrU; Wrl«t(cotprt.l3); j :« j+1 END; 
iwi-1; 

END;

ibort := TRUE; 
LOOP

IF RxCoontO * 0 THEN 
Rec«ve(poleati.l[i],l) 

ELSE EXIT 
END

END; PotOnTop(itani> window);
SctFrunof.Ufoi window,SingleFnme,LightRed,Blick); Qev; 
TatColor(LightGray); WrStr(' Tnniniiuon hu been interraptedf); 
QrKey Buffer; EXIT 

END;
IF i - 0 THEN WrU; Wrlnt(m«d.u.l3); D.I»y(IOOO); EXIT END; 

END;
a»««(d.t. window); Oo««(iUnii window); 

END ReoeiveDntn;

PROCEDURE ReceiveVerifyDiti;
VAR i: INTEGER;
BEGIN

i :- muditn+1; 
LOOP 
IFRxCogntO#OTHEN

Reoelve(potendal(i],l); I :» 1+1 
END;
IF i - ntxdiu+4 THEN EXIT END; 

END; 
END RecciveVerifyDnu;

PROCEDURE VerifyRecvdDiU;
VAR U,l«.ll : CARDINAL; i : INTEGER;
BEGIN

I :» 0; n !• 0; tl :« O, Oeir; 
FOR i :• 1 TO nuxdut+1 DO 

d :- CARDINAL(potenti.l[iDl 
LOOP

IF (d - 0) OR (d - 128) THEN EXIT END; 
IF d > 128 THEN d :« 236-d END; 
IF d - I THEN EXIT 
ELSIF d < I THEN 1 :- l-d; d :• t; 
ELSIF d > i THEN I :• d-t4 tg » t; 
END; EXIT 

END; 
END;
IFfD^AROINAL/poteadnllmndUn-fl))) AND 

(ig«CARDINAL(r»IMdtl|mudun+2p) AND

THEN
Alum(4000.1M,l):
CoColorC Dun wew weeenrfnlly reeervnd.'.Yellow.WnlW) 

ELSE
Alnm(3500, 100,2);
5«lTide(work window," Seri.l Tnnunimlon ".OnlerUpperTlde);
SetFnme(work window,SiiigleFnne,UsbtRed,Blick>,
TalBnekgn»n2(Blnelt); Clear, T«lColor(U RhlGny);
WrStrC Data were corrupted. Need re-tfannmliaion.');
drKeyBoff-r; 

END; Dalay(lOOO); Qaar; 
END VerifyRecvdData;
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PROCEDURE Diipl.yDil..
VAR I,j,ci6,lb,drive,fnmc,p.ge«l.tt,liiie.un : INTEGER; fcey.Rorl : CHAR;

di>p_window,inatnict window : WinType; en>alinag,aatflag,waninag : BOOLEAN; 
ettfaetor : ARRAY [I^IWI OF INTEGER; intdata : LjONGINT; 

BEGIN
imtnKijHindow :• Open(FoUScreenDef); CunorOfF;
Bennnrfrortnnm); TatColorfLighlGray):
OotoXY(3,23);WrStrC<');
ChCalorCPgUp-.Cyan.LigbcGray); WrS<> : Previoui page 1);
GoloXY(3,24);WrSir<'<5;
OiColor('PgDn',Cyan,LiEhtOrey); WrStrf'j : Nat page');
GotoXY(30,23); WiStrf^1);
ChColor('Hoilie',Cyan,LightGray); WrSbf> : Page 1 ');
GoloXY(30,24); WrStrC-O;
CaColoi<'End'lCyan,UglitGray); WrStr('> : Uut page of the front');
GotoXY(66,24); WrStr('<');
aiColorC«c',LightR«l,U«htOniy); WrStrf'> ; Exit');
dlip window :»Open(WinDef(0,l,79.21,Wlillc,Blne,FALSE,FALSE.

FALSE.TRUE.DoubleFreme.Yellaw.Blue)); 
SetTitle(dlap window,' Attenuation F>cton A Peripheral Potentiali ",

CenterUpperTitle);
Un (diip window); dean warnflag :« FALSE; 
j :- 1; abort » FALSE; Rotl P= 'R'; 
FORi := 1 TO m«d.u BY 2 DO 

nb :- INTEGERd>oleoti>l(!]); 
Ib := INTEGER(pol«n Uil(i+l]); 
IF nb < 16 THEN altfaclor(j] * 1 ; 
ELSIF nb < 32 THEN attfactor[j] :- 2; ub :- ub-16 
ELSIF ub < 48 THEN attfactorM] :• 4; «b := ob-32 
ELSIF nb < 64 THEN attfactorjj] :•= 8; ub := ub-46 
ELSIF ub < 80 THEN aitbctot jjj :* 16; ub := ub-64 
ELSIF nb < 96 THEN attfactorO) :• 32; nb .-= nb-80 
ELSIF ob < 112 THEN •Itfictorfj] :» 64; nb := nb-96 
ELSIF »b < 128 THEN attfactorlj] :« 128; nb :« ub-112 
ELSE attfacior(j] := 0; AI»rm(3500,lOO,2);

ChColofCEnor detected in data Krcam '.UghtRed.Whlte); WcU; 
END;
intdata :« LONGINT(256*ub+lb); 
(• IV aoftware oHtei = 1636 •) 
(• DV aoftwara ofbct - 2048 •) 
IF Rorl = 'R' THEN

R datalj] t- REAL(inldata-2048)*;./2048.; Rotl -.« T; 
IFABS(R dataUl) < OS THEN warnflag := TRUE; END; 
IF ABS(R dataU)) > 4.96 THEN w.rnfUg := TRUE; END; 

ELSE
I data(J] t- REAL0ntdata-Z048)«5y2048.; Rod :* 'R'; j :« 1+1; 

END; 
IF KeyPnaiedO THEN key := RdKeyQ; abort :- TRUE;

IF key - eec THEN i :- nazdata-2 END 
END; 

END;
pageatart » 0; 
IF abort* FALSE THEN 
LOOP
dear, amallflag :> FALSE; aatflag :- FALSE; 
IF warnflag > TRUE THEN 

IF pagoatart * 0 THEN Alarm(3500, 100,2) END; 
GotoXY(6!,21); ChColor('D.li Wamlag'.LigbtRed, Green); 

END;
frame := TRUNC(REAL(pageatartyi6.+l.); 
OotoXY(13,2); CbColorCFraroe '.Grwn.UghtRed); 
Wrlnt(frame,l); GotoXY(23.2);
ChColorCPage '.Graen.LightRed); Wrlo<pageatart+l,l); 
G«toXY(33,2): CnColorCDriving Pair : •.Graen.LightRed); 
drive :• pegeatart-l«*(fraine-l)+l; 
IF drive = 1 THEN

Wrlnt(l6,l) ELSE Wrlnt(drive-l,l) END; 
ChColorC - •.Graen.UghtRed); WrIot(drive,-2); 
TeltColor<CyanX 
GotoXY(33,3); WrStr('Real Part'); 
GotoXY(52.3); vVrSti<'ta«!i'««y P"l>. TexrColor(Browii); 
GotoXY(13,4); WrStr('Dila'); GotoXY(23,4); WrStrCFactor'); 
GotoXY(33,4); WrStr(r PoI. Diff (V)"); 
GotoXY(52,4); WrStr('Poi. Diff (V) 1); 
Mneaurt :«(pageatart)*13; 
FORi:=lT013DO 

TextColor<Gnen);
GotoXYf/.i+S); Wrlntfi.Z); GotoXY(68,i+J); WrlnlCW); 
IF(i«J)ORtj.lO)THEN

T«tColor(Cyan) ELSE TextColor(LigbtGray) 
END;
GotoXY(13,i+5); WrInKlinatart+i,4); 
GoioXY(23,i-f5);WrIa<arlfactor(lin«un-t-iJ.4); 
(» real part •)
IFABS(R dila(lloeitar1+!])< 0.5 THEN 

•m.lin.g:-TRUE; 
TextColor(UgblRed);
GotoXY(34,i+J>. WcReal(R d.H[lincitart+l),5,B); 
IF (I « 5) OR (I « 10) THEN 
TnrColor(Cy*n) ELSE TextCotor(UghtGray) 
END;

ELSIF ABS(R dtta|lio«atarl+l]) > 4.96 THEN 
Mtflag ;• TR~UE; 
TentColorfUghtRod);
GoloXY(34,i+5); WrRoal(R data[lmeatart+l|.5,8); 
IF (i - 5) OR (I • 10) THEN 
TextCoMCyan) ELSE TextColor(IJghtOray) 
END; 

ELSE OoloXY(34,l+5); WrR«il(R_data(lii»»lart+i),5,8);
END;
(• imaginary part •)
IFABS(I data[l!t.e«irt+i|)> 4.96 THEN

GoloXY(53.l+5); WrReal(I data|lioe»tart+lp.8); 
IF (i. 3) OR (I. 10) THEN
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TexiColoitCy.n) ELSE TexlColot(LightOny) 
END;

ELSE GotoXY(S3,i+5); WrReal(l_dara[linealart+IJ,5,8); 
END;

END; (• FOR-) 
IF tmallflag . TRUE THEN

GotoXY(3,19); QColorfWaming: Data too smair.LightRed.Groen); 
END; 
IF aatflag* TRUE THEN

GotoXY(35.19); ChColorCWarning: satorations occomd! >,UgbtRed,Groen); 
END;
key:. RdKeyQ; 
CASE key OF 
ICHAR^keyi-RdKeyO; 

CASE key OF 
|CHAR(73) : IF pagestart = 0 THEN pageatart ;= 16'nomfm-l

ELSE pagestart := pageatart-1 END 
|CHAR(81) : IF pagestart = 16'numfm-l THEN pagestart :-0

ELSE pagestart := pagestart+1 END 
ICHAR/79) : pagestart := frame*l«-l 
|CHAH(71) : pagestart :• 0 
ELSE Alarm(3500,100,2) 
END;

|esc :EXTT 
ELSE Alarm(3500,tOO,2) 
END; ('of CASE*) 

END; (• of LOOP •) 
END; (• of IF abort •)
Qoso(tnstrucl window); doae(di«p window) 

END DisplayDala;

PROCEDURE WrUnlryCumes: CARDINAL);
CONST unity - 1.0; decimal - 5; placement« 10; attfactor « 0;
VAR I: CARDINAL;
BEGIN

FOR I := 1 TO times DO
FlO.WrReal(outfik,unity,decimal,placement);
FIO.WrInt(ootfile,aitractor,placement);
FlO.WrlXourfile) 

END 
END WrUnlty;

PROCEDURE OutpotFomal(avgsep : CHAR; frame : INTEGER;
Rname,lname : ARRAY OF CHAR); 

CONST unity « 1.0; decimal * S; placement * 10; 
VAR l,j,k,x,ub,pointer: INTEGER; Rorl: CHAR;

attfactor: ARRAY [1..4160] OF INTEGER; 
BEGIN

pointer :» (frame-l)*208; j :> pointers 1; 
FOR I := 1 TO frmdata*2 BY 4 DO 
ob:- lNTEGER(potential(l]y, 
IF ob < 16 THEN altfactor|j);- 1; 
ELSIF ob < 31 THEN attfactorlj] := 2; 
ELSIF ob < 48 THEN atrfaclor[j
ELSIF ub < 64 THEN attfactorO 
ELSIF ob < 80 THEN attfactorQ 
ELSIF ob < 9« THEN attfactor[j

:=8;
:«!«;
:«32;

ELSIF ob < 112 THEN attfactor j) :* 64; 
ELSIF ob < 128 THEN attfaclor |] :> 128; 
ELSE attfactorij] ^ 0; Alarm(3500,100,2);

ChColorCError detected In data stream MJghtRed.White); WrLo;
END;' 

C
IF (nomfm > 1) AND (avgaep * V) THEN

FOR I:« 1 TO 208 DO attfactor[i):- 0 END 
END;

Rorl:«'R'; 
FOR k:» 1 TO 2 DO 

IF Rorl •= 'R' THEN
outfile:» FIO.Cnale(Rname); GotoXY(16,10); 
ChColor(Rname, Yellow, White); 

ELSE
outfile:» FlO.Crcatcflname); GotoXY(16,ll); 
ChColor(Iname, Yellow, White); 

END;
WrUnity(2);
FOR I:» pointer.. 1 TO poinler+13 DO 

IF Rorl - 'R' THEN
FIO.WrRenl(ootflle,R data[i],decimal,placeineot) 

ELSE
FIO.WrReal(o«tfil«,I data[i),declmal,plac«nient) 

END;
FlO.Wrlnt(ootfile,anfactar|ll, placement); 
FlO.WrlXootflle) 

END;
WrUnity(4);
FOR I :* pointer* 14 TO pointer+2« DO 

IF Rorl.'R'THEN 
FIO.WrReal(oolflle,R_dara[i),deciinal,placenenl)

ELSE 
FIO.WrR,al(outfile,l daU|l|,dednial,placement)

END;
FIO. Wrlnt(outflle,atlfactor| I ),placem ent); 
FlO.WrU(ootflle) 

END;
j:» 0; x :- 3; 
REPEAT
FOR I :• polmef+(13*x-j) TO pointec+x'13 DO 

IF Rorl - 'R' THEN 
FIO.WrRaal<outfile,R data[i|,decimal,pla»nient)

ELSE 
F10.WrReal(ootfllc,I data[i|,declinal,pla«mcnt)

END; 
FIO.WrInt(outflle,attfaclor(ILpliMni«nO;
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FlO.WrLn(outfile) 
ENDiWrU»ity(3):
FOR I := poinler+((x-l)*13+l) TO polnter+(x*13-(j+l)) DO 

IF Rorl . -R- THEN 
FIO.WrReal(outrlle,R_data[i),decimal,pUeeinent)

FIO.WrRcil(outfile,I dit«|i|,d6clmil,pl»cement) 
END;

FIO.Wrlnt(outfile,altfaclor[i], placement); 
FIO.WrLn(outfile) 

END;j:*j+l;x:»x+l; 
UNTIL j * 12;
FOR i !* painter+183 TO pointer* 195 DO 

IF Rorl = 'R' THEN
FIO.WtR«l(oiitflle,R dalam,decimal,placenent) 

ELSE
FlO.WrReal(autflle,l data[i],decimal,placement) 

END;
FlO.Wrlnt(oQtfile,anfactor[i], placement); 
FIO.WrLn(ontfile) 

END; WrUiity(4);
FOR i * pointer+196 TO pointer+208 DO 

IF Rorl * -R- THEN
FlO.WrReil(outfiic,R data[l),decimal,placement) 

ELSE
FIO.WrReal(oiitfile,l_data[i],deciinal,placenient) 

END;
FIO.Wrlnt(outfile,aUfactor[i], placement); 
FlO.WrU(ouinic) 

END; WrUnity(2); 
FIO.doM(oiunie); 
IF RotI - 'R' THEN

OotoXY(16,10);CbColor(Rn>rao,LigklGr«y,Wkitt); 
ELSE

GotoXY(16,ll); ChColot(la>in«,IJghtGriy, White); 
END; 
Rorl:« T 

END; 
END OotputFonnit;

PROCEDURE OutpalFlle;
LABEL ReEnter.EidOutpulFlle;
VAR i.j.k.ub.lb.poinler : INTEGER; rald»t»,im>gil»rydau • REAL;

intdab : LONGINT; oolpul window : WinType; RorI,«xtl,ott2,av(Hp : CHAR;
attfactor : ARRAY [1..4KS01 OF INTEGER;
iananc,R ni«nane,I fil«o«m«,R tmpfilaname.I bnpfilraamc: file array; 

BEGIN - - - -
output window:« Open(WinDtf(0,12,79,25,While,Blue,TRUE,FALSE, 

FALSE,TRUE^)ngl<Frame,LightGray.BI«e));
S«lTille(oalput window,* Output Data to File(a) ", 

OfllerUpp«rTid«);
Q«ar, WrLn;

(* KK data coaveraion •» *)

C
ontfilo := FIO.CraateCbex.oat');
FORI:*lTOmaxdataDO 

FIO.WrShlH«(oU tfile,po(enti.l|l], 1); FlO.WcLn(outfllc);
END;
F10.dow(ootfile); 

*)

i:. l;j:. l;RorI:=-'R';
FOR! := 1 TO maxdata BY 2 DO

ob :> INTEGER(pot»miil|il)i
Ib :> lNTEGER(potenlial[i-fl]);
IF ub < 16 THEN attfactof |J] := 1;
ELSIF ub < 32 THEN attfactor[j := 2; »b := ub-l«
ELSIF ub < 48 THEN »ttf»clor[ := 4; ub :- ub-32
ELSIF ub < 64 THEN ittfictorjj := 8; ub :- nb-48
ELSIF ub < 80 THEN attfactorlj
ELSIF ub < 96 THEN attfacior|J :» 32; ub :» ub-80
ELSIF ob < 112 THEN attfactor 
ELSIF ub < 128 THEN Mtfacto

. 16; ub :- ub-64

= 64; ub :- ub-96 
= 12S; ob := ub-U2

ELSE attfactorlj] :- 0; Al«rm(3500,100.2);
ChColorCError detected In data itream'.LigbtRed,White); WrLn; 

END;
(• intdata:. LONOINT(256*ub+lb)«LONGINT(attfaetor[JD;*) 

intdata:- LONGINT(2J««nWlb); 
(• IV aoftware oftaet - 1638 •) 
(• 0V aoflwarc offMt - 2048 •) 
IF Rorl -'R-THEN

R daH|J]:- REAUI«tdata-2048)*5./2r>48.; Rorl:» T; 
ELS*E

I dattUJ:- REAL(iatdata-2048)*5y2048.; Rorl:- 'R'i j :• j+1;
END; 

END; 
(•» output data «•)

WrStrCTotal number of frame(i) recorded '); TextColor<Y«ll"«); 
WrCard(numfm,l); T«xtColor(Whlte); exll :- T; <xl2 v '0 ; 
OotoXY(3,4); WrSnCEnter filename'); 
aiColorCINoexleoaloalMJjhrOtay.Wblte); WrSn( - :'); 

ReEnter
FOR j :• 1 TO 78 DO Innamefj]:- OC END; 
Rdlwn(lanane); 
FORJ:-1TO7BDO 

IF lanameM] •'.' THEN
OoloXYlflM); CbColordNo extooilon|MJglitR.d, White);
WrStr(':"); Alan»(3SOO,100.2); OotoXY(3I,4); QrEol;
GOTO ReBnter 

END; 
END; 
R filnane :«inaamc; I flleaane :> Inname;
Ji-li
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LOOP
IF inname[j] . ng|| THEN 

RJilenameH] :< Y;
R_filcnimc[kl] := 'R'; R filenimeH+2| :- DC; 
(.filename!)):. Y;
I fllmimelj+11:-'!'; 1 filename!!* 2] :- OC; EXIT 

END;J »j+l 
END;
IF oom fm = 1 THEN avgaeps- V ELSE 

GotoXY(3,«); ChColorf'l '.Brown,While); WrStr('. Average 1 ); 
GotoXY(3,7); ChColor('2'.Brown,Whlte); WtStr('. Separate 1); 
GotoXY(3,8);WrStr('Ple*ie enlar... '); avgaep :« RdKeyQ; 

END;
IF avgaep * eac THEN GOTO EndOutpnlFile END; 
GoloXY(3,10); WiStrC'File [real]:'); 
GoloXY(3,ll); WrStrniraaginary): •); 
LOOP
CASE ivpep OF 
'l','A','«': (• •» average «= •) 

FOR i := 1 TO 208 DO 
ra«ldala :* 0.; Imigioarydata :n 0.; 
FOR k := 1 TO Dumfra DO 

pointer:« (k-l)*208+i; 
nalditi:- ntUili-fR_d«tt[poin(er]; 
imigintrydiu :- imtgTniryiliu-fI d«u[polntet]; 

END;
R d>l>|!) :> re>ld«u/REAL(nuRifin); 
I diti(l) := iniginuyd«u/REAL(>umfin); 

END;
OutputForm>t(>vnep,i,R filemmc,! fileoime); 
Al«rra(4000,100.1); EXITT 

•2','S','i p : (• »= Mptnte == •) 
FOR k:« 1 TO numfm DO 

R^tmpfllenkDie :x R_rilcnimQ; 
I Impfileitne :« I filemme; 
LbOP
FORJ:«1TO78DO 

IF R tmpnienimelj) - '•' THEN 
IF k< 10 THEN

R hnpfihmimcfj+2]:- extl; R_tmpniename[j+3] :- OQ 
I ~unpfil«DiinelJVZ] :> extl; I tDipfiltnime[j+3] := OC; 
mil:- CHAR<ORD(<all)+l)7EXIT 

ELSE
R_tmpnieoime[j+2] :< '1'; I tmpfileDame[j+2] := T; 
R tmpnlen>me[j+3]:'ext2;"k tmpnienane[j+4] := OC; 
I lmpFil<ii>me[j+3] :•= exl2; I tmpfilcn»ra«[j-Hf] :< OC; 
extZ :* CHAR(ORD(ral2)+l); EXIT 

END; 
END; 

END; 
END;
ODtpgtFonnM(>vgKp,k,R tmpfllensme.! dnptlleBame); 

END; Al»rm(4000,100,l); EXIT] 
etc: EXIT 
ELSE Alam(3500,100,2); GotoXY(3,8);

ChColot^Either <1> or <2>MJghtRed,White); 
WrStrC. Pleaae enter.. '); avgaep :* RdKeyQ; 

END; 
END; 

C
tmpHle :•= FIO.CreateCHex.ogt'); 
j:=l;
FOR I := 1 TO 416 BY 2 DO 

nO.WrSlilHex(tinp6le,potenlial[i),3);
FlO.WrShtHex(tnpfile,poleDtial(l+lp); FIO.WrU(Bnpflle); j :-j+1; 
IF j = 14 THEN FIO.WrLn(tinpfile); j :" 1 END; 

END; FlO.Qoae(tinpfile);
') 
EndOutputFUe:

Qo>e(autpal window); 
END OotputFilcT

PROCEDURE SlowVoltMeu;
VAR modc.pioic: CHAR; dwell,drive,meaagrement,data: CARDINAL;

meai window: WinType; 
LABEL*Redo;

meai window := Open(WinDe((0,12,79,z:,Li(htGray,Blae,TRUE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,SingleFrame,LigktGray,BI»«));

SetTHIc(moii window/ Slow Voltage Meaauremenbl *,CenterUpperTltle); 
GotoXY(3,2);~WrStr('Selection of poiaiMe operation mode.: 1); 
GoloXY(3,4); ChColor('l',Brown,LightGray); WrStr('. Antomadc'); 
GotoXY(3,3); CliColor('2'.Browii,UglilOray); WrStr<'. Manual'); 
GotoXY(3,7); WrStr('PI«aae enter...'); 
REPEAT 

mode :* RdKeyQ; 
CASE mode OF 
I'lYAVa' :S«nilSlgnal(OFOH);

OoloXY(3,9); QrEol; OoloXY(3,10); drBol; 
OoloXY(3,n): OrEol; GoloXY(3,7); arEol; 
WrSlrCDwell time between each menurement (» 0.1 aocond): ); 
dwell :• RdCardO: 
IFdwelkl THEN dwell :- 1 END; 
OotoXY(3.«); WrStr('Data Number : •); 
GotoXY(3,10); WrSnfDrive pair :'); 
GotoXY(3.H); WrStrCMeaaorement pair: •); 
aotoXY(40,9); WrStrCDala Convenion 1); 
OotoXY(40,10); WrSofReal'); 
OotoXY(4«,10); WrSn('Imatln«ry'); 
FOR drive !«0 TO 15 DO 
FOR meangreniegt:- 1 TO 13 DO 

GotoXY(22,10); OrEol; OotoXY(22.11); QrEol; 
OotoXY(Z2,«); WrC«rd(drlve«13+meMurenienl,l); 
OotaXY(22,10);
IP drive - 0 THEN WrCard(16,2) 
ELSE WrC.rd(drive,2) END;
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GotoXY(23,10); WfSuf '-•); OotoXY(27,10); 
WrC.rd(drlve+l,l);
GotoXY(22,ll); WrCard(meainrenient,l); 
GotoXY(46.lO); WrSnCIm.giii.ry'); 
GoloXY(4<UO);CnColor('Re«r,Yellow,UghtGr.y); 
Del.y(100* dwell); SeodSign«l(OOH); 
IF KeyPreuedO THEN piuM :» RdKeyO; 

OoloXY(40,ll); WrStr('Strike My key to continue'); 
pane !* RdKeyQ; OotoXY(40,ll); ClrEol; 
IP OHM = esc THEN SendSign.l(OFFH); GOTO Redo END; 

END;
GotoXY(40,10); WrSnCRnl');
GotoXY(46,10);ChColorClm.gm,ry'.Y.IIow,LighlGr.rt 
Del.y(100*dwell); SendSign>l(OOH); 
IF KcyPraaedO THEN puiM := RdKeyO; 

ColoXY(40,ll); WrSirCSlrlke »ny k«y to continue'); 
f»m := RdKeyQ; CotoXY(40,n); ClrEol; 
IF name - etc THEN SendSignil(OFFH); GOTO Redo END; 

END; 
END; 
END;
GotoXY(3,9); QrEol; GoloXY(3,10); drEo); 
GotoXY(3,ll); OrEol; 

1'2','MVnT : Se«dSigB.I(OFOH); GotoXY(3,7); arEol;
WcStr('D.U to be monitored (enter diti number] : •); 
d.u » RddroX); 
FOR drive :« 0 TO 15 DO 
FOR maunment := 1 TO 13 DO 

IF drive* 13«neuuremcnt=d«. THEN 
GoloXY(3,9); WtSlr('D.t« Number : '); 
GotoXY(3,10); WrSu(TDrive ptir : '); 
OotoXY(3.U): WrStr('MeMurement piir : '); 
GotoXY(22,9); QrEol; WrC.rd(drive*13+meuurem ent,l); 
GoloXY(22,10);
IF drive = 0 THEN WrCard(16,2) 
ELSE WrC.rd(drive,2) END; 
GotoXY(25,10); WrStr( p -'V, GotoXY(27.10); 
WrC.rd(drive+l,l);
GotoXY(22,ll); WrC.n)(meiiaremBnt,l); 
GoloXY(40,9); WiStr('D>ti Cogveraion'); 
GotoXY(40,10);CkColor('Rrar,YeUow,UghtGray); 
GoloXY(4«,10); WrStrflmnginary'); 
pane := RdKeyQ; SendSign>l(OOH); 
GoloXY(46,10);CbColorClra.gin«ry-,YeIlow,UghtGr.y); 
GoU>XY(40,l 1); WrStr('Slrike my key to continue'); 
pine ••' RdKeyO; SendSignil(OFFH); GOTO Redo; 

ELSE
Deliy(lO); SendSign.l(OOH); 
De)iy(lO); SendSign.l(OOH); 

END: 
END; 
END;

(eic : SendSign.l(OFFH); 
ELSE Al.rm(3500,100,2); 
END; 

Redo: Go!oXY(3,9); ClrEol; GotoXY(3.10); ClrEol;
GotoXY(3,ll); QrEol; GotoXY(3,7); arEol; WrSlrCPIew ana... y, 

UNTIL mode-eK; 
QaH(me.s window); 

END Slow VoltMeu;

PROCEDURE ReMtWorkWindow; 
BEGIN

SetTirlo(worfc_window," Working Window ".CenterUpperTitle);
SetFnme(work window,SingleFrnme,White,Bloe);
T«rColor(White); TratB.ckgroond(Blue); Qnr 

END ReielWorkWindow;

BEGIN (• n.in program *)
n>.pexilU :> FALSE; Com Port; Menu;
nurnfrn := 2; mudiU :> numfm'frnidu.;
FOR i :« 1 TO 8320 DO polenti»l[i] :» OOH END;
work window :> Open(WlnDef(0,12,79,15,White,Blne,TRUE,FALSE,FALSE,

TRUE,SingleFnune,White,Blue)); 
ReMtWorkWindow; WrStrf' Ple«M enter... '); 
REPEAT 
uiop :» RdKeyQ;
LOOP IF RxCaunlQ * 0 THEN Rec*ive(clr n »unt,l) ELSE EXIT END END; 
IF >n*>p * CHAR(0) THEN 

«oiop :« RdKeyO; 
CASE uup OF
(CHAR(32) : DoiScreen :> Open(FnllScroenDef); 

TextColor(Y«llow);
WrStrCType EXIT to reran to Electric.) Impedince Tomognphy'); 
Stance ALLOCATE(K)dnB,<5S35);
iiddreti :, ExecuieCC:\COMMAND.COM-."..ddreit,6S53S D1V 8); 
Stonge.DEALLOCATE(«ddre»»,6«35); 

(•
Stong«ALLOCATE(M)dram,6]535);
iKldret. :« E»ccute("C:\OOMMAND.COM-,",iddre»,65535 DIV 16);
Stonge.DEALLOCATE(«ldnu,65533);

QoM(DotS«een); PntOnTop(FuMScreen); 
PafOnTop(«enu window); PntOnTop(opd«te_ "
PutOnTop(work "window); Qeir;

wiadow);
PutOnTop(work wnow; eir; 

|CHAR(45) : Oe.r; ChColor(' PreH <e«c> to confirm MJghtRed.Wbile);
confirm :• RdKeyO; Clear;
IF confirm • eK THEN GOTO exit ELSE GOTO ilann END 

|CHAR(39) : InltD»U; abort :- FALSE; P»tOnTop(work_window);
SetTlrte(work window,' Voltage MeuoremenO ",
CenterUpperTTde);
S>tFrame(work_window,SingleFnme,Llghtariy.Blne);
aear; SendSlgn.l(02H); ChuFrmNnm;

WillAcknowledge;
IP abort -FALSE THEN
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WrSttf Number of frsmes required »'); 
TexrColor(YeNaw); WrCerd(nanfm,2); WrLn; 
TexrColor<White);

WfStrC Measurements are in progress...'); 
FsbMeasoremcnt; 

END; ResetWorkWindow
|CHAR(«0) : SetT!tle(watk window.- Serial Tranemitsion ", 

CenterUpperTltlo); ~
SetFrame(work window,SlngleFrame,LightGray,Blue); 
•bort:- FALSE"; Clear, SendSignel(03H); 
WrSlr(' Number of fnmea lo be received = '); 
TeilColor(Yellow); WrCird(Dumfin,l); WrU; 
ChColorC Total number of bytes to be received = ',White,Yollow); 
WrCard(maxdata,3); TextColor(White); CunorOff; 
ReceiveData; 
IF abort * TRUE THEN SendSignal(05H);

RecetveVerifyData; VerifyRecvdData 
END; RewtWorkWindow; CunorOn; 

|CHAR(61) : Qear; DiiplayDaU; Clear 
|CHAR(62): Dear, OutputFile; Clear
(CHAR(63): SolTitle(work_wlnul ow,- Inideliaation of Memory Buffer", 

CenterUpperTltle);
SetFrane(work window,SingleFramelLightGray,Blue); 
OMC; SendSignal(04H); InltBuffcr; ReaetWorkWindow 

|CHAR(64) : Hide(updale window); Hide(work window); 
SendSignal(01 H);'EITSetUp.CurrentSetOp; 
InltDati; PutOnTop(work window); SendSignal(OFFH); 
PutOnTop(update_wlndow); PntOnTop(work window); 

|CHAR(«3): imageraenu window := Open(WinDef(Oil,79.15,White,Blae,TRUE, 
FALSE,FALSE,TRUE,DooWcFmni:,WhiK,BlQe)); 
SetTitle(iroagemenu_window,' Oraphlca Operarioni". 
CenlerUpperTirle); 
Use (imageraenu window); Clear; 
LOOP
GotoXY(3,2); WrStrCSelection of poarible operadans:'); 
WrLn;WrLn; ChColorC I'.Brown,Yellow); 
ChColorC. Surt ImHe Reconstraction'.Yellow.Brown); 
WrLn; WrSlrC 2');
ChColorC. Display Imigc'.Yollow,White); WrU; 
WrU; WrStrC Press <'); CbColorCetcMJghtRed.While); 
WrStrC> lo quit graphics routines'): 
GotoXY(3,9); WrSrr('Please enter...'); 
choice := RdKeyQ; 
CASE choice OF 
|'l': abort := FALSE;

IF mapexiats - FALSE THEN MakeMap;
IF abort *TRUE THEN mspexists » TRUE END 

END;
IF abort # TRUE THEN RPImaging END; Qear 

|'2': EITDisp.Main(portnnm); Install(partiium,Fint);
PutOnTap(iniagemenu window); dear 

lesc: EXIT 
ELSE

Al.rm(3500,100,2); CotoXY(3,ll); 
WrStrCEIther<l>or<2>. '); 

END; (• CASE •) 
END; (• LOOP *) 
Close(lnsgemenu_w)ndow); 
PutOnTop(work window); Clear

(CHARfW): Hlde(menu~ window); Hide(opdate_wlndow); Hide(work_window); 
EITNoiK.main; P~utOnTop(menu_wlndow); 
PntOnTop(apdate window); Put6"nTop(work window); Qear 

|CHAR(67): Hide(update~window);
EITDFnq.DualFreqSettings(numfm); 
BITDFreq.DiialFreqMeaaunnenli; 
mudata ;B numfm'frmdata;
PntOnTop(npdate window); PutOnTop(work window); Dear 

(CHAR(«8): Hide(updare~window); 
EITCG].CC[Seltin~gs(nnmfm); 
EITCGI.CirdiacGatedlmaging; 
maxdata := numfm*fniidaU;
PulOnTopfopdate window); PatOnTop(work window); dear 

|CHAR(104): InilData; SendSignal(OSH); SlowVoltrfeu; SendSignsl(OFFH);
PutOnTop(work window); ReaetWorkWindow 

ELSE GOTO alarm
END; (* of CASE •) dear; GOTO next 

END;
alarm: Alarm(3500,100,2); Clear; ChColorf ERROR:',LigntRod,Yellow); 

WrSlr(' Input shoold be one of the above choices.'); 
TextColor(While); 

next: WrStrC Please enter.- >,
UNTIL FALSE; 

exit:aoae(update_window); 
Qose(nienu_wTndow); 
Oose(work "window); 
ao»e(FullScreen); CursorOn; 

END HTSW5.
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Appendix E A Program Listing of 6303 Assembly Languages

* 

*

eibwS

ddrl
ddr2
drl
dr2
rmcr
trcar
rdr
ulr

ac
ub
Ib
latch
mO
ml
ml 
m3
m4
*
nnmfm
numit
drpoat 
atvald
aetatt
nummon 
enaddr
verdat
vergt
verlt
attadd
rtnadd
atcode
abort
dffm
aetupl 
aetup2

aell
ae!2
K.I3

ae!4
ae!3a
ae!5
ae!6
ae)7
fahopt
*

tint
laat

.

PROGRAM
TARGET 
FUNCTION 
DATE

model

aaoct

eqn
eqn
eqn

equ
eqn
equ
equ

equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ 
eqn
equ

equ
equ
eqn 
equ
eqn

equ
equ
equ
eqn
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ 
equ

eqo
eqn
equ
eqo
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ

equ
eqo

org

iEITSWS
: Electrial Impedance Tomography Syatem 
: To control the operation of the HIT ayatem 
: May 16, 1991 AUTHOR : Hlng Tong LEUNG

m6800

nm

h'OOOO'
h'ooorh'0002'
b'0003 1
h'0010'
b'OOll 1
b'0012'
h'0013'

h'0020'
h'0021'
h'0022'
h'0023'
h'0024'
h'0025'
h'0026' 
h'0027'
h'0028'

b'0080'
h'0081'
b'0082' 
b'0083'
h'OOB4'
h'0085' 
h'0086'
b'0088 1
b'0089'
h'OOSa'
h'Sffc'
h'Jffe'
b'JfOO'
b'5ff8'
h'5ff9'
b'Sffa' 
h'Sffb'

h'Ol'
h'02'
b'03'
h'04'
h'OJ'
h'06'
b'07'
h'08'
h'lT

h'1000'
h'oOOO'

h'fOOO'

;call relevant aaaembler

;idenn'fy target memory type

;converalon atart
;upper byte
;lower byte
{attenuation factor latch
idrlving electrode control
;monitoring electrode control
;real and imaginary aelection control 
;R and I awitch react
;amplitude and frequency control

;number of framo(a)
-.number of iterations)
;acd've driving electrode petition 
;atatna of recorded data (art. factor)
;aet att. factor flag ('fO' : adjuat)
;nnmber of monitoring poaitiona 
;addi» pointer of the lm+1 data
;tranamiaaion verifying data
•.verifying data (greater than)
;verlfying data (leaa than)
;addroaa pointer for next att factor
;addreae pointer for actual data
;Mt. factor codea (atari addreaa)
;abort flag
;no. of aeb for dual freq.
;firat aet np code for dnal freq. 
;aecond aet up code for dual freq.

;code for change current letting
;code for convenion
;code for rranamlaalon
;code for ram initialiaation
;code for verincatlon code
;code for dual frequency meaaurementa
;code for cardiac gated imaging
;code for atepplng thro' volt. meal.
;end of change current letting code

;firat addreaa of nm
;laat+l addroaa of nm

;aet baae addreaa for aaaembly

SYSTEM INITIALISATION

atari Ida
Idaa
Kaa
Idaa
Haa
Idaa
MM
Idaa 
MM

INITIAL SET UP

Idaa
MM

ataa 
Idaa
Maa
clra
KM
KM
Idaa
ataa

*VOO-
ddrl#h'10'
ddr2
*V05'
rater

trcar

#b'07'

Mi'10'
mO«h'cb'
ml

latch
n3 
*V02'
nun fa

iinln'aliae Mack pointer
;aet port one aa an input port

;aet port two bit 4 aa an output
andbitaO, 1,2,3 aa in pub
;iet band rate

tenable both receive and Innamlt

;iel Initial freq • 40 kHz
and amp - 25 mA 
;ael inidal active electrodea 16/1

;aet inidal recording electrodea 4/1

iteltoRparl 
tdefaull number of frame - 2 : R
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Ipclr

backam

auma

•

Idx
atx
Idx
dm
clrb

inx
clr
locb
cmpb
beq
inx
cpx
bml

drb
adda
cmpa
bne
dr.
bra

*h'lMO'
enaddr
ffflnt

X

X

dVOd 1
aorna

#b'1680'
Ipclr
matart

#h'U'
tfh'86"
backam

backam

;default laat+1 addreu (U 2 framea)

• MAIN PROGRAM SEQUENCES

• 
matart

^
optnl

optn2

optn3

optn4

optn3a

optn5

optn6

optn?

•

nop

clc 
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idaa 
Idaa
cmp« 
beq
cmpa
beq
cm pi
beq
cmpt
beq
cmpi
beq
empft
beq
cmpa
beq
cmpa
beq
bra

t

IT.j-
bra
jar
bra
i*
bra
jar
bra
jit
bra
jar
bra

optnO 

trcir

matart
trcar 
rdr
feel! 
optnl
4ael2
optn2
*ae!3
opto3
*ael4
optn4
#ae!3a
optn 3.
*Ml5

opttS
0ael6
optn6
«ael7
opta7
matart

rontcc 
matart
routac 
matart
rontat
matart
ronb'n
matart
routve
matart
routdf
matart
routcg
matart
routam
matart

*

• SUBROUTINES
*

•

* 
*

routcc

eadcc

.

j

routac

ehaatt

Option 1:

clc
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idat
Idaa
cmp.
beq
Una
bra
nop
rtt

Option 2:

Idaa
ttaa
clc 
Idaa

;added on 20/9/90 (temp, removed!) 
;clear carry flag 
'.polling trcar
;rotato content to left
;lf tot, poll again
;clear RDRF by reading trctr and rdr 
;get data from rdr
•.interpret command and branch to me 
iright aubroutine

;goto the alteration of current 
;aetting routine
;goto the meaiurement routine

;golo the aerial tranamiation routine

;goto the inltialiaatioa routine

igolo the tranamlaaion of verifying
;bytea routine
;golo the dual frequency meaaurement
;rontine
;goto the cardiac gated imaging routine

;goto the alow meaa. routine

: CHANGE CURRENT SETTING ROUTINE

trcar

routcc
trcar
rdr
fffabopl
endcc
•4
routcc

START CONVERSION SUBROUTINE

mror
numfm

near

^default no. of frame - 1

;gel att. factor flag 
;if flag - W then aet alt. factor
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clear

urn eta

attrec

endaet

gfmnun

atcon

fframe

nextfm

recimp

•

donext

endac

.

record

roll
bcc
Idea
Idea
a..
cmp.
bne

Idx
clr 
in
cpx
bne
Id..
aaa

Ida.
Idab
atab
Idx
Idaa
a»
Idaa
aaa
Idaa
a»>
bir
dec
bne
Ida.
cm pa
beq
dec
bne
clr
bra

clc
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idab 
Idab
atab

Ida.
Idab
atab 
Idx
ax
Idx
Idaa
ataa
Idaa
aa.
j"
bar
dec
bne
dec
bne

Idx
ex
Idab
jar
Idaa
eab
Idaa
•tea
Ida.
a»>

•aa
rta

Ida.
am
Ida.
cmp.
beq
cmp.
beq
cm pa

cm pa
beq
cmp.
beq
cmpa
*«.
cmp.
beq
cmp.
beq 
cmp.
beq
cap.
beq
cmp.
beq
anp.
beq
cmpa

cin.lt
near
rdr
aetatt
»VfO'
gfmngm

#fira
X

Mall
clear#h'07-
numit
chkcpt
treat
oumfm
tdr
ffalcode«h'10p
drpoa
#h'fO'
atvald
drpoa
mO
record
drpoa
attrec
itv.ld
MTfO'
endiet
numit
.amefm
aetatt
fframe

Ire IT

gtanam
trctr 
rdr
onmfn
chkcpt

num. fin
tdr 
Mini
ruiidd
*>tcode#h'10'
drpoa
drpoa
mO
conver
record
drpoa
rocimp
numfm
nextfm

rtn.dd
enaddr
Kfahopt
chkcpt
trca
tdr
•V10'
mO
aicode+7
latch
•V87'
ml

fth'Od'
nummon
drpoa#h'10*
labl
#h'0f
Iab2#b'0e*
Iab3Kb'Od'
Iab4
IrVOe'
I.b5

jmp6
*VOi'
jmp7
Hn 09
jmpB tt'06"

jnp9
ifh 07
jmplO
#h 06*
jmpll#h'05'
jmplZMi'04'

;initiallae an. facton.
;.clual data and addreia poiitera

;aet max. iter.rioni to 7 time.

;acquire a nnmber of frame(a) to be
^recorded

;aave the fnme number in [numfm]

Acknowledge the frame number 
;iet firm! return .ddreai

;load fiat en. factor code to x

;temporarily removed!

;iave the lait+1 data itorage addreia

;ch.nged from 'ed' to '87'

;reut the number of recording Agnail

;cbeck the active driving electrode.
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j»p«
jmp7
jmp8
jmp9
jmplO
jmpll
jmp!2
j» P13
jmpl4
jmp!5
jmpl6
jmpitp

l.bl 

1.62

I.b3

lib*

l.bS

l>b«

Ub7

l.bS

I«b9

UblO

l.bll

I.bl2

l.bl 3

l.bM

Iibl5

I.bl6

•rproc

#

•ctioa

•

fdlyl
full

beq
cmp.
beq 
cmp.
beq 
ctnpa
beq

15
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp
jmp

Id..
j« 
dec 
beq 
Ida.
J«
dec
beq
Id..
jd«

£.
j«
dec
beq 
Id..
i«
dec
beq 
Id..
j-
dec
beq
ld»
if
dec
beq
Id..

£c
beq
Idu
if
dec
beq
Id..
j-
dec
beq
Id..
j«
dec
beq
Id..
j-
dec
beq
ld.a
j-
dec
beq
Id..
j»
dec
beq
Id..
j-
dec
beq
Id..

£cdoc
beq
jmp
rt.

ld.b
emob «pb

eta.
Id..
*»
«••
Id..
ld.b
decb
bne
dec.
bne
et..

jmr 13#br03'
jopU 
(MTOr
jmplSWoi-
jmp!6
I.b6 
lab?
l.bB
I.b9
UblO
l.bll
l.bl 2
I.bl3
lib 14
l.blS
l.bl«
.tprec
#h'ed' 
.ction 
nnmmon 
jmp.tp #h'dc'
.ction
nummon
jmpitpdrb'cb'
.ction
nommon 
jmp.tp 
*Vb.-
•ction
nommon
jmpitp *b'.9'
.ction
nummon
.tprec 
MT981
.ction
nummon
itprec*h'87'
•ction
nommon
•tprec
*V76'
•ction
nommon
.tprecHh'65'
.ction
nnmmon
itprec#h'54'
.ction
nommon
•tprec#b'43-
•ction
nommon
stprec*h'32'
.ction
nummon
itprec
#h'2r
•ction
nommon
•tprec
ffVlO'
•ction
noomon
•tprec
Wi'OT
.ction
nommon
stproc«h'fe'
•ction
nummon
•tprec
l.bl

•eUttHrh'fO'
normel

ml
s
l.tcb
m3
MT06"«h'70'

bell

fdlyl
K

iMquence. of monitoring poiidon 
;«elecl monitoring electrode. >nd 
;carry out the A-D convenion. Upoi 
;the completion of 13th convenion, 
;go b.clt to liter the poution of the 
idriving electrode pair.

;if >et >tt. f.clor then jmp to nomul

;!alti«elheADC

^wilch to R p.rt
;>dded on 19/2/9O la increue the
iteming time due to low-pxi filter.

;rtd: 19/2/90

ckkfl dc ;cbeck whether the conversion is
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iHaiahed

adlyl

atore

•
normal

fdly2 
faet2

chk(2

adly2

longl
Iong2

>dly3

chk(3

>dly4

valid
•

• 
• 
•

• 
routat

Iptx

rola
bcc
Idab 
decb
bne
Idab
Idaa
rora
bcc
rora
bcc
ran
bcc
ran
bcc
Idaa
rola
bcc
rola
bcc
rola
bcc
rola
bcc
addb
•tab
inx
clr
jmp
atab
inx
jmp

ataa
Idaa
•taa
in 
•tx
Idx 
•taa
Idaa 
Idab 
decb
bne
dec.
bne
•taa
ataa
dc
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idab 
decb
bne
Idab
atab
Inx
Idab
atab
inx
atx
Idx

atab

Idab
Idaa
deca
bne
decb
bne

Idab
decb
bne
ataa
ataa
dc
Idaa
tola
bcc
Idab
decb
bne
Idaa
ataa
inx
Idaa
•taa
inx
alx
Idx
rta

Option 3

Idx
dnx
Idab
bar

chkfl
•V03 1

adlyl
ub
ob

atore

atore

atore

atore
Ib

•tore

•tore

•tore

•lore*b'10-
X

atvald
valid
X

valid

ml
X
latch

attadd 
rtnadd 
m3 #h'06' 
*h'70'

f.ot2

(dly2
ac
•c

drl

chkf2
•V03 1

adly2
ub
X

Ib
X

rtnadd
anadd

m2

•vor
#h'(f

Iong2

longl

#h'03'

adly3
ac
ac

drl

chk(3
#h'03'

adly4
ub
X

Ib
X

rtnadd
attadd

: START SERIAL TRANSM

naddr

X
chkcpl

;allow data to aettle doom

iiniu'ate the A DC

ilncrement an. (actor addreai pointer 
;itore addreai pointer 
;get actual data addreu 
itwitcb to R part 
;added on 19/2/90 lo incnaae the 
;aettling lime due to low-paaa filten

;end: 19/2/90

;check whether the converaion ia
;finiahod

iallow data to Httle down

;itore actual addreaa pointer
;get an, (actor addroaa

;awitch to Imaginary Part

iallowa aignal to aettle

;atore actual addroaa pointer
;gel an. (actor tddroaa

ISS10N ROUTINE

;«arl the aerial tranamiailon procraa
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.
*

rogtve

Ipver

bkneg

nextda

mma

.mm

negate

atpgen
Ipgen

•

*

cbkcpt

•>

•>

4>

routio
Ipioit

*

^

*> 
roatdf
drdf

Ipdfl

Idaa
•tab
dex
cpx

na

Option 3a

dr
dr
dr
Idx
Idaa
bnt 
tata
bes
cnp.
beq
cmpa
bgt
cmpa
bit
inx
cpx
bne
jmp
lab
Idaa
aba
tin
ataa
bra
Idab

ataa
•taa
bra
neia
bra
Idx
Idab
bar
Idaa
sub
inx
cpx
bne
rta

de 
Idaa
rola
rola
rola
bcc
rta

Option 4:

Idx
dr
Inx
cpx
bne
rta

Option]:

Idx
dr
Inx
2* 
Due

bar
Idaa
Idab
•lab

dc
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idaa
Idaa
•taa
bar
Idaa
Idab
•tab

treat
tdr

*voar
Ipn

: TRANSMISSION OP VERIFYING DATA SUBROUTINE

verdat
vergt
verit
Mint
X
negate

nextda
#b'80'

nextda
verdat
amm
verdat
mm.

enaddr
Ipver
itpgen

venial

verdat
verit
nextd.
verdat

verdat
vergt
nextda

bkneg
Dverdat
X
cbkcpl
treat
tdr

*verlt+l
Ipgan

;dear carry flag 
trcar ;get tranamluion atata.

chkcpt ;lf act, data tent to ihift ngiater

INITIALISE STATIC RAM SUBROUTINE

Mint
X

*laat
Ipiait

DUAL FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

Mint
X

fatcode
drdf

ehkepl acknowledgment
near
*etl5
tdr

(rear

Ipdfl
trcar
rdr
dffn
chkcpt
near
dffai
tdr
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dc
ld» near
nil
bee Ipdf2
1d» nor
Idii nil
ataa attgpl
bit chkept
Idaa trcar
Idab Mtupl
alab tdr

Ipdf3 dc

*

*

real

rreal

*
imag

rimag

*
nextdf

*
enddf

•

rola
bee
Idaa
Idaa
ataa
bar
Idaa
Idab
aub

dr
Idx
KX

Idaa
ataa
Idx
Idaa
ataa
Idaa
ataa
jar
dec
bne

Idaa
ataa
Idx
Idaa
ataa
Idaa
ataa
jar
dec
hue

dec
bne

Idx
KX
Idab

Ida.
atab
Idaa
ataa
Idaa
ataa
Idaa
Baa
rU

Ipdf3
trcv
rdr
aetup2
chkept
trcar
aelup2
tdr

letatt
Wirat ;set Brat return addreaa
rtnadd

aetupl
ml
ftatcode ; | oad Tint an. factor code to :#b'10'
dipoat 
drpoat
mO
record
drpoat
rreal

aetap2
m4
#aleod« ;|0ad Tint an. factor code to :
MT10'
dipoat
drpoB
mO
ncord
drpoat
rimag

dffm
real

madd
enaddr ;aava the laat+1 data atonge
Wabopt
chkept 
trcar
tdr
#h'10*
mO
atcode+7
latch
#b'87f ;changed from 'ed' to '87'
ml

Option « : CARDIAC GATED IMAGING

routcg Idx Mint 
dreg clr x 

in
epx «atcode 
bee dreg

Jar chkept ;ackaowledgneit
Idaa trear
Idab «ael«
aub tdr

Ipcgl dc
Idaa trear 
rola
bee Ipegl 
Idaa bar 
Idaa idr 
ataa dffm 
Jar chkept 
Idaa bear 
Idab dffm 
atab Idr

Ipcg2 dc
Idaa near 
tola
bee IpcgZ 
Idaa trear 
Idaa rdr 
ilia aetapl 
jar chkept 
Idaa trear 
Idab aenpl
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detect

cgil

MUeg

e-dcgi

dr 
MX

MM 

Ml

dc 
IdM 
ron 
bn

IdM
•ll

dec 
bee

Idx 
IdM
•11 
Idii
•11

bee

Idx 
MM
•M 
dec
bae

Ux
•x 
Idib

IdM
•it. 
MM
•11

Idr

eetatt
*6m 
rmidd
Ml.pl

ntcodeM'10'
dipoit

drl 

detect

drpoK
•0
record
drpo*

mteode

drpo*
drpotf
mO
rocoid
drpott

nlcode

drpo»
dffn
detect

rt»dd

•bkopt 
ckkcpt 
trot 
at•k'10'
•0
•teode+7
luck
fk'BT
•1

•,iet fint rctvra iddraM

;loed fint itt. bctor code to x

•.detect R pake from EGG

;loid Tint in. bctor code to x

•Jive tke l*lt+l dill ilonge iddreM

Whmgged from 'ed' to '87'

Option 7 : SLOW MEASUREMENTS ROUTINE

dc

rail 
bcc

cm pi

beq

bar 
rdr

ckOl

ckOl Idea

Idx 
en 
Idx 
Mae
•»• 
IdM
•M
bar 
dec 
bM 
bra

Ux
etx 
Mab

UM
•tab

m'OO-
abort
Mm
rmadd
ntcode

drpo*ir
mvoll 
drpo« 
mrec 
raittm

rmadd
enddr
Kbbopt
ckkept
Bear
klrm'10'
•0
rtcode+7
lattk
*b'8T 
ml

;ict Cm retnra addreei 

Moid firu ML factor code to x

^•ve Ibe lMt+1 ditt itonge iddrem

;ckaa»d from 'ed' to '87'

fk'Od'
••••OB
drpmt n'10'
••Ibl 
CT'CT

;neet Ike amber of ncordiaf atnala 

;cfceck Ike active drivi>| electndea
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Uljp6 
tnijp? 
«ojp8 
»mjp9

5S8
.mjp!4 
•mjpl5 
.mjpl6

imlbl

nlb2

beq
cmp.
bcq
cmpi
beq
cmp.
be,
cuipa
beq
cmp.
beq
cmp.
beq
cmp.
beq
cmp.
bcq
cmpi
beq
cmpi
beq
cmp.
beq
cmp.
beq
cmpi
beq
jmp

P
T
f 

mp
p 

jmp 
jmp 
jmp 
mp 

jmp 
jmp

Id.. 

dec

SL

MTOe1 
imlb3 Mi'Od 1 
•mlb4 Mi'Oc' 
imlbJ IUh'Ob' 
mip6 r '

imjpB Ob'08' 
>mjp9 #h'07- 
imjplO

.mjpll #b'05' 

.mjplZ «h'04' 
«mjpl3

.mjpU•b'02'
•mjpU«h'or
imjp!6
>mlb6
irnlb?
imlbg
imlb9
imlblO
.mlbll
.mlblZ
•mlbI3
•mlbl4 
.mlblS
•mlbl6
•mitp
•h'ed'
M9.Ct
nimmon
•mjilp•h'dc'

;nqoeocei of mooilariig poiidon 
iMlecl monitoring electrode, ud 
;c.rry oat me A-D coavenion. Upoo 
;tfae completloo of 13tb coovenion, 
;go bick to .Iter me petition of the 
^driving electrode peir.

imlb3

lmlb4

nlbS

mlb7

imlbS

nlb9

mlblO

llbll

»lb!2

«nlbl3

nlb!4

beq 
Idn

beq
U..

dec 
beq 
Id..

dec 
beq 
Id..

dec 
beq 
Id..

Sec

E" 

dec 
beq 
Id..

dec 
beq 
ld»

Sic 
beq 
Id..
j«
dec 
beq 
Id..

dec 
beq 
Id..
j« 
dec 
beq 
Id..

dec

irajilp *h'cb'
HIM!
nummoD 

jitp '
HB.CI
oammon
imjilp«h'.9'
nnict
DommoD
imilp#h'98' 
«n.ct 
B gm moo 
im.tp#h'87'
#m.ct
lummoi
im»tp#b'76' 
m.ct 
o urn moo
#m>tp

HHKt
BummoB 
n»tp#b'54' 
wnact 
Bom moo 
imitp#b'43' 
unict 
nommoo
UB.tp#b'32'
#mid 
lommoo

•V21'
•mut 
Bimmofl 
imitp «b'10'
•n.ct

beq 
jmp

<miu>
Kb'OT
om.ct
nommoB
omilpM'fe'
.mut
Bum moo
>m.tp
omlbl
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1 ataa
Idaa
Itlt
in
MX
Idx
Idaa
cmpa
beq

ml
X

latch

atudd
tin add
abort
#h'fT'
atpact

;inili.letheADC

;locremenl an. factor addnaa pointer 
;aton addnaa pointer
;get actual data add real

«*•« ">3 jawitch to Real part

amdlyR dc ;delay cootrollod by PC
Idai trcar 
rola
bcc amdlyR
Idaa trcar
Idaa rdr
ua> abort
cmpa *h'ff'
beq atpact

amchkl dc ;checfc whether the converalon la
Idaa drl tfniahed
rola
bcc imchkl
Idab Mi'03' ;allow data to aettle down 

imdlyl decb
bnc imdlyl
Idab ub
tub x
Inx
Idab Ib
•tab x
lux 

•
atab m2 ;iwilch to Imaginary Part

amdlyl

•

amchk2

amdly2

atpacl

•

dc
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idaa
Idaa
ataa
cmpa
beq

ataa
ataa
clc
Idaa
rola
bcc
Idab
decb
bne
Idaa
tli>
inx
Idaa
ataa
in
atx
Idx
ita

SET UP ADD

aeon

trcar

amdlyl
trcar
rdr
abort
#h'tf'
atpact

ac
ac

drl

amchk2#b'03'

amdly2
ob
x

Ib
X

rtnadd
attadd

RESS POINTER FOR RESET

h'fffe'
alart

;delay controlled by PC

More actual addreaa pointer
;get an. factor addreaa

;aet RESET vectoring addnaa

end
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Appendix F Theoretical Data of the Two-dimensional Resistor-mesh 
Phantom (SMT)

51 OHMS
loo ewe

15 Q

14 0

13 0-1

16 0

iH5c=|HHMH
/Acm^~C~ rjHH^"Cl"J''C-^JT"C ,__rjr<,—

no LjL !
10 0

03

Rl - 220
R2 • 470 £>MS
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13

A sample reconstructed conductivity image for m = 1.5
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Potentials in |iV for 1mA drive 
Channel n = electrodes n, n-1

Without plug board

Drive Receive channel 
channel

1 2 3.4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 0 011427 3913 1419 1089 1413 1211 716 734 1327 1688 1419 2026 6969 0
2 000 6969 2026 1419 1689 1327 734 716 1211 1412 1089 1419 391311427
3 11433 000 6970 3914 3929 2651 1327 1212 1893 2002 1413 1690 3929 7700
4 3914 6971 0 0 011432 7699 3929 1689 1413 2002 1893 1212 1327 2652 3929
5 1419 2027 6969 0 0 011427 3912 1419 1089 1412 1211 716 734 1327 1689
6 1089 1419 391311428 000 6968 2026 1419 1688 1326 734 716 1212 1413
7 1413 1690 3930 770011433 000 6969 3914 3929 2651 1327 1212 1893 2002
8 1212 1327 2652 3929 3914 6971 0 0 011432 7699 3929 1689 1413 2002 1893
9 716 734 1327 1689 1419 2027 6969 0 0 011427 3912 1419 1089 1413 1211
10 734 716 1211 1413 1089 1418 391211426 000 6969 2026 1419 1689 1327
11 1328 1211 1893 2002 1413 1688 3928 769811431 000 6971 3914 3929 2652
12 1689 1413 2002 1893 1212 1327 2651 3929 3914 6969 0 0 011433 7700 3929
13 1419 1089 1413 1212 716 734 1326 1689 1419 2025 6968 0 0 011428 3913
14 2026 1419 1689 1327 734 716 1211 1413 1089 1418 391211426 000 6969
15 6971 3914 3929 2652 1327 1211 1893 2002 1413 1688 3928 769811431 000
16 011433 7700 3929 1689 1413 2002 1893 1212 1327 2651 3928 3913 6970 0 0

With plug board

Drive Receive channel 
channel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 0 011432 3918 1422 1093 1418 1204 696 715 1321 1695 1424 2030 6974 0
2 000 6974 2030 1424 1695 1321 715 696 1204 1418 1093 1422 391711431
3 11436 000 6977 3923 3944 2648 1296 1176 1875 2008 1419 1694 3937 7706
4 3919 6974 0 0 011444 7721 3933 1658 1368 1974 1895 1217 1332 2659 3937
5 1422 2029 6975 0 0 011447 3922 1399 1055 1386 1209 719 737 1332 1694
6 1093 1423 392011437 000 6989 2007 1376 1650 1319 735 718 1216 1418
7 1418 1696 3944 772211452 000 6965 3821 3815 2610 1319 1210 1895 2008
8 1204 1322 2647 3933 3923 6991 0 0 011372 7508 3815 1650 1386 1974 1874
9 696 715 1296 1657 1399 2008 6965 0 0 011366 3819 1375 1055 1368 1175
10 715 696 1175 1368 1055 1375 381911366 000 6965 2007 1399 1657 1296
11 1322 1204 1874 1974 1387 1649 3814 750711371 000 6991 3924 3933 2648
12 1696 1418 2008 1895 1210 1319 2611 3815 3821 6965 0 0 011452 7721 3944
13 1423 1093 1418 1216 718 735 1319 1650 1376 2007 6989 0 0 011438 3921
14 2030 1423 1694 1332 737 718 1209 1386 1055 1399 392211447 0 0 0 6975
15 6975 3919 3937 2659 1332 1217 1895 1974 1369 1658 3933 772111444 000
16 011437 7707 3937 1695 1419 2008 1875 1176 1296 2647 3944 3923 6977 0 0
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Appendix F

STATISTICAL ANALYSES (1% tolerance of each
	Homogenuous (Vi) Inhomogemious (Vj) 
	Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.1%) 

	Active electrodes 16/1
1 0.0687 0.0782 0.0686 0.0784
2 0.0208 0.0272 0.0208 0.0252
3 0.00938 0.0166 0.00938 0.0164
4 0.00547 0.015 0.00546 0.015
5 0.00405 0.0146 0.00404 0.0143
6 0.00296 0.0145 0.00295 0.014
7 0.00155 0.0144 0.00153 0.0138
8 0.000339 0.0145 0.000323 0.0137
9 -0.00037 0.0145 -0.00037 0.0136
10 -0.00111 0.0146 -0.00109 0.0136

11 -0.00244 0.0148 -0.00241 0.0137

12 -0.00413 0.0152 -0.0041 0.0141

13 -0.00555 0.0157 -0.00553 0.0144

14 -0.00757 0.017 -0.00756 0.0154

15 -0.0145 0.023 -0.0145 0.0205

16 -0.0673 0.0754 -0.0673 0.0798 

	Active electrodes 2/3

1 -0.0291 0.0484 -0.0291 0.0563

2 -0.0819 0.0917 -0.0819 0.107

3 0.0969 0.0886 0.0969 0.105

4 0.021 0.0491 0.021 0.0549

5 0.014 0.0456 0.014 0.0525

6 0.0101 0.0452 0.0101 0.0516

7 0.00617 0.0443 0.00613 0.0508

8 0.00352 0.0437 0.00348 0.0505

9 0.00219 0.0433 0.00219 0.0503

10 0.000978 0.0433 0.00101 0.0503

11 -0.00091 0.043 -0.00086 0.0501

12 -0.00292 0.0431 -0.00287 0.0502

13 -0.00433 0.0429 -0.00429 0.0503

14 -0.00602 0.043 -0.00599 0.0503

15 -0.00995 0.0434 -0.00993 0.0507

16 -0.0177 0.0435 -0.0176 0.0529 

	Active electrodes 4/5
1 -0.00554 0.0765 -0.00553 0.0685

2 -0.00756 0.0768 -0.00756 0.0687

3 -0.0145 0.0775 -0.0145 0.0705

4 -0.0673 0.104 -0.0673 0.098

5 0.0687 0.105 0.0686 0.11

6 0.0208 0.0811 0.0208 0.0738

7 0.00939 0.0784 0.00934 0.0691

8 0.00548 0.0772 0.00542 0.0683

9 0.00406 0.0769 0.00402 0.0683

10 0.00297 0.0768 0.00297 0.0681

11 0.00156 0.0766 0.00158 0.0682

12 0.000347 0.0767 0.000372 0.068

13 -0.00036 0.0766 -0.00034 0.068

14 -0.0011 0.0767 -0.00108 0.0681
15 -0.00243 0.0764 -0.00241 0.0681
16 -0.00412 0.0765 -0.00411 0.0683

resistor; Mean is in V; S.D. is in mV)
Homogenuous (Vi) Inhomogenuous (Vj) 
Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.1%) 

Active electrodes 1/2
-0.0686 0.0845 -0.0687 0.0748
0.0673 0.08 0.0673 0.0901

0.0145 0.0239 0.0145 0.0276

0.00757 0.0195 0.00756 0.0234

0.00554 0.0184 0.00553 0.0227

0.00413 0.0182 0.00411 0.0218

0.00244 0.018 0.00241 0.0209

0.00111 0.0177 0.00109 0.0206

0.000376 0.0176 0.000376 0.0205

-0.00034 0.0176 -0.00032 0.0204

-0.00155 0.0178 -0.00152 0.0202

-0.00296 0.018 -0.00294 0.0201

-0.00405 0.0182 -0.00403 0.0205

-0.00547 0.0187 -0.00546 0.0205

-0.00938 0.0204 -0.00937 0.0213

-0.0208 0.0305 -0.0208 0.0303 

Active electrodes 3/4

-0.014 0.0808 -0.014 0.0768

-0.021 0.0827 -0.021 0.077

-0.0969 0.117 -0.0969 0.112

0.0819 0.1 0.0819 0.121

0.0291 0.0825 0.029 0.0848

0.0177 0.0821 0.0176 0.0803

0.00995 0.0809 0.00987 0.0782

0.00602 0.0805 0.00594 0.0775

0.00433 0.0806 0.00428 0.0771

0.00292 0.0808 0.00291 0.0772

0.000915 0.0807 0.000938 0.077

-0.00097 0.0803 -0.00095 0.0768

-0.00219 0.0803 -0.00217 0.0768

-0.00352 0.0803 -0.00351 0.0766

-0.00617 0.0807 -0.00617 0.0766

-0.0101 0.0804 -0.0101 0.077 

Active electrodes 5/6

-0.00405 0.0587 -0.00408 0.0487

-0.00547 0.059 -0.0055 0.0488

-0.00938 0.0597 -0.00942 0.0499

-0.0208 0.0627 -0.0209 0.0556

-0.0686 0.0784 -0.0687 0.0955

0.0673 0.0852 0.0673 0.0894

0.0145 0.06 0.0144 0.0488

0.00758 0.0586 0.00745 0.0476

0.00555 0.0585 0.00545 0.0475
0.00413 0.0586 0.00407 0.0477

0.00244 0.0584 0.00242 0.0477

0.00112 0.0585 0.0011 0.0479

0.000381 0.0584 0.000369 0.0479

-0.00033 0.0584 -0.00034 0.0482

-0.00155 0.0585 -0.00157 0.0482

-0.00296 0.0586 -0.00298 0.0485
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Appendix F

TISTICAL ANALYSES (1% tolerance of each resistor; Mean is in V; S.D. is in mV) 
Homogenuous (Vi) Inhomogenuous (V2) Homogenuous (V|) Inhomogenuous (V; 
Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.19l

Active electrodes 6/7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

-0.00434
-0.00603
-0.00996

-0.0177
-0.0291
-0.0819
0.0969

0.021
0.014

0.0101
0.00616
0.00351
0.00218

0.000973
-0.00092

0.0929
0.0935
0.0932
0.0959
0.0994
0.133
0.132

0.0941
0.0938
0.0936

0.093
0.093
0.093

0.0931
0.0931

-0.00434
-0.00604
-0.00999

-0.0177
-0.0292
-0.082
0.0967
0.0207
0.0138

0.00993
0.00612
0.00351
0.00219

0.000978
-0.00091

0.0816
0.0818
0.0814
0.0813
0.083
0.121
0.127

0.0837
0.0839
0.0833
0.0826
0.0822
0.0821
0.0822
0.082

Active electrodes 8/9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

-0.00037
-0.00111
-0.00244
-0.00412
-0.00554
-0.00757

-0.0145
-0.0673
0.0687
0.0208

0.00939
0.00547
0.00405
0.00297
0.00155

0.000341

0.0219
0.0219
0.0219
0.0224
0.0227
0.0235
0.0271
0.0757
0.0824
0.0354
0.0251
0.0228
0.0223
0.0221
0.0219
0.0219

-0.00039
-0.00111
-0.00241
-0.00406
-0.00546
-0.00747

-0.0144
-0.0674
0.0684
0.0205

0.00909
0.00527
0.0039

0.00284
0.00148

0.0003

0.0219
0.022
0.022

0.0223
0.0226
0.0228
0.0267
0.0732
0.0862
0.0336
0.0246
0.0231
0.0229
0.0225
0.0221

0.022
Active electrodes 10/11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.0022
0.000991
-0.00090
-0.00291
-0.00432
-0.00601
-0.00994
-0.0176
•0.0291
-0.0819
0.0969

0.021
0.014

0.0101
0.00618
0.00353

0.0205
0.0202
0.0199
0.0196
0.0198
0.0203
0.0214
0.0247
0.0343
0.0812
0.0893
0.0288
0.0246
0.0226
0.0215
0.0206

0.00225
0.00105

-0.00082
-0.0028

-0.00418
-0.00583
-0.00965
-0.0172
-0.0285
-0.0815
0.0971
0.0211
0.0141
0.0102

0.00622
0.00358

0.0218
0.0219
0.0221
0.0223
0.0224
0.0227
0.0229
0.0277
0.0356
0.0923
0.0841
0.028

0.0239
0.0227
0.022

0.0214

Active electrodes 7/8
-0.00221
-0.00354
-0.00619

-0.0101
-0.014
-0.021

-0.0969
0.0819
0.0291
0.0176

0.00993
0.006

0.00431
0.0029

0.000895

0.05
0.0497
0.0495
0.0488
0.0497
0.0513

0.105
0.0969
0.0573
0.0541
0.0518
0.0511
0.0507
0.0506
0.0504

-0.00227
-0.00359
-0.00624

-0.0102
-0.0141
-0.0211
-0.0971
0.0815
0.0285
0.0172

0.00964
0.00582
0.00417
0.00279

0.000813

0.0558
0.0559
0.0557
0.0569
0.058

0.0604
0.0961

0.102
0.0628
0.0583
0.0566
0.0563
0.0558
0.0557
0.0557

Active electrodes 9/10
0.000375
-0.00034
-0.00155
-0.00297
-0.00406
-0.00547
-0.00939
-0.0208
-0.0687
0.0673
0.0145

0.00757
0.00554
0.00412
0.00244
0.00111

0.0176
0.0177
0.0179
0.0179
0.0184
0.0186
0.0208
0.0312
0.0792
0.0887
0.0233

0.019
0.0183

0.018
0.0177
0.0177

0.000397
-0.00029
-0.00147
-0.00284
-0.0039

-0.00527
-0.00909

-0.0205
-0.0684
0.0674
0.0144

0.00747
0.00546
0.00406
0.00241
0.00111

0.0184
0.0183
0.0185
0.0186
0.0186
0.0189
0.0209
0.0305
0.0725
0.0829
0.0244
0.0205
0.0199
0.0194
0.019

0.0185
Active electrodes 11/12
0.00432
0.00291

0.000907
-0.00098

-0.0022
-0.00352
-0.00618

-0.0101
-0.014
-0.021

-0.0969
0.0819
0.0291
0.0176

0.00994
0.00601

0.0194
0.0196
0.0196
0.0199
0.0201
0.0206
0.0214
0.0231
0.0256
0.0299
0.0854
0.0831
0.0311
0.0236
0.0202
0.0194

0.00435
0.00294

0.000927
-0.00096
-0.00218
-0.0035

-0.00611
-0.00993

-0.0137
-0.0207
-0.0967

0.082
0.0292
0.0177

0.00999
0.00605

0.0206
0.0208
0.0207

0.021
0.0212
0.0214
0.0222
0.0245
0.0254
0.0302
0.0991
0.0806
0.0329
0.0234
0.0209
0.0204
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Appendix F

STATISTICAL ANALYSES (1% tolerance of each
Homogenuous (Vi) Inhomogenuous (V2) 
Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.1%) 

Active electrodes 12/13

resistor; Mean is in V; S.D. is in mV)
Homogenuous (Vi) Inhomogenuous (Vz) 
Mean S.D.(x0.1%) Mean S.D.(x0.1%) 

Active electrodes 13/14
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.00405
0.00296
0.00155
0.00034
-0.00037
-0.00111
-0.00244
-0.00413
-0.00554
-0.00757
-0.0145
-0.0674
0.0687
0.0208

0.00938
0.00547

0.0118
0.0116
0.0111
0.0109
0.011
0.011

0.0111
0.012

0.0125
0.0135
0.0179
0.0821
0.0838
0.0235
0.0144
0.0124

0.00406
0.00297
0.00155

0.000336
-0.00038
-0.00112
-0.00244
-0.00408
-0.00546
-0.00747
-0.0145
-0.0673
0.0687
0.0208

0.00941
0.00549

0.0117
0.0113
0.0106
0.0103
0.0102
0.0102
0.0103
0.0106
0.0109
0.0123
0.0191
0.0771
0.082

0.0288
0.0153
0.0127

Active electrodes 14/15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.014
0.0101

0.00618
0.00353
0.0022

0.00099
-0.00090
-0.00291
-0.00432
-0.00601
-0.00994
-0.0176
-0.0291
-0.0819
0.0969
0.021

0.0183
0.0177
0.0164
0.0162
0.0161
0.0158
0.0161
0.0165
0.0169
0.017

0.0186
0.0225
0.0326
0.078

0.0909
0.0237

0.014
0.0101

0.00617
0.00351
0.00218

0.000963
-0.00093
-0.00291
-0.00428
-0.00593
-0.00987
-0.0176
-0.029

-0.0818
0.0969
0.021

0.0207
0.0184
0.0171
0.0173
0.0171
0.0171
0.0172
0.0177
0.0178
0.018

0.0193
0.0238
0.0345
0.078

0.0971
0.0254

0.00555
0.00413
0.00244
0.00111

0.000377
-0.00033
-0.00155
-0.00296
-0.00405
-0.00547
-0.00938
-0.0208
-0.0687
0.0673
0.0145

0.00757

0.0143
0.0135
0.0128
0.0125
0.0125
0.0123
0.0124
0.0128
0.0131
0.0136
0.0164
0.0275
0.0768
0.075

0.0212
0.0158

0.00555
0.00413
0.00243
0.0011

0.000365
-0.00035
-0.00156
-0.00295

-0.004
-0.0054

-0.00932
-0.0208
-0.0686
0.0674
0.0146

0.00758

0.0137
0.0129
0.0124
0.0123
0.0122
0.0123
0.0124
0.0129
0.0133
0.0139
0.0172
0.0287
0.0878
0.0859
0.0208
0.0147

Active electrodes 15/16
0.0291
0.0176

0.00994
0.00601
0.00432
0.00291

0.000908
-0.00098
-0.0022

-0.00352
-0.00618
-0.0101
-0.014
-0.021

-0.0969
0.0819

0.0319
0.0232
0.018

0.0171
0.0169
0.0164
0.0161
0.0163
0.0162
0.0163
0.0168
0.0179
0.0198
0.0245
0.0878
0.0741

0.0291
0.0176

0.00993
0.00599
0.0043

0.00288
0.00087
-0.00101
-0.00218
-0.00348
-0.00613
-0.0101
-0.014
-0.021

-0.0969
0.0819

0.035
0.023

0.0195
0.0182
0.0176
0.0175
0.0176
0.0177
0.0176
0.0178
0.0182
0.0193
0.0213
0.025

0.0804
0.0814
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Appendix G Circuit Diagrams of the Polytechnic of Wales System
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Appendix G

O STATUS

D7

G.2 A-to-D conversion circuit
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VCO IS APPROX. *15V 

ALL TRANSISTORS ARE 

IN CA3096AE 

CHIP 1 : Q1,Q2,Q7,QB 

CHIP S : 03,04,Q5,QB 

CHIP 3 : 09,010,011,012
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